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Abstract 

 

Cole Carpenter syndrome (CCS) is a rare genetic syndrome affecting bone integrity 

and durability. It is believed to be related to osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), a group 

of genetic disorders commonly known as brittle bone disease. The molecular 

mechanism of the syndrome has yet to be discovered, however two distinct types 

have been identified: CCS1 and CCS2, linked to mutations in protein disulphide 

isomerase (PDI), and SEC24D (a component of the COPII vesicle export complex) 

respectively. This thesis will provide groundwork in investigating the molecular basis 

of CCS1. This variant is characterised by a single amino acid substitution mutation 

(Y393C) in PDI, an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) specific protein disulphide 

isomerase and molecular chaperone involved in collagen folding. Without this 

chaperone, collagen cannot fold into its triple helical tertiary structure, and this 

misfolded protein may accumulate in the ER, activating the unfolded protein 

response (UPR). It has been suggested that a failure to resolve this response may 

result in the brittle bone phenotype of Cole Carpenter syndrome. This thesis 

presents work in both primary cells and established cell lines to identify potential 

interacting partners of Y393C-PDI, hypothesising the potential downstream effects 

on collagen matrix production. Indirect immunofluorescent labelling of collagen I 

suggests that collagen production is impaired, and confocal microscopy revealed 

abnormal ER and lysosome organelle morphologies in Y393C-PDI expressing cells. 

Overall cell viability of affected cells appears significantly decreased, and they are 

less influenced by the action of small molecule inhibitors than wild-type cells. 

Altogether, these preliminary data shed light on the cause of the bone specific 

phenotype of Cole Carpenter Syndrome 1, and potentially help to understand other 

OI-related disorders. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Osteogenesis imperfecta and Cole Carpenter Syndrome 

Bone is one of the most important physiological structures in the body, with integral 

roles in structural support and movement, organ protection and immune cell 

production (Weiner, 1998). It also is vital for the maintenance of Calcium (Ca2+) and 

phosphate (PO3−) in the body through the process of continuous production and 

resorption (Weiner, 1999). The composition of bone broadly consists of the 

following: inorganic materials which make up 65-70%, such as hydroxyapatite 

ensuring hardness and durability; organic mass (20-25%) which predominantly 

consists of collagen type I, providing the intrinsic elasticity necessary for movement. 

The remaining 10% consists of water associated with collagen. This is 

predominantly collagen type I, although type III and VI are known to associate to 

bone, the latter seemingly less prevalent in adult tissue (Hall, 2011; Keene, 1991). 

Despite the inherent resilience and structural importance of bone integrity, around 

500,000 fragility-related bone fractures occur every year in the UK alone (Richetta, 

2019), due to both age-related diseases, and the impact of genetically derived 

disorders such as Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI), also known as brittle bone 

syndrome.  
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OI results from a disproportionately large amount of ‘spongy bone’ also known as 

cancellous or trabecular bone versus ‘compact bone’, or cortical bone, as shown in 

Figure 1.1. Cancellous bone is softer than cortical bone and is made up of 

‘trabeculae’, a network of interlocking tubular structures containing bone cells and 

vasculature, as opposed to the parallel, tightly packed osteons of cortical bone. 

Cancellous bone surrounds the medullary cavity where yellow and red bone marrow 

is stored, the former essential for fat and cartilage production, and the latter 

producing red blood cells (Gurevich, 2007). Cancellous bone also dominates the 

joint-proximal extremities of the bone and, like cortical bone, is lost with age, leading 

to a general decrease in bone density (Parkinson, 2013).  

Figure 1.1. The inner ultrastructure of bone tissue. The inner cortical (compact) bone lies 

closest to the medullary cavity. The surrounding cancellous (spongy) bone is covered by 

the protective periosteum. 
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Table 1.1. Characterisation of cell types found in cortical and cancellous bone tissue. 

Compact bone accounts for approximately 80% of skeletal density and ensures 

rigidity and skeletal support. It comprises the outer layer of long bones and is made 

up of many repeating functional units known as osteons, labelled in Figure 1.1, 

which contain multiple types of bone cells (Rho, 1999). Each osteon is clustered 

amongst others, containing a central blood vessel canal known as a Haversian 

canal. This is surrounded by layers of compact matrix called lamellae and regions 

of cell-cell junctions called lacunae (Marotti, 1979). Each cell type outlined in Table 

1.1. is integral to the continued remodelling of bone and the relevant proportions of 

cortical and cancellous tissue, and therefore overall bone density (Sims, 2014). 

Osteonectin, osteocalcin and non-collagenous ECM are mostly synthesised by 

metabolically active osteoblasts and are necessary for the continuous remodelling 

of bone (Ozdemir, 2016). Osteonectin represents the most abundant non-

collagenous protein in mineralized bone matrix and is also referred to as the 

Bone cell Role  

Osteoblast Responsible for the production and 

secretion of osteoid, the collagen I-

based matrix, and non-collagenous 

osteonectin and osteocalcin to reform 

bone (Casella, 1994). 

Osteocyte Inactive osteoblasts responsible for 

cell-cell communication. Located in 

the lacunae between lamellae within 

the compact bone osteon. 

Osteoclast Large cells with up to 50 nuclei. 

Responsible for lysosomal-mediated 

breakdown of old bone by the process 

of resorption. 

Osteoprogenitors Mesenchymal stem cells which 

differentiate into osteoblasts, and are 

important in fracture repair (Long, 

1995). 
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secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC) or basement membrane 

protein 40 (BM-40) (Heinegård, 1989). 

If the process of bone resorption by osteoclasts exceeds formation by osteoblasts, 

the bones become brittle and prone to mis-formation and multiple fractures (Ciarallo, 

2006). It is hypothesised that slight differences in collagen production and trafficking 

may cause a cascade of events impacting the production or distribution of osteoid, 

resulting in significant changes to bone density. Owing to the important role of the 

collagen matrix in signalling between cells, this imbalance could therefore contribute 

to an OI phenotype. 

Cole Carpenter syndrome (CCS) is an extremely rare form of OI, and one of the 

most severe, mostly affecting children a few months from birth. Patients with Cole 

Carpenter syndrome type 1 have a mutated version of the gene P4HB, which 

encodes Protein Disulphide Isomerase (PDI), an ER-localised oxidoreductase and 

molecular chaperone implicated in proper collagen folding (Rauch, 2015). Current 

research suggests the phenotypes associated with CCS1 arise through defects in 

collagen folding or trafficking in the osteoid producing osteoblasts. 

1.1.1 Molecular chaperones are essential in maintaining cellular 

homeostasis 

The maintenance of proper cellular function relies on the vast array of proteins that 

are constantly produced. The information required to ensure proper folding of 

primary protein structures into secondary, tertiary and potentially quaternary 

structures is mostly intrinsic, allowing the structure to ‘collapse’ into a 

thermodynamically stable state (Linquist, 2011). However, this process is not error-

free, therefore an additional level of control is often needed, catalysed by the actions 

of molecular chaperones (Frydman, 2001). These proteins actively ensure the 

proper folding into higher order structures of complex proteins inside the cell, such 

as collagen I.  

An endoplasmic reticulum (ER) chaperone, Protein Disulphide Isomerase, is a key 

protein enabling procollagen chains to fold properly into the characteristic triple 

helical form which is then secreted from the cell. In studied CCS1 patients, it is 

currently accepted that PDI has a heterozygous missense mutation at nucleotide 

1178 from an adenine to guanine (A>G), resulting in a Tyr393Cys substitution in the 

protein (Rauch, 2015). This gain of cysteine mutation has been implicated in 
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incorrect collagen processing and transport in these cells, which may contribute to 

a reduction in osteoid formation and produce the brittle bone phenotype.  

Collagen production and secretion by CCS patient fibroblasts has been reported to 

be normal, suggesting the quality - not quantity - of protein is affected (Cole and 

Carpenter, 1987). Rather than causing a ‘loss of function’, which would result in no 

collagen production or secretion, a ‘gain of dysfunction’ hypothesis has been 

proposed to explain the effects of this mutation, resulting in misfolded collagen 

aggregating in the ER (Balasubramanian, 2018). This is suggested to increase the 

demand for protein folding in the ER, exceeding the organelle’s capacity to achieve 

this, eliciting ER stress. Alongside disrupting the delicate environment of the ER, 

aggregation of unfolded or misfolded protein activates the ER stress response 

pathways as seen in many other genetic conditions such as neurodegenerative 

syndromes (Winklhofer, 2008). This collection of cellular stress responses results in 

either: degradation of the misfolded protein by activated proteases; an increase in 

chaperone production to ‘rescue’ misfolded collagen; or apoptosis (Hetz, 2018). It 

has been suggested that failure to resolve ER stress responses in bone cells results 

in the brittle bone characteristic of Cole Carpenter syndrome. 

1.1.2 Historical diagnoses 

In 1987, Cole and Carpenter described a new, autosomal recessive form of OI, 

characterised by bone fragility and deformity, growth failure and distinctive facial 

features such as eyeball bulging (ocular proptosis) and an asymmetrical skull due 

to early suture closure (craniosynostosis). Their two unrelated patients developed 

fractures and growth deformities shortly after birth, however brain function and 

intellect were reported as normal, as was the quantity of collagen production (Cole 

and Carpenter, 1987).  

Further cases of CCS1 have since been reported (Ouyang, 2017), 

(Balasubramanian, 2018), alongside (Amor, 2000), (Marwaha, 1993), (Stopfer, 

1992), (MacDermot, 1995), however the latter three diagnoses report significantly 

varied phenotypes from the original, such as finger webbing and microcephaly 

suggesting they may not be genetically the same disorder. After further analysis of 

MacDermot’s 1995 report, it has been suggested the correct diagnosis is Coffin-

Lowry syndrome (Fryns, 1996), which causes many visual and cognitive defects, 

alongside impaired growth.  
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Similar conditions such as Bruck syndrome, another autosomal recessive disorder 

in which collagen crosslinks due to a deficiency of hydroxylation (MacPherson and 

Clemens, 1997), also results in fragile bones, fractures, and other skeletal 

deformities, and can be mistaken for CCS1. Due to these phenotypic similarities 

with other rare syndromes, it can be difficult to discern one case of true CCS1 from 

other closely related conditions. 

1.1.3 Characterisation of Cole Carpenter syndrome 

Currently there are two characterised types of Cole Carpenter syndrome, both linked 

to separate mutations involved in collagen packaging and transportation. This 

project will focus on CCS type 1, and the P4HB gene mutation linked to its cause. 

P4HB is the coding DNA for the beta subunit of the prolyl 4-hydroxylase complex 

(P4H), also known as PDI. The single nucleotide polymorphism results in the large 

amino acid tyrosine at position 393 to be substituted for a smaller, reactive cysteine. 

It is suggested that the usual hydroxylation of collagen I proline is impacted by this 

mutation, leading to the CCS1 phenotype shown in Figure 1.2. (Rauch, 2015). 

Through collaboration with our clinical partner at Sheffield Children’s hospital, we 

have been able to gain an insight into a CCS1 patient presenting the phenotypes 

associated with the original two cases of Cole and Carpenter. The individual had a 

normal birth, however soon presented with impaired growth and an extreme 

susceptibility to fractures, resulting in an OI diagnosis. Exome sequencing confirmed 

the patient carried the Y393C-PDI mutation (Balasubramanian, 2018). 

The current prevailing method of treating bone degenerative syndromes is with 

bisphosphonates (Khosla, 2012). These block the resorption of bone, favouring the 

production of new osteons and thus restoring the balance between bone resorption 

and formation (Fleisch, 2002). They can be taken orally or administered via 

intravenous drip in severe cases. This individual was treated with intravenous 

bisphosphonate infusions from 7 months of age, which she continues to receive, 

alongside bone grafts and other operations (Balasubramanian, 2017).  
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1.1.4 Underpinning the molecular basis of CCS1 

The molecular basis of CCS1 is still under investigation: it is not yet known whether 

the phenotype arises from the single mutated gene or a combination of OI and other 

comorbidities. Whether the mutation is unique to CCS1 or is implicated in other 

collagen-associated disorders is another property which has also not yet been 

determined. These dilemmas are highlighted by premature skull suture closure 

(craniosynostosis) which results in multiple neurological defects and asymmetrical 

facial features (Timberlake, 2017). Craniosynostosis shares some characteristics 

with CCS1, however is caused by multiple genetic mutations which interact and 

cause the syndrome phenotype. It has been suggested that some reported cases 

Figure 1.2. Radiographic findings in Individual at 18 years of age affected by Cole 

Carpenter syndrome type 1. Reproduced from Rauch, et al. (2015). (A) Lateral skull 

radiograph showing severe midface hypoplasia. (B) The right arm is severely deformed. 

(C) In the legs, both femurs and tibias have undergone intramedullary rodding surgery. 

The right femur shows a large cystic area (asterisk) and no bone is visible in the mid-

shaft area (arrow). (D) Wide epiphyses of the metacarpal and digital bones, thin cortices 

and a cystic appearance. Some of the end phalanges seem to be partially resorbed 

(arrows). 
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of CCS1 have been a combination of craniosynostosis and OI, as supported by Type 

III OI, another rare and severe form of these disorders (Eppley, 1994).  

Whilst this ‘combination’ hypothesis is supported by the condition’s rarity, there is 

strong evidence for the original two cases of Cole Carpenter and that of Amor and 

Balasubramanian being the same, independent disorder, owing to their extremely 

close similarity. In their reports, the quantity of collagen I production was reported 

to be normal (Amor, 2000), suggesting a different feature of cellular collagen is 

compromised. Using genome sequencing, this fault was later discovered to be with 

the molecular chaperone responsible for proper collagen folding, PDI.  

The most recent study to date highlights a mutation in the prolyl-4-hydroxylase 

complex different to the one identified by Rauch (2015), yet still in the PDI domain. 

This is a heterozygous deletion of exons 5-8 (Ouyang, 2017) which also causes the 

same phenotypes as CCS1, suggesting the condition could be caused by other 

mutations in the P4HB gene, impacting the translated product in a similar way. This 

shows the importance of chaperone integrity for correct protein folding, whilst 

providing additional support for PDI’s critical role in the syndrome. 
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1.2  PDI and the Prolyl-4-hydroxylase complex 

1.2.1 The structure, activity and subcellular localisation of PDI 

PDIA1, more commonly referred to as PDI, is the founding member of 21 other ER 

specific chaperones in this family of protein disulphide isomerase enzymes and, as 

a subunit of the prolyl-4-hydroxylase complex, an important enzyme in collagen 

folding (Benham, 2012; Kozlov, 2010). PDI is generally said to be endoplasmic 

reticulum localised, as shown in Table 1.2. More recent investigation into PDI and 

its substrate interactions have developed further insights into the roles of this protein 

in the ER (Diwaker, 2015). 

To function as a disulphide oxidoreductase, PDI requires an electron donor to supply 

oxidising equivalents. Two ER localised proteins Ero1α and Ero1β selectively 

oxidise reduced PDI and therefore control its activity through a PDI-Ero1 redox cycle 

(Benham, 2000). This cycle fluctuates between reduced state PDI which binds 

proteins and performs its chaperone activity and oxidised state, which releases the 

folded protein (Moore, 2010).  

Further research has revealed numerous members of the family localising to 

different areas of the cell, such as the membrane surface or lipid rafts, and 

displaying novel activities in these locations (Diwaker, 2015). Alongside the classical 

roles of disulphide bond formation and isomerisation in proteins synthesised in the 

rough endoplasmic reticulum, individual PDI family members have been implicated 

in breast cancer tumour suppression (Chen, 2005). This has also been observed in 

tau protein association in neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer disease neurones 

(Honjo, 2014). 

Table 1.2. Common PDI family members and their intra- and extra-cellular localisation 

and functional roles. 

PDI family 

protein 

Role Cellular location 

Protein disulphide 

isomerase 

(PDI/PDIA1) 

Molecular chaperone, hormone reservoir, 

thiol-disulphide oxidoreductase (Primm, 

2001; Hosokawa, 2000) 

ER, cell surface, nucleus, 

cytosol, secreted 

PDIp/PDIA2 Pancreas specific molecular chaperone, 

oestrogen binding protein (Fujimoto, 2018) 

ER 
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ERp57/PDIA3 Catalyses disulphide bond formation for 

MHC class I molecules, as part of calnexin-

calreticulin cycle (Zhang, 2006) 

Endoplasmic reticulum, 

nucleus, plasma membrane 

rafts, cell surface cytosol, 

secreted 

ERp72/PDIA4 Molecular chaperone (Mazzarella, 1990) Endoplasmic reticulum, cell 

surface, secreted 

PDIR/PDIA5 Molecular chaperone for α1-antitrypsin and 

N-linked glycoprotein (Vinaik, 2013) 

ER 

PDILT Testis specific molecular chaperone and 

oxidoreductase (van Lith, 2005) 

ER 

P5 Molecular chaperone, associated with 

Alzheimer’s disease (Honjo, 2014) 

Endoplasmic reticulum 

ERp44/ TXNDC4 Molecular chaperone for IgM and 

adiponectin (Watanabe, 2019) 

Endoplasmic reticulum, cis-

golgi  

ERp29 Protein secretion control and tumour 

suppressor (Chen, 2015) 

Endoplasmic reticulum 

 

In humans, the gene for PDIA1 (which will be subsequently referred to as PDI) is 

located on chromosome 17q25 (Galligan, 2012), with its translated product 

consisting of 508 amino acids. The protein was first identified in rat liver through its 

formation, isomerisation and reduction of disulphide bonds in ribonuclease A 

(Goldberger, 1963), which is a characteristic also found in the majority of other 

proteins in this family. All proteins in this family contain a thioredoxin‐like structural 

fold consisting of both alpha helices and beta sheets in the following chain 

sequence: βαβαβαββα. This is a family-wide shared structural feature which 

contributes to both catalytic and non-catalytic activity (Darby, 1995). PDI itself 

contains four of these thioredoxin domains, with two outer catalytic domains (aa’) 

containing the active motif Cys-x-x-Cys, as represented by the WCGHC motif as 

seen in Figure 1.3 panel A, and two non-catalytic inner domains (bb’) which bind to 

substrate (Alanen, 2003). The catalytically active cysteines react with thiols of newly 

synthesised proteins to ensure the oxidoreduction of disulphide bonds, whilst the b 

and b’ domains have no such active amino acids and are generally considered to 

be responsible for substrate recruitment (Klappa, 1998). Finally, the protein contains 
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a KDEL ER localisation sequence at the C terminus to retain it within the ER lumen, 

and a short interdomain sequence known as the X-linker region (Freedman 1998). 

Oligomerization of PDI into its functional form involves the interaction of zinc ions 

(Zn2+) with the catalytically active cysteines of the a and a’ domains (Soloyov, 2004). 

This occurs by using the ion to bridge one of the catalytically active cysteines in a 

or a’ between the cysteine present on the b’ domain, as displayed on Figure 1.3. It 

has been proven that these active cysteines are critical, as replacement with serine 

removes PDI’s catalytic activity, whereas the same replacement of cysteines 

present in the b’ domain does not affect this process (Solovyov, 2004).  

These catalytic domains are central to PDI’s function, with both a and a’ domains 

contributing to firstly its redox activity, allowing the introduction of new disulphide 

bonds via its oxidase activity, and the rearrangement of existing bonds via its 

isomerase activity. These are also vital for its separate chaperone activity: the 

introduction of disulphide bridges in the correct place on the target protein allows 

folding into the correct favourable tertiary structure arrangement. If these bonds are 

Figure 1.3. Structural overview of human PDIA1 (hPDI) and the collagen prolyl-4-

hydroxylase complex. (A) Schematic diagram of PDI components with active site 

amino acid sequences. (B) Crystal structure of human PDI as determined by X-ray 

crystallography (PDB: 4EKZ). Catalytic domains (aa’) and non-catalytic domains (bb’) 

shown. (C) The prolyl-4-hydroxylase complex comprises two α subunits (P4HA) and 

two catalytic β subunits (P4HB/PDI). 
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incorrectly placed, it can introduce misfolding or unfolding of the target protein, 

activating the ER stress response pathways and leading to transient suppression of 

protein translation to allow cell recovery. The tyrosine residue at position 393 of the 

a’ active site is replaced with a reactive cysteine in CCS1, in close in proximity to 

the other reactive cysteines C397 and C400 which catalyse PDI’s activity. 

PDI acts as a molecular chaperone for many proteins in the cell both in vivo and in 

vitro alongside collagen I (Moore, 2010). It also functions as a subunit of various 

enzyme complexes, including microsomal triglyceride transfer protein, and the 

prolyl-4-hydroxylase complex. To coordinate the folding of the collagen I triple helix, 

it forms half of the collagen prolyl-4-hydroxylase (C-P4H) complex shown in Figure 

1.3C. This complex consists of P4HA and P4HB subunits, catalysing the formation 

of 4-hydroxyproline residues in collagen. The P4Hs involved in collagen 

biosynthesis recognize the characteristic X-pro-gly residue sequence in procollagen 

chains, catalyse the placement of disulphide bonds, and allow the proper folding 

into the triple helical tertiary structure (Gorres, 2011). 

In vertebrates, this complex is believed to exist in two forms (I, II), as tetramers 

consisting of two alpha (P4HA1 or 2), and two beta (P4HB) subunits (Kivirikko, 

1998). However, in recent literature, it has been suggested there are at least three 

P4HA isoforms contributing to the overall C-P4H complex (Gjaltema, 2017; Xiong, 

2018). These may each have different affinities for P4HB and therefore influence 

the equilibrium between monomeric and heteromeric PDI in different cells and 

tissues. The type II P4HA gene product appears to be most common form in 

endothelial/epithelial cells, osteoblasts and chondrocytes, the latter two of which are 

essential for bone and osteoid formation and the secretion of cartilage (Myllyharju, 

2003). Alongside P4HB, this may have implications in the onset of genetic disorders 

arising in these cell types, such as CCS1. 

1.2.2 PDI in disease 

Molecular chaperones must be able to properly bind to their target protein and 

perform their folding activity without error. Failure to do so may result in genetic 

diseases termed ‘chaperonopathies’ in which the target protein displays an 

unconventional phenotype, yet the chaperone is the protein at fault (Macario, 2007). 

Firstly, the chaperone must interact with other chaperones, cochaperones or 

cofactors via its oligomerisation domain to build a chaperoning complex. In the case 
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of PDI and collagen folding, this is the prolyl-4-hydroxylase complex which performs 

the folding and assembly of the polypeptides. This complex must then recognize 

and bind substrate. In this case, this is the two pro-α1(I) chains and one pro-α2(I) 

chain which make up collagen I. Finally, this complex must also interact with the 

protein degradation machinery of the cell to integrate protein-quality control 

networks, and ensure any misfolded proteins are destroyed (Macario, 2005). As 

previously discussed, PDI has additional roles as an oxidoreductase with co-factor 

and electron donor Ero1α, so mutations affecting this protein may have even more 

downstream effects than those of protein folding.  

Mutated or modified PDI has been implicated in a variety of different disorders 

alongside CCS1, such as cancers, diabetes and pathogen entry in infectious 

syndromes (Xu, 2014; Grek, 2014; Stolf, 2011; Benham, 2012). Research into 

familial Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) shows two P4HB gene mutations 

present via genotype association, resulting in raised expression levels in the spinal 

cord, alongside other endoplasmic reticulum stress markers (Atkin, 2008). Its 

upregulated presence has also been noted in infamous neurodegenerative 

conditions such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s where it appears linked to tau 

protein in neurofibrillary tangles, and glioblastoma multiform brain tumours (Uehara, 

2006; Xu, 2014).  

The Cole Carpenter PDI mutation results in the gain of a reactive cysteine, which 

may result in the formation of unconventional inter and intra-molecular disulphide 

bonds between PDI and other proteins in the ER. This may cause large aberrant 

PDI complexes to form, resulting in the misfunction of PDI and its contribution to the 

CCS1 phenotype. ER stress has also been reported to be increased in CCS1 

patients, supporting the above aggregation hypothesis (Rauch, 2015). Since the 

molecular mechanisms behind the PDI dysfunction in CCS1 are currently unknown, 

comparisons between CCS1 and other PDI-related syndromes may prove useful in 

distinguishing the cause and potential treatments for the syndrome. PDI inhibitor 

molecules such as PACMA 31 and 16F16 have been developed and have shown 

promise in multi-drug approaches to treat ovarian cancer, suggesting PDI has an 

important role in tumour growth and malignancy (Xu, 2012). In cancerous cells 

which upregulate PDI, reducing its expression may selectively cause cancer cell 

death through translation attenuation. This is instigated by the PERK arm of the ER 

stress response, a cascade of protein interactions triggered by aggregation of 

unfolded or misfolded protein in the ER (Limonata, 2019). With sufficient knowledge 
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of the molecular pathways undertaken by Y393C-PDI and the cellular phenotype 

displayed by Cole Carpenter cells, this modulation of PDI expression with drugs 

could potentially be applied as a therapy for Cole Carpenter syndrome. 
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1.3  Incorrect protein folding can elicit the ER stress response 

1.3.1 The need for assisted protein folding 

If proteins were left to spontaneously fold, this process would be significantly slower, 

or completely absent both in vivo and in vitro. Keeping the protein folding and 

packaging environment of the ER in the correct redox state alongside the actions of 

molecular chaperones, such as the PDI family, ensures that the formation and 

isomerisation of disulphide bonds occurs in the correct order. This enables the 

formation of proper protein higher-level structures, including the collagen triple helix 

a complex organisation of three pro-collagen chain (Fassio, 2002). 

The Unfolded Protein Response (UPR), also known as the ER stress response, is 

activated when there is an accumulation of unfolded or misfolded proteins in ER 

lumen. It has three main functions, which are depicted in Figure 1.4. These are either 

restoring normal function of the cell by stopping mRNA translation (A); upregulating 

molecular chaperone function through protein kinase R (PKR)-like endoplasmic 

reticulum kinase (PERK) initiation (B); or to degrade misfolded or unfolded proteins 

through ER-associated protein degradation (ERAD) (C).  

Figure 1.4. The three signalling arms of the ER stress response. (A) Phosphorylated PERK 

phosphorylates eIF2a, attenuating translation through ATF4. (B) ATF6 is activated when 

cleaved, translocates to the nucleus and binds to UPR-upregulated gene promotors. (C) 

IRE1 cleaves Xbp-1 leading to ER-associated protein degradation (ERAD). Chaperones 

EDEM, PDI and Grp78 guide misfolded proteins to the cytosol for ubiquitin-proteosomal 

degradation. If neither A, B or C can return cellular or ER homeostasis, the response aims 

towards JNK mediated apoptosis. 
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If these aims are not achieved and stress remains unresolved, programmed cell 

death via apoptosis prevails (Hetz, 2018). During pathway A, molecular chaperones 

are upregulated to ‘rescue’ the misfolded protein, meaning proteins involved in this 

pathway are sensitive to the activity of PDI. ER transmembrane kinase (PERK) is 

activated by oxidised PDI (Kranz, 2017), whereas PDI-like protein ERp57/PDIA4 

keeps PDI in a reduced state in the absence of ER stress, as shown in Figure 1.5.  

 

 

Figure 1.5. ERp57 acts as a PDI inhibitor, retaining a reduced state in the absence of ER 

stress. When the ER’s capacity to fold proteins becomes impaired, or there is an 

aggregation of misfolded protein, as is hypothesised in Cole Carpenter syndrome, ERp57 

inhibition of PDI is removed, allowing the activation of PERK and the progression of the 

translation-inhibiting arm of the ER stress response. 

 

Some PDI-related chaperones are known to be able to compensate for PDI or 

another chaperone if a mutation renders them dysfunctional (Lee, 2006). ERp72 

can help to fold specific proteins in the ER lumen when the function of ERp57, shown 

by the schematic in Figure 1.5, is compromised (Soldà, 2006). It is currently 

unknown if other chaperones are upregulated in Cole Carpenter syndrome to 

compensate for Y393C-PDI. However, PDI’s multifunctional roles may pose an 

issue since the upregulated chaperones may not be able to compensate for all the 

protein’s activity within the cell. Furthermore, sequence or structural homology to 

other proteins does not necessarily lead to effective compensation of function 

(Mirny, 1999). For example, the redox potential of ERp57 means it can form 

complexes with other ER associated proteins which enable glycoprotein folding 

within the ER lumen (Koivunen, 1996). It also shares sequence similarity in essential 

b and b’ domains, alongside shared a and a’ catalytic sites with PDI. Despite this 

homology, ERp57 cannot substitute PDI in the C-P4H complex, therefore cannot 
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compensate for its protein folding or oxidoreductase roles if PDI itself is 

compromised (Koivunen, 1996).  

 

Functional studies in yeast have shown that ERp46 can substitute PDI’s disulphide 

bond formation in vivo, and this has been confirmed in human embryonic stem cell 

lines (Knoblach, 2003; Araki, 3013). However, PDI’s role in oxidative protein folding 

is key, and no other member of this protein family can fully contribute for its loss 

(Rutkevich, 2010). This infers complete compensation in Cole Carpenter syndrome 

is unlikely, therefore suggesting an explanation for the severity of the phenotype. 

1.3.2 Lysosome-mediated waste disposal functions alongside ER-associated 

protein degradation 

It has been proposed that ERAD‐independent mechanisms of misfolded protein 

clearance exist in the ER (De Leonibus, 2019). These processes utilise the well 

characterised lysosomal waste disposal system, which directs the effective removal 

of misfolded proteins both inside and outside the ER (Zhao, 2019). This process of 

autophagy is characterised by vesicular engulfment, digestion by lytic enzymes, and 

subsequent destruction of the misfolded protein. These intracellular organelles 

typically measure 0.5 - 1.5 µm in diameter and contain acid hydrolase digestive 

enzymes to digest any misfolded or unfolded proteins aggregating in the cytoplasm 

(Araujo, 2020). They have also been implicated in cancer metastasis and 

development, upon location to the plasma membrane (Sarafian, 1998). 

Lysosome associated membrane glycoprotein (LAMP2) is a commonly used marker 

for lysosomes in cells, potentially contributing to the regulation of pH and vesicle 

integrity, although these functions are yet to be confirmed. In theory, these 

organelles should work alongside ERAD to maintain ER homeostasis by destroying 

improperly folded proteins, however it is hypothesised that this system may be 

affected in CCS1. Due to the ER stress resulting from potential misfolded collagen 

aggregation, there are possible downstream effects on other intracellular protein 

packaging and transport systems, such as that of the lysosomes. Certainly, it is 

already known that the second variant of Cole Carpenter syndrome (CCS2) results 

from a mutation in SEC24D, a gene encoding a transport protein enabling ER to 

Golgi vesicle budding via the COPII anterograde transport system. This therefore 

impacts the effective transport and distribution of collagen from its vesicular to 
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deposited forms, as opposed to the chaperone mediated folding occurring prior to 

this.  

1.3.3 Proline hydroxylation keeps collagen stable 

Triple helix formation as shown in Figure 1.6. is essential for the proper function of 

collagen produced in the cell. It enables the transportation of type I procollagen 

chains pro-α1(I) and pro-α2(I) from the ER to the Golgi apparatus, which facilitates 

secretion from the cell to form the extracellular fibrils that will support mineral 

deposition in bone (Malhotra, 2015). As previously mentioned, the C-P4H complex 

is essential for this folding. This protein complex comprises the P4HA and P4HB 

gene products and catalyses the hydroxylation of proline in collagens and collagen-

like proteins, as shown in Figure 1.6. The resultant 4-hydroxyproline residues 

ensure increased stability of collagens under physiological conditions, enabling 

extracellular matrix growth and bone formation. Subsequently, collagen chains that 

do not contain 4-hydroxyproline residues cannot fold into the essential triple helices 

and are very unstable at physiological temperature. These unstable chains are 

either degraded by the cell after causing ER stress, as shown in the response 

pathways highlighted in Figure 1.4, or slowly secreted as non-functional proteins 

(Pihlajaniemi, 1991). The levels of these 4-hydroxyproline residues indicates the 

quality of collagen production by the cell, and if decreased in CCS1 positive cells, 

could provide a potential explanation to the basis of CCS1 phenotypes. 

Endoplasmic reticulum Associated protein Degradation (ERAD) relies on PDI to 

chaperone aggregated protein to the cytosol for degradation (Cox, 1993). However, 

if PDI is mutated and cannot perform this function, this slowly secreted protein may 

lead to the unresolved ER stress hypothesised to cause the Cole Carpenter 

Figure 1.6. The Collagen I triple helix consists of two pro-α1(I) chains and one pro-α2(I) 

chain. Folding into the right-handed triple helix is assisted by P4H, with other enzymes 

involved not shown. Each chain consists of 1050 amino acids. Proline residues (yellow) 

in X-Pro-Gly sequences are hydroxylated by P4HA. P4HB assembles the disulphide 

bridges allowing the three chains to align. The triple helix then ‘zips’ up into the rigid, 

properly folded structure. 
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phenotype. As described in Section 1.3.1, this may lead to the onset of apoptosis, 

owing to both the toxic effects of aggregation and a lack of useable collagen in the 

affected cells. 
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1.4  Project overview 

1.4.1 Cole Carpenter syndrome is related to PDI structural integrity 

Expressing properly functioning PDI is integral to cell survival and the maintenance 

of ER homeostasis, however its molecular role in CCS1 has yet to be elucidated 

(Freedman, 1994). This mutation occurs close to the collagen binding site and 

appears to result in a ‘gain of dysfunction’ for the affected PDI. This may result in 

misfolded collagen as opposed to a ‘loss of function’ resulting in an unfolded protein. 

The consequential ER stress may lead to downstream effects on other systems in 

the cell, eventually compromising cell viability and/or collagen deposition. This may 

affect the amount of functional collagen present in osteoid and the formation of new 

bone, providing a molecular basis to the brittle bone OI phenotype consistent with 

clinical observations. 

This project aimed to visualise and quantify the difference between both CCS1 cells 

and Y393C-PDI mutant cells compared to control normal cells. Due to variability in 

collagen I secretion and composition, a range of cell types has been used including 

osteoblast, fibroblast, and epithelial cell lines, alongside patient derived primary 

fibroblasts and control cells. Observing differences between multiple cell types 

helped to begin determining why the phenotype is so severe in bone, despite 

collagen I being expressed abundantly in all connective tissues, alongside Collagen 

II and III. Key experiments include assessing the localisation of wild-type PDI and 

Y393C-PDI using immunofluorescence, using an alkylation trapping approach to 

identify interacting proteins by co-immunoprecipitation, and investigating the 

potential downstream effects of Y393C PDI on lysosome mediated autophagy. We 

expect that PDI interactions with the C-P4H complex, or its electron donor Ero1 α 

may be affected by this mutation, due to their important roles in the regulation of 

PDI activity. Live and fixed cell imaging of lysosomes in CCS1 cells provided a 

deeper understanding of the spatial cellular effects of the syndrome on subcellular 

organisation, and potential impacts on other protein degradation and waste disposal 

systems, other than those of the ER. These experiments will help the understanding 

of the molecular basis of Cole Carpenter syndrome and provide mechanistic clues 

for other types of osteogenesis imperfecta. The information in this thesis may also 

be used in future to develop novel therapies for CCS1 and related bone fragility 

disorders. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

The following section lists all materials used for experiments in this thesis. Solutions 

were prepared in type I laboratory H2O.  

Table 2.1. List of Antibodies used for Western Blotting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Antibody Dilution Species 

raised in 

Supplier Product 

code 

Primary 

antibodies 

α-P4HB 

(RL90) 

1:1000 Mouse Abcam Ab2792 

α-PDI 1:1000 Rabbit Benham 

lab 

N/A 

Myc-tag 

(9B11) 

1:1000 Mouse Cell 

Signalling 

2276S 

Collagen I 1:1000 Goat Southern 

Biotech 

AB_2753206 

Ero1 α 1:1000 Rabbit Cell 

Signalling 

3264T 

Secondary 

antibodies 

GAMPO 1:3000 Goat α-

mouse 

DAKO PO447 

SARPO 1:3000 Swine α-

rabbit 

DAKO P0217 
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Table 2.2. List of Antibodies used for Immunofluorescence 

 

  

 Antibody Dilution Species 

raised in 

Supplier Product 

code 

Primary 

antibodies 

Anti-P4HB (RL90) 1:200 Mouse Abcam Ab2792 

Anti-PDI 1:100 Rabbit Benham 

lab 

N/A 

Myc-tag (9B11) 1:200 Mouse Cell 

signalling 

2276S 

Tubulin 1:100 Rabbit Abcam ab4074 

Lamp2b 1:100 Rabbit Abcam Ab118959 

Collagen I 1:1000 Goat Southern 

Biotech 

AB-

_2753206 

Secondary 

antibodies 

AlexaFluor488 α-

mouse 

1:1000 Donkey  Invitrogen A-21202 

AlexaFluor488 α-

rabbit 

1:1000 Donkey  Invitrogen A-21206 

AlexaFluor594 α-

mouse 

1:1000 Donkey Invitrogen A32744 

AlexaFluor594 α-

rabbit 

1:1000 Donkey Invitrogen A32740 
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Table 2.3. List of Fluorescent dyes used in live cell imaging 

 

  

Fluorescent dye Dilution Incubation time 

(min) 

Product 

code 

ER-Tracker™ Blue/White 

DPX 

1:1000 20 E12353 

Lyso-Tracker™ Red 1:1000 20 L7528 
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2.2  Methods 

2.2.1 Cell culture 

2.2.1.1 Retrieval of cryopreserved cells 

Frozen vials of human BJ fibroblast (ATCC, CRL-2522), human fibrosarcoma 

HT1080 cells (ATCC, CCL-121), or human osteoblast-like Saos-2 (ECACC 

89050205) cell lines, suspended in 90% FBS with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide freezing 

medium (DMSO) in 1 ml cryotubes, were retrieved from short term -80 oC storage, 

or long term LN2 at -140 oC. Cells were thawed, centrifuged at 300 g for 1 minute to 

remove freezing medium, then resuspended in 10 ml of Minimal Essential Medium 

(MEM, ThermoFisher Scientific, 15188319) Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

(DMEM, ThermoFisher Scientific, 31095029) for HT1080 cells, or McCoy’s 5a 

medium (ThermoFisher Scientific, 22330021) for Saos-2, in a T75 (TPP, 90076) or 

T25 flask (TPP, 90026). DMEM and MEM were supplemented with 8% Foetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS, Invitrogen, F7524), 10 µg ml-1 penicillin, 100 µg ml-1 

streptomycin (ThermoFisher Scientific, 15410) and 2 mM Glutamax (Gibco, 35050-

038). McCoy’s 5a was supplemented with 10% FBS 10 µg ml-1 penicillin, 100 µg ml-

1 streptomycin (Gibco, 15410) and 2 mM Glutamax (Gibco, 35050-038). Cells were 

added to the flask, resuspended, and allowed to settle in a humidified incubator at 

37 oC and 5% CO2. 

2.2.1.2 Maintaining cell lines in culture 

Cells were passaged at 80% confluency as follows: spent media was removed from 

the flask, and cells were washed twice in 5 ml or 10 ml (T25 or T75 respectively) 

room temperature sterile Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS - Gibco, 100100023) 

comprising of 1.05 mM KH2PO4, 155.2 mM NaCl, 3 mM Na2HPO4-7H2O, pH 7.4. 

Following this, 1 ml of trypsin (ThermoFisher Scientific, 15400054) was added for 1 

minute to dissociate the cells, then either split into new flasks at 1:10 dilution in 

complete medium, or seeded into 6 cm sterile dishes (TPP, 93060) for transfection. 

Patient and control cells were media changed every 24 hours, and grown in both 

T25 flasks or 6 well plates. 
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2.2.1.3 Thawing and maintaining primary cells in culture 

Primary fibroblasts derived from both CCS1 patient and a control were thawed, 

centrifuged at 300 g for 1 minutes to remove freezing medium, then resuspended in 

10 ml of Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium supplemented with 10% 

Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Invitrogen, F7524), 10 µg ml-1 penicillin, 100 µg ml-1 

streptomycin (Gibco, 15410) and 2 mM Glutamax (Gibco, 35050-038), in a T25 flask 

(TPP, 90026). Cells were grown in a Category level 2 (CL2) flow hood, and stored 

in a CL2 humidified incubator, and media changed every 24 - 26 hours. 

2.2.1.4 Plasmid generation and transient transfection  

Plasmids for wild-type PDI-myc with Neomycin mammalian resistance and Y393C-

PDI-myc were designed on Snapgene Viewer 5.1.2 and ordered through 

Vectorbuilder (en.vectorbuilder.com). This consisted of purified plasmid and a 

cryopreserved transformed E coli stock for future amplification. 

HT1080 or Saos-2 cells in 6 cm sterile dishes or 6 well sterile plate were grown at 

37 oC, 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. If performing immunofluorescence, cells 

were plated onto 10 mm sterile coverslips (VWR, 631-0148P). For each experiment, 

a negative control with no plasmid and a positive control was used. This consisted 

of either Ero1α-myc construct to ensure transfection efficiency or WT-PDI-myc 

construct to compare mutated alongside wild-type PDI. Transfection was carried out 

at 70 - 90 % cell confluency using Polyplus Transfection JetPEI® DNA transfection 

reagent (VWR, 101-10N) for HT1080 cells, and Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen, 

L3000015) for both Saos-2 and HT1080. JetPEI transfection complexes for each 

well of a 6 well plate contained 100 μL NaCl, 6 μL JetPEI transfection reagent and 

3 μg plasmid. For each 6 cm dish, these were raised to 250 μL, 10 μL and 5 μg 

respectively. Lipofectamine complexes contained 375 μL Gibco Opti-MEM™ 

Reduced Serum Medium (11058021, ThermoFisher), 7 μL Lipofectamine 3000 

reagent, 10 μL P3000 reagent, and 5 μg plasmid. Negative controls included the 

addition of all transfection reagent components without the plasmid, to control for 

any effects on cell viability. 

2.2.1.4.1 JetPEI transfection 

In a sterile flow hood, JetPEI reagent and plasmid were prepared in separate 

Eppendorf tubes with NaCl, before mixing as per the manufacturer’s instructions. 
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The solution was vortexed for 5 sec and centrifuged at 16,000 g for 5 minutes, then 

incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. After incubation, the solution was 

added dropwise to the dishes.  

2.2.1.4.2 Lipofectamine transfection 

In a sterile flow hood, Lipofectamine 3000 reagent and P3000 reagent were 

prepared in 125 μL of Opti-MEM™, and the plasmid was prepared in a separate 

Eppendorf containing 250 μL Opti-MEM™. These solutions were gently vortexed, 

then the plasmid containing tube was mixed into the reagent containing tube, and 

vortexed for 1 minutes and left to incubate at room temperature for 5 minutes. During 

this time the cells were retrieved from the incubator and gently washed twice in PBS. 

After incubation, the mixture of Opti-MEM™, plasmid and reagent were gently 

added dropwise to cells and left for an hour in a humidified incubator at 37 oC, 5% 

CO2. After an hour, 1 ml normal media (McCoy’s 5a or DMEM) was added to the 

dishes which were then left overnight in the incubator for plasmid uptake. 

2.2.1.4.3 Plasmid DNA amplification 

A Qiagen Plasmid Maxi Kit with transformed E. Coli cultures was prepared 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To obtain DNA, E. coli cells were lysed 

and pelleted by centrifugation to obtain soluble elements which were then filtered to 

isolate DNA. DNA was dissolved in 1x TE buffer; pH 8, 10mM Tris (Sigma Aldrich, 

T1503), 1 mM EDTA (ThermoScientific, AM9260G). The concentration of the DNA 

was determined using a NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific). 

Extracted plasmid DNA in 0.5 ml TE buffer was stored at -20 ºC prior to use.  

2.2.1.4.4 Cryopreservation of cells 

After standard cell culture using protocol 2.2.1.2 (cell lines) and 2.2.1.3 (primary 

cells), cell suspensions were aseptically transferred to a 50 ml falcon tube and 

centrifuged at 200 g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was carefully removed and the 

pellet resuspended in DMSO freezing medium (10% DMSO with 90% FBS), before 

being aliquoted into cryogenic storage tubes while mixing to maintain equal cell 

distribution in suspension. These were placed in an isopropanol chamber (Mr 

Frosty) and stored at –80°C overnight, before being transferred to long term LN2 

storage the following day.  
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2.2.2 Preparation for western blot  

2.2.2.1 Cell lysis  

In sterile conditions, cells grown in 6 cm dishes to 90% confluency were washed 

twice with 2 ml cold PBS and lysed in 1x MNT ice cold lysis buffer consisting of 20 

mM MES (Sigma Aldrich, M8250), 30 mM Tris-HCl (Sigma Aldrich, T3253), 100 mM 

NaCl (Sigma Aldrich, S7653), pH 7.4. This was supplemented with 1% v/v Triton X-

100 (Sigma Aldrich, X100) and 10 μg ml-1 protease inhibitor cocktail consisting of 

104 mM AEBSF, 80 µM Aprotinin, 4 mM Bestatin, 1.4 mM E-64, 2mM Leupeptin, 

1.5 mM Pepstatin A (Sigma Aldrich, P8340). Cells were lysed for 10 minutes on ice. 

The lysates were scraped from the dish using a Corning Cell Lifter (CLS3008) and 

transferred to separate 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes (Starlab, S1615-5550). Lysates 

were centrifuged at 16,000 g for 10 minutes at 4 ºC to pellet the nuclei. The nuclear 

pellet was discarded, and lysates transferred to a new 1.5 ml Eppendorf. These 

were either snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for storage at -20 oC, or their protein 

content quantified for western blotting.  

2.2.2.2 Protein quantification by Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay 

A BCA assay was performed on all cell lysates using a QuantiProTM BCA Assay 

Kit to calculate protein concentration (ThermoFisher Scientific, 10678484) in a 96 

well plate (ThermoFisher Scientific, 10656853), after the removal of the nuclear 

pellet. A 2 mg mL-1 BSA (Sigma Aldrich, A7517) stock was used to prepare 

standards of the following concentrations: 0, 25, 125, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 

2000 µL ml-1 in distilled water. 10 µL aliquots of each standard and each cell lysate 

were added to individual wells in duplicate. 200 µL of working reagent was then 

added to each well and the plate was incubated at 37 oC for 30 minutes. The 

absorbance of each well at 562 nm was subsequently measured on a standard plate 

reader. The standards were used to plot a standard curve of concentration to 

absorbance, which was used to determine the concentration of the cell lysates.   

2.2.2.3 Protein sample preparation 

Samples containing a maximum volume of 20 µL consisted of cell lysate mixed with 

at 1:1 ratio with 2x Laemmli loading buffer (65.8 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 26.3% (w/v) 

glycerol, 2.1% SDS and 0.01% bromophenol blue) (Bio-Rad, 161-0737). For 

standard reducing SDS-PAGE, this was supplemented with 100 mM Dithiothreitol 
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(DTT) (Sigma Aldrich, 04689721) reducing agent. For graded reduction of resistant 

disulphide dependant protein complexes, 50 mM, 100 mM and 150 mM 

concentrations of DTT were used. Under non-reducing SDS-PAGE, this was 

replaced with the same volume of MNT lysis buffer. These samples were boiled for 

5 minutes at 95 oC on a heating block and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 16000 g. 

2.2.2.4 Protein separation by SDS-PAGE 

1 mm thick SDS-PAGE gels (10%) were cast using the Hoefer Dual Gel Caster 

(Hoefer, SE245). The resolving gel comprised of 4.8 ml dH2O, 2.5 ml 40% 

acrylamide (Severn Biotech Ltd, 20-2400-10), 2.5 ml 1.5M Tris, pH 8.8, 0.1 ml 10% 

SDS (Severn Biotech Ltd, 20-4000-10), 0.1 ml 10% APS (Sigma Aldrich, A3678) 

and 4 µl TEMED (ThermoFisher Scientific, 10689543). The stacking gel was cast 

above the resolving gel with a 10 well comb and comprised of 1.5 ml dH2O, 0.25 ml 

40% acrylamide, 0.25 ml 1 M Tris pH 6.8, 20 µl 10% SDS, 15 µl 10% APS, 2 µl 

TEMED. Samples were loaded onto the SDS-PAGE gel alongside a pre-stained 

protein ladder (Bio-Rad, 1610374). The gel was run in a tank containing 1x Tris-

Glycine running buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, pH 8.3) diluted 

from a 10x stock (Bio-Rad, 1610772) at 50 mA for 30 minutes.  

2.2.2.5 Membrane transfer  

For protein transfer, the SDS-PAGE gel was placed against a methanol primed 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane (Merek Millipore, T831.1) between four 

pieces of filter paper cut to size and transferred in ice cold 1x transfer buffer (25 mM 

Tris, 1.5 M glycine and 20% methanol) at 4oC for 2.5 hours at 150 mA using a Bio-

Rad Mini Trans-Blot Cell kit (Bio-Rad, 1703930).  

2.2.2.6 Blocking and primary antibody incubation 

The membrane was blocked in 5% milk with Tris buffered saline with Tween (TBS-

T; 10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8, supplemented with 0.1% Tween20 (VWR, 

663684BP) for 1 hr at room temperature. The membrane was washed in 5ml TBS-

T five times, then incubated overnight at 4 oC with the relevant primary antibody 

(Table 2.1.) in 5% (w/v) milk in TBS-T or 4% (w/v) BSA in TBS-T. 
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2.2.2.7 Secondary antibody incubation 

After primary antibody incubation, the membranes were washed in 5 ml TBS-T five 

times for 5 minutes each. Membranes were then incubated with the relevant 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary antibodies shown in Table 2.1 

for 1 hr at room temperature (Goat Anti-Mouse Immunoglobulins/HRP (DAKO, 

P0447); Swine Anti-Rabbit Immunoglobulins/HRP (DAKO, P0217)). All secondary 

antibodies were diluted 1:3000 in 5% milk TBS-T.  

2.2.2.8 Signal detection 

Membranes underwent 5-minute washes in TBS-T four times, then were briefly 

dipped in TBS before incubating the membranes with ECL (Amersham, RPN2209) 

and visualizing on light sensitive film with an x-ray developer (XOMAT) 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, PI34090). Post development, some membranes were 

stripped of primary and secondary antibodies by washing twice in 5 ml stripping 

buffer (0.15% glycine, 0.01% SDS, 1% Tween 20) for 10 min, then washed twice in 

PBS for 10 min, then washed twice in TBS-T for 5 minutes. The membranes were 

then blocked overnight at 4 oC ready for antibody reprobe with a β-actin loading 

control. 
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2.2.3 Immunoprecipitation 

2.2.3.1 Cell lysis and Bead preparation 

HT1080 or Saos-2 cells were lysed as in 2.2.1, and 100 µl of Protein A Sepharose 

beads were prepared by washing twice in MNT buffer (pH 7.4, 20 mM MES, 30 mM 

tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl) and resuspending in 900 µl of MNT lysis buffer (MNT buffer, 

with Protease Inhibitor). The beads were centrifuged at 4000 g at 4 oC, for 1 minute. 

The supernatant was removed and discarded, and the wash repeated. 

2.2.3.2 Immunoprecipitation of desired protein 

Immunoprecipitations (IP) were carried out using polyclonal anti-PDI diluted 1:1000 

immobilised on 50 µl of a 20% suspension of Protein A Sepharose beads (Sigma, 

P9424-1ML). The suspension was incubated while mixing for either an hour at 4°C 

anti-PDI and followed by three washes with 1x MNT lysis buffer.  

Supernatant was removed and 200 µl of cell lysate added and incubated for the 3 

hours at room temperature. The beads were spun at 4000 g for 1 minutes at 4 oC, 

and supernatant removed and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The beads were 

resuspended in 500 µl MNT lysis buffer, and washed 2 - 4 times, depending on the 

volume of beads remaining. If preparing for western blot, the supernatant was 

discarded, and beads resuspended in 50 µl 2x Laemmli sample buffer. This was 

boiled at 95 oC, for 5 minutes then spun at 16,000 g for 5 minutes at 4 oC. The 50 µl 

sample buffer was removed and prepared for analysis by western blot described in 

protocol 2.2.2. If preparing for mass spectrometry, beads were resuspended in 50 

µl elution buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 4% SDS, 0.1 M DDT) and boiled at 95 

oC for 5 minutes then spun at 16,000 g for 5 minutes at 4 oC. This was then prepared 

for Quantitative Evaluation of Filter Aided Sample Preparation (FASP) digest. 

2.2.3.3 FASP digest 

Cell lysates prepared for LC-MS were digested using Filter Aided Sample 

Preparation (FASP) using the Expedeon FASP kit (Expedeon Ltd, 44255) as per 

manufacturer’s instructions. The VWR microstar 17R microcentrifuge was operated 

at 10, 000 G. 1 ml eppendorfs containing 200 μg of total protein were mixed with 

200 μL of 8 M urea in 0.1 M Tris/HCl, pH 8.5. in the ultrafiltration unit and then 

centrifuged at 20 °C, for 15 min. 
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100 μL of the urea/protein mix was pipetted into the filtration unit, and the units were 

centrifuged again. To alkylate reduced disulphide bonds, 50 μL of 0.05 M 

iodoacetamide in urea was added to the filters, and samples were incubated in 

darkness for 20 min. Filters were washed three times with 100 μL of urea followed 

by three washes with 40 μL 50mM ammonium bicarbonate solution. The samples 

were digested in 40 μL mass spectrometry grade trypsin gold (Promega, V528A) at 

37 °C for 18 hours, at an enzyme to protein ratio of 1:100. Spin filters with digested 

peptides bound were transferred to a fresh tube and collected by two sequential 

washes with 40 μL 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and one with 50 μL 0.5 M NaCl. 

Samples were acidified in 1 μL 1% TFA and freeze dried to reduce volume. They 

were resuspended in 3% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid for LC-MS/MS analysis. 

2.2.3.4 Analysis by LC-MS/MS 

Digested samples were prepared for Liquid Chromatography-Mass spectrometry 

(LC-MS). Protein minimum score was set to 20, and successful hits searched 

against a human reference proteome, alongside known Proteomic experiment 

contaminants using PEAKS X+. Post-search, the peptide False Discovery Rate 

(FDR) was set at 1% and a filter of 2 unique peptides applied. 
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2.2.4 Immunofluorescence  

2.2.4.1 Preparation and fixation of cells 

Cells were plated onto 16 mm round coverslips (ThermoFisher Scientific, 12313138) 

and, if necessary, transfected as described in protocol 2.2.1.4. Once cells reached 

70 - 80% confluence, they were subjected to immunofluorescence. Spent media 

was carefully removed and cells were washed in 2 ml PBS supplemented with 100 

mg L-1 CaCl2 and 100 mg L-1 MgCl2 (PBS++) (ThermoFisher Scientific, 14040091) 

3 times for 5 minutes. Cells were fixed using 1 ml 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 

(Fixative A) from a 16% w/v stock (Agar Scientific, AGR1026) in a fume hood or 

Fixative B for 10 minutes to preserve the cytoskeleton (where stated). Fixative B 

consists of 3.7% paraformaldehyde, 0.02% glutaraldehyde, 50 mM PIPES 

(piperazine-N,N’-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid)), 5 mM EGTA (ethylene glycol-bis(β-

aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid, 2 mM Magnesium sulphate, pH 6.8. 

The fixative was then removed and cells washed twice in PBS++ for 5 minutes each. 

To permeabilise cells, 0.1% Triton X-100 was added for 10 minutes at room 

temperature. 

2.2.4.2 Blocking and Primary antibody incubation 

In a humidity chamber, each slide was blocked in 50 μL filtered 2% w/v BSA in PBS 

for 30 minutes at room temperature. After blocking, excess block was removed. 

Slides were incubated in a humidity chamber with primary antibody diluted in 2% 

BSA in dilutions as shown in Table 2.2. Coverslips were incubated either overnight 

at 4 oC, or at room temperature for 2 hours depending on antibody sensitivity. 

2.2.4.3 Secondary antibody incubation and slide mounting 

After primary antibody incubation, the slides were washed in a 6-well plate with 

PBS++ for 5 minutes three times each, gently rocking. Washed coverslips were 

incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in BSA at 1:1000 shown in Table 2.2. 

The Alexa Fluor 594/488 secondary antibodies were added to the slides on parafilm 

in a dark chamber, then coverslips were covered with a humidity chamber for 1 hr 

at room temperature. After five PBS++ washes for 5 minutes, coverslips were 

incubated with 50 μL of 4% DAPI in the dark for 10 minutes. Coverslips were briefly 

placed in PBS++ to wash, and placed face down onto clean glass slides with 5 μL 

soft set Vectashield (Vector, H-1000). Excess mountant was removed with tissue 
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and the slides were sealed with nail varnish and kept in the dark at 4oC before 

imaging with a laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss 800 with airyscan). 
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2.2.5 Cell viability with PDI inhibitor assay 

2.2.5.1 Equipment and treatment setup 

Saos-2 cells were seeded at 67,000 cells per well into a 96 well microplate 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, 167008) and left overnight in a humidified incubator to 

equilibrate until 70% confluent. The plate was split into 3x15 well sections, and each 

section transiently transfected with the appropriate PDI-myc construct or media 

changed with no plasmid. Surrounding wells were filled with a sterile liquid (PBS) to 

minimise evaporation edge effects, and 100 µl of McCoy’s 5a media as an assay 

control was set up in triplicate. The cells were left overnight for plasmid uptake. For 

PDI inhibition experiments, the following day each horizontal row was treated with 

set concentrations (0, 4 µM, 6 µM, 8 µM and 10 µM) of either PACMA 31 (Merck 

Life Sciences, SML0838), or 16F16 (Merck Life Sciences, SML0021) PDI inhibitors 

were diluted in 20 µl McCoy’s 5a media. The plate was incubated for 1 hr at 37oC, 

5% CO2, then assessed for viability. 

2.2.5.2 OranguTM assay for cytotoxicity 

After transfection, or incubation with the relevant PDI inhibitor, 10 µl of OranguTM 

solution was added to each well, including McCoy’s 5a media controls but apart from 

PBS evaporation controls. The plate was re-incubated for 3 hours in a humidified 

incubator, then the absorbance read at 450 nm on a Biotek microplate reader using 

Gen5 data analysis software.  
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2.2.6 Live cell imaging 

2.2.6.1 Culture preparation and fluorescent staining 

Saos-2 and HT1080 cells were grown in 35 mm glass bottom dishes (Ibidi, 81218-

200) in 2 ml of the appropriate media, until 70% confluent in a humidified incubator. 

24 hours prior to imaging these were transfected with the appropriate PDI-myc 

construct or left non-transfected. Thirty minutes before imaging, cells were washed 

twice in PBS warmed to 37oC, then incubated with 0.1% fluorescent dye (5 μg, 

supplied at 5 mg/mL in DMSO) diluted in the McCoy’s 5a or DMEM respectively. 

The dyes were well mixed into media and incubated for the appropriate time period 

described in Table 2.5, in a humidified incubator. 

2.2.6.2 Preparation of live cells for imaging 

The dye-media solution was carefully removed, and the cells washed twice in PBS 

warmed to 37 oC. FluoroBrite media (2ml; ThermoFisher Scientific, A1896701) was 

supplemented with 10% FBS, 10 µg ml-1 penicillin, 100 µg ml-1 streptomycin 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, 15410) and 2 mM Glutamax (Gibco, 35050-038). Cells 

were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 880 Inverted Live-cell Laser Scanning Confocal 

Microscope. Time-lapse images were taken using 50 cycles, and the images 

processed using an airyscan detector.  
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2.2.7 Image analysis  

2.2.7.1 Object Measurements   

Object diameter was measured in ImageJ by drawing a line across the widest 

section of the object and using the measure tool to obtain a calibrated measurement 

in microns. To obtain an average object diameter for a cell, a minimum of 10 

examples of the objects were randomly selected and measured and a geometric 

mean obtained to represent the cell. 

2.2.7.2 Colocalisation Analysis   

Prior to colocalisation analysis, RGB images were converted to 8-bit, and split into 

component channels. Regions of interest (ROIs) were identified by drawing a line 

around the stained cell. The Fiji plugin Coloc 2 was used to perform Coste’s 

regression to generate a 2D intensity histogram, calculate a Person’s coefficient and 

Mander’s coefficient, and perform Coste’s significance test between the red and 

green channels of interest.   

2.2.7.3 Lysosomal movement analysis and counting  

2.2.7.3.1 TrackMate 

Prior to measuring lysosomal velocity on time-lapse images, thresholding in ImageJ 

was performed to obtain a black/white image with little background signal. From 

thresholded images, a maximum intensity projection was generated using the 

ImageJ hyper stacks plugin to show range of lysosome movement. The plugin 

TrackMate was used to provide quantitative data for mean speed, displacement and 

location in X and Y of lysosomes (Tinevez et al., 2017). TrackMate software was 

calibrated using Zeiss image metadata. Lysosomes were detected using the LoG 

detector: a blob diameter of 0.2 µm was chosen based on an average measurement 

of lysosomes across a number of images. The number of total tracks followed is 

dependent on how many lysosomes were detected in each image and was used as 

an estimation of lysosome number. A simple LAP detector was used to track the 

lysosome movement. Maximum linking distance and gap linking distance were set 

to 1 micron based on the frame rate of the image, as was frame closing distance. 

From the associated analysis data and the number of frames a lysosome was in, 
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the average velocity of the track and the track displacement could be calculated. 

From this the average for the cell could then be derived. 

2.2.7.3.2 3D Object mapping 

Prior to 3D object mapping, RGB images were converted to 8-bit, thresholded, and 

split into component channels. The channel of interest was kept, and all others 

closed. Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected around cells of interest. Under the 

analyse tab, ‘3D Object Counter’ was selected and the thresholding checked to 

make sure objects of interest were coloured red, therefore included in the analysis. 

Minimum size was set to 0.2 μm to remove background. Maximum size was set to 

10 μm to include any abnormally large objects located within the channel. Exclude 

objects on edges was ticked, and maps for centre of mass (location) and surfaces 

were selected and then generated. 
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2.2.8 Statistical Analysis 

All error bars show standard deviation around the mean unless stated otherwise. All 

data was checked to be normally distributed before statistical analysis carried out, 

and the tests chosen as appropriate. Student’s t-test was carried out on averaged 

data where specified, using GraphPad Prism. Number of tails and paired/non-paired 

tests were selected as applicable. When data was not normally distributed, a 

Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test was performed. Two-way ANOVA with 

GraphPad Prism was conducted on cell viability data, with a subsequent Bonferroni 

post-hoc test used to test statistical significance between conditions. 
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3 CHARACTERISING THE ENDOGENOUS EXPRESSION AND 

LOCATION OF PDI AND COLLAGEN IN EPITHELIAL AND 

OSTEOBLAST CELL LINES. 

Introduction: 

Initially it was important to validate and confirm the expression of endogenous PDI 

and collagen in BJ fibroblast, HT1080 and Saos-2 cell lines, alongside patient 

derived fibroblasts, as presented later. Since the majority of Cole Carpenter 

syndrome literature is clinical reports, the cell morphology and molecular basis of 

Cole Carpenter syndrome has not fully been investigated. This therefore required 

further research to characterise the biochemical and cell biological basis of the 

disease. 

3.1. Endogenous PDI is expressed in the endoplasmic 

reticulum of the relevant cell lines.  

PDI is an approximately 57 kDa protein ubiquitously expressed in all cell types of 

the body and localised to the ER. To be able to contextualise changes in PDI 

localisation in Cole Carpenter syndrome, the expression and localisation of 

endogenous wild-type PDI was confirmed in BJ fibroblast, HT1080 and Saos-2 cells, 

as displayed in Figure 3.1.  

Figure 3.1A shows lysates of BJ fibroblast, HT1080s, Saos-2 analysed by SDS-

PAGE and western blotted for PDI and its substrate collagen I. The relevant bands 

produced show PDI is expressed in the three cell lines at its expected 57 kDa 

molecular weight. Collagen I is expressed in BJ fibroblasts and Saos-2, appearing 

as a double band of the two α1(I) and one α2(I) chains which make up the collagen 

I triple helix, as previously described Section 1.2.2 and 1.3.3 (Makareeva, 2008). 

Since HT1080s are not professional collagen producing cells, collagen I expression 

in this work is limited to BJ fibroblasts and Saos-2 osteoblasts. However, the ER 

morphology and protein folding environment in HT1080s has been well 

characterised in the literature, hence their use as a model cell line for ER protein 

folding in both the literature and work in this thesis (Lobito, 2006; Chiu, 2015).  
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Figure 3.1. Initial characterisation of 

PDI expression within relevant cell 

lines. (A) western blot showing protein 

chaperone PDIAI (PDI) expression in 

HT1080 fibrosarcoma, Saos-2 osteoblasts, 

and BJ fibroblasts, alongside its substrate 

collagen I in the latter two. Arrows show 

collagen I isoforms pro-α1(I) and pro-α2(I) 

which combine to form the triple helix.  

(B) Fixed cell immunofluorescence 

showing the oxidoreductase PDI is located 

specifically in the endoplasmic reticulum 

(ER) of BJ fibroblasts at 40x magnification. 

(C) HT1080 fibrosarcoma and (D) Saos-2 

osteoblasts at 63x times magnification. PDI 

costained alongside Lamin A, α tubulin, 

and collagen respectively for context. Scale 

bars = 20μm. 

 

PDI 

 Merge 
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To examine the intracellular localisation of PDI in the chosen cell lines, cells were 

fixed, permeabilised and prepared for immunofluorescence. Figure 3.1B shows PDI 

localisation in BJ fibroblasts, which appears conducive with the relevant literature. It 

is well established that PDI is localised to the rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER) 

(Ko, Kay, 2001; Bottomley, 2001). It is also widely used alongside its electron donor 

Ero1 α as a general ER marker in a wide variety of cell types (Nguyen, 2011; 

Baumann, 2016). This is reflected in Figure 3.1B revealing a characteristic ER 

shape and morphology across multiple cells when co-stained alongside lamin A, a 

nuclear envelope protein. The nuclear membrane is known to be continuous with 

the ER, a characteristic which appears reflected by the uninterrupted green (488) 

and red (594) signal arrowed (Mattaj, 2004). 

To examine the relationship between PDI in the ER and the microtubule 

cytoskeleton, HT1080 cells were fixed and co-stained with PDI and α tubulin. These 

cells were inspected at 63x magnification, showing a mixture of sheet and tubular 

ER morphology. Generally, the sheet-like ER is known to be found towards the 

perinuclear region, and the tubular structures towards the periphery of the cell 

(Blackstone, 2016) which is reflected in Figure 3.1C and Figure 3.2. These ER 

tubules appear separate to the microtubule cytoskeleton. 

Saos-2 cells were fixed and stained for PDI and collagen I to assess the location of 

these proteins in a bone-forming cell line. PDI is also ER localised in these 

osteoblasts as expected alongside collagen I. However, these osteoblasts show a 

somewhat different PDI distribution than HT1080 cells. PDI appears to be more 

punctate and disperse, without the tubule structures seen in the HT1080 cells 

(Figure 3.1D).  

3.2. The ER can have disperse and tubular networks. 

As observed in Figure 3.1, the morphology of the ER may vary between cell types. 

It can take on at least two different morphologies which depend on the redox 

environment of its lumen, and the wider cell homeostasis (Lee, 2020). These can 

consist of a dense ‘sheet-like’ layer, usually in the perinuclear region, and a highly 

developed tubular network, which usually predominates the periphery of the 

organelle, closer to the Golgi apparatus and the cell membrane (Blackstone, 2016). 

This is shown in Figure 3.2A in the magnified panels (i) and (ii) which display the 

tubular and sheet-like ER respectively.  

B 
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Figure 3.2. The tubule and ‘sheet-like’ ER morphologies as observed in HT1080 cells. 

(A) The perinuclear ER ‘sheet’ (i) and the peripheral tubular network (ii) from HT1080 

red (594) channel in Figure 3.1B. Scale bar = 20 μm. (B) ER tubules in the perinuclear 

region form a dense tubule network (circled). (C) The disperse ‘sheet-like’ ER with 

fewer evidence of ultrastructure. The microtubule cytoskeleton does not colocalise 

with these tubules. Scale bar = 5 μm. 
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HT1080 cells were fixed and prepared for immunofluorescence by co-staining PDI 

with α tubulin, as shown in Figure 3.2B and 3.2C. This was to establish if these ER 

structures are dependent on other tubule structures of the cell such as the 

microtubule cytoskeleton, since this network is known to interact with the ER on 

many interdependent levels, including the extension of ER tubules along 

microtubule filaments (Terasaki, 1986; Waterman-Storer, 1998; Brandizzi, 2003). 

Both Figure 3.2B and 3.2C show that these ER tubules are distinct ER morphologies 

and unaffected by the microtubule cytoskeleton of the cell.  

Interestingly, Figure 3.2B also illustrates that the perinuclear region containing the 

rER has also developed these tubules, which is generally thought to be sheet-like, 

as shown in the same cell in 3.2C. This data illustrates the general morphology of 

the ER at high magnification, illustrating the variety of forms observed within and 

between these cells.  

3.3. Conclusion 

The experiments in this section have characterised the existence and subcellular 

location of key proteins in the cell lines chosen for this work, and demonstrated that 

the ER is a highly dynamic organelle. The chaperone activity of PDI and the folding 

of the collagen I triple helix occurs in the ER lumen, and the conditions at which this 

occurs are likely to be vastly dependant on the morphologies of the ER and other 

ultra-structures of the cell, hence this relevance to CCS. The tubular and sheet 

conformations of the ER observed in this chapter broadly relate to the roles of the 

ribosome associated rER, which is traditionally more sheet-like (Shibata, 2006). 

However, as observed in this chapter, the PDI associated rER can also demonstrate 

a tubular conformation, which is shown to be distinct from the microtubule 

cytoskeleton. Due to the importance of the microtubule network in vesicle trafficking 

from the ER and post-golgi apparatus (Fourriere, 2020), this was deemed necessary 

to characterise in cells expressing PDI with the Cole Carpenter mutation. 

Furthermore, a microtubule dependant region of the ER has proven important in ER 

protein folding quality control (Smith, 2011). Since Cole Carpenter syndrome has 

been hypothesised to be a result of dysfunctional ER quality control, this branch of 

the cytoskeleton was considered an area of interest for this project. 

Lee (2020) recently been noted that a tubular ER is found in areas of the cell where 

the production and fission of ribonucleoprotein granules and stress granules occurs 
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which indicate the attenuation of translation and therefore cell stress responses. 

Therefore, the proportions of these ER morphologies in the cell, notably an increase 

in a tubular ER, may indicate the presence and progression of one or more pathways 

of the ER stress response, an identifying factor of CCS1. 
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4. ASSESSING THE EFFECTS OF CYS393 ON THE POSSIBLE 

INTERACTING PARTNERS OF Y393C-PDI. 

Introduction: 

It has been hypothesised that the molecular cause of CCS1 relates to the formation 

of unconventional intermolecular disulphide bonds by Y393C-PDI. These could 

impact binding of PDI to the pro-alpha1(I) and pro-alpha2(I) chains which make up 

Collagen I, alongside a failure to interact with P4HA to form the prolyl-4-hydroxylase 

complex (P4H). Y393C could also interfere with PDI’s disulphide isomerase activity, 

resulting in mis-oxidation of its relevant substrate, therefore influencing PDI 

interacting partners (Balasubramanian, 2016). Determining which roles of PDI are 

compromised by this mutation is vital and could shed light on the complexity of both 

PDI as a multifunctional protein, alongside the downstream effects on cellular 

homeostasis. 

4.1. Designing and generating wild-type and Y393C-PDI 

plasmid constructs 

To replicate the cellular Cole Carpenter phenotype and provide the necessary 

controls, two plasmid constructs shown in Figure 4.1, were designed to be 

transiently transfected into established cell lines. These contain open reading 

frames (ORFs) for Y393C-PDI and wild-type PDI both tagged with a short -myc 

sequence (N-EQKLISEEDL-C) before the ER localisation sequence (KDEL) to 

enable the protein to be retained in the ER. Both ORFs are driven by a constitutively 

active human cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter to induce stable and high 

expression levels of the relevant PDI. This allows the transfected protein to be 

detected by antibodies raised against -myc tag and therefore differentiated from 

endogenously expressed PDI. Both constructs contain ampicillin resistance for 

bacterial selection and the isolation of new DNA. The WT-PDI-myc construct 

contains Neomycin resistance for mammalian selection to allow future stable 

transfection of cell lines.  
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Figure 4.1. Plasmid maps for DNA constructs as used in this thesis. Both plasmid ORFs are 

driven under a constitutive Human cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate early 

enhancer/promoter. Both have E. Coli bacterial resistance for plasmid amplification. (A) WT-

PDI-myc construct is used as a positive control, and also contains Neomycin resistance 

(NeomycinR) as mammalian selection resistance. (B) Y393C-PDI-myc replicates the CCS1 

mutation (1178A>G), replacing the conventional Tyr393 with the smaller, reactive cysteine 

residue in the a’ domain of PDI. 
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4.2. The 3D crystallographic structure of Y393C-PDI shows the 

location of Cys393 close to the active site. 

To determine the effects of the Y393C mutation on the binding capacity of PDI, the 

mutation and catalytically active site was mapped onto the known X-ray 

crystallographic structure of the protein. The schematic shown in Figure 4.2A shows 

human PDI has four subdomains each containing thioredoxin folds, contributing to 

both its activation and roles as a subunit of higher, quaternary structure complexes. 

The two catalytically active outer a and a’ subdomains are shown in red, and the 

two inner, and non-catalytically active subdomains (b and b’) are shown in blue. It 

has been suggested that the gain of cysteine mutation in Y393C-PDI may impact 

the catalytic domains of PDI, and formation of these higher order protein complexes.  

The tertiary structure of the complete abb’a’ subdomains of human PDI has been 

solved at a resolution of 2.51 Å (Wang, 2013). This is reproduced in Figure 4.2B 

showing the individual subdomains of the protein, and the location of the catalytically 

active site within the a’ subdomain. This site resides between reactive residues 

Cys397 and Cys400, and is further magnified in C to show the proximal location of 

the Y393C mutation to this catalytically active region. It has been hypothesised that 

this gain of a reactive cysteine (Cys393) results in displacement of this active site, 

or an interruption of its function. Figure 4.1C suggests this is likely, as the gained 

cysteine residue at 393 appears solvent exposed, shown by marked water 

molecules, and therefore available for disulphide bond interactions. This may result 
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in abnormal activity of PDI, and perhaps incorrect binding of PDI to other proteins 

within the cell, alongside the C-P4H complex and its substrate collagen. 

  

Figure 4.2. The catalytic a’ subdomain is 

affected by the Tyr393Cys mutation of 

CCS1 PDI. (A) subdomains of human PDI 

including their catalytic status (active, red; 

inactive, blue). (B) X-ray crystallographic 

structure of human PDI showing each 

domain as an alpha helix and beta sheet 

model. Catalytic active site of C397 and 

C400 (red) is shown alongside Y393C 

mutation as a ball and stick residue (blue). 

(C) The active site and mutation region are 

further magnified. Water molecules shown 

as red specks show solvent accessibility. 
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4.3.  Unconventional Y393C-PDI complexes are retained on 

non-reducing SDS-PAGE, and further trapped by N-

Ethylmaleimide in HT1080 cells.  

To investigate whether Y393C-PDI does interact with unconventional binding 

partners, HT1080 lysates were transfected with either wild-type (WT) Ero1α-myc as 

a positive control or the Y393C-PDI-myc plasmid construct shown in Figure 4.1. 

Non-nuclear proteins in each lysate were separated using reducing and non-

reducing SDS-PAGE then transferred to a PVDF membrane and western blotted for 

α-myc. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.3, showing a wide range of protein 

complexes retained in Y393C-PDI transfected lysates. This provides the 

experimental basis to further identify any Y393C-PDI interactions with unknown or 

unconventional proteins in the cell compared to the well characterised complexes 

formed by Ero1 α.  

  

Figure 4.3. Unconventionally stable, high molecular weight complexes are retained in 

lysates of HT1080 cells transfected with Y393C-PDI-myc and treated +/- NEM before 

lysis. Ero1α-myc transfected lysate is included as a positive control. All lysates were 

subjected to separation by reducing and non-reducing SDS-PAGE and probed for α-

myc. 10 μg of total protein was added to each well, as shown by loading control (β-actin). 

-myc 

β actin 
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As some PDI interactions are disulphide dependant, intermolecular disulphides 

were first trapped by N-ethylmaleimide (NEM), an alkylating agent modifying cellular 

free thiols. Separation by SDS-PAGE was carried out under reducing and non-

reducing conditions for both sets of lysates, with the latter condition used to preserve 

disulphide bonds. The addition or omission of the reducing agent Dithiothreitol 

(DDT) was used to achieve this, and to establish whether Y393C-PDI could be found 

in higher order structures or protein complexes. The successful reduction of Ero1 α 

into its 60 kDa monomeric form proves DTT is functioning as expected, therefore 

the variety of complexes shown are likely not a result of oxidised, and thus non-

functional DTT. 

Some unconventional PDI complexes of Y393C-PDI appear to be NEM dependant, 

depicted in Figure 4.3, boxed. NEM treated lysates separated under non-reducing 

conditions result in the largest number of complexes retained between 120 kDa and 

> 250 kDa, as expected from the disulphide bond protective measures taken. A 

comparison between Y393C-PDI transfected lysates shows a band of the same size 

(150 kDa) retained seemingly in all conditions (< and >) although this is inconclusive 

in unreduced and NEM treated lysates due to the large numbers of retained 

complexes. Nonetheless, the consistent retention of this complex suggests this is 

both NEM independent, and unable to be reduced by normal concentrations (100 

mM) of reducing agent. This infers unconventional stability and provides initial 

evidence that Y393C-PDI may form abnormal higher order complexes in the cell. 
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4.4. Western blot analysis of PDI complexes in Saos-2 

osteoblast-like cells. 

To further examine the nature of these retained Y393C-PDI complexes, and whether 

they are replicated in osteoblasts, lysates of Saos-2 cells were prepared using the 

same experimental procedure as shown previously in Figure 4.3. This experiment 

revealed less retention of PDI complexes overall, however the approximately 150 

kDa stable Y393C-PDI complex is also found in these osteoblast lysates, mirroring 

that observed in HT1080s. There also appears to be similar NEM and DTT 

dependant retention patterns as those in Figure 4.3, with the most complexes 

retained in the samples treated with the crosslinker NEM, and without DDT reduction 

retaining the most complexes (boxed). Lysates ran under non-reducing conditions 

display the characteristic ‘blurry’ bands, as expected from the literature (Marangon, 

2014).  

  

* > 

Figure 4.4. 150 kDa Y393C-PDI complex found in Y393C-PDI-myc transfected HT1080 

fibrosarcoma is observed in Saos-2 osteoblasts. Non-transfected (NT), WT-PDI-myc 

(positive control) and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE 

under reducing and non-reducing conditions. 10 μg of total protein was added to each well, 

and a separate Y393C-PDI sample was prepared with lysate treated with N-Ethylmaleimide 

(NEM), as previously. These were probed with α-myc, and β-actin as a loading control. 
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The right-hand lane marked (*) highlights that the two high molecular weight bands 

observed in Y393C-PDI lysates are affected by the addition of the NEM crosslinker, 

as they are not replicated in the corresponding condition. Instead, are replaced by 

a single complex at 150 kDa. Furthermore, the existence of this large complex in 

both reducing and non-reducing conditions infers it is ‘reduction resistant’. The 

Y393C PDI band observed under reducing conditions is also retained at a slightly 

higher molecular weight without NEM treatment, as shown by +/- NEM comparison. 

These observations are generally concurrent with those of the Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected fibroblast cell line in the previous figure. 

Figure 4.4 also shows that these high molecular weight interactions retained in 

Y393C transfected cells are not present in cells transfected with a WT-PDI-myc 

construct. Lysates transfected with wild-type PDI and analysed under reducing 

conditions produced a single band of the monomeric form (57 kDa) of PDI. When 

under non-reducing conditions, a single band of wild-type PDI at approximately 150 

kDa is observed (>). This is reflective of that observed in Y393C-PDI lysates, 

however crucially in wild-type PDI transfected cells, this complex is successfully 

reduced by DTT. This is shown by its absence from the corresponding WT reducing 

lane, a characteristic is not observed by the Y393C-PDI complex. This suggests its 

resistance to reduction by DTT is unique to Y393C-PDI, not its molecular weight of 

the complex. Therefore, it is likely this interaction reflects a conventional binding 

partner for PDI, which is acting unconventionally. This high molecular weight 

complex is seen previously in HT1080 lysates, again showing this complex is 

present in both osteoblast and fibroblast cell lines. 

This experiment confirms no α-myc signal in the non-transfected cells (NT), showing 

antibody specificity to transfected protein only. This further affirms that the bands 

shown above are true interactions of Y393C-PDI with other proteins or complexes, 

as a result of the CCS1 mutation as opposed to the impact of transfection and 

antibody variability. 
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4.5. Dithiothreitol titration shows the presence of stable, DDT 

dependant Y393C-PDI complexes in HT1080 and Saos-2 

cells 

The previous two experiments in HT1080 and Saos-2 transfected lysates suggested 

unconventional, high molecular weight complexes containing Y393C-PDI may show 

increased resistance to reducing agents. An experiment was devised to establish 

whether complex retention can be prevented with increased concentrations of 

reducing agent, and at what level the disulphide bonds within these complexes are 

broken down. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.5. The cells were not treated 

with NEM before lysis to prevent additional disulphide crosslinking, and DTT 

concentrations of 50 mM, 100 mM and 150 mM were added to samples before 

loading, to cause proportionally increasing reduction of disulphide bonds.  
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Figure 4.5. Proportionally increasing DTT concentrations eventually disrupt the Y393C-PDI 

complex. Western blotting for (A) HT1080 lysates and (B) Saos-2 lysates transfected as 

previously described, all without NEM treatment, and subjected to separation by SDS-

PAGE. DTT concentrations of 50 – 150 mM were added to each condition before gel 

electrophoresis; negative and positive control wild-type PDI lysates prepared with 50 and 

150 mM, and Y393C-PDI with 50, 100, 150mM. β actin loading controls included. 
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Consistent with previous findings, Y393C-PDI complexes retained in HT1080 cells 

appear larger than those in Saos-2, appearing at > 250 kDa and approximately 200 

– 250 kDa respectively. In both cell types, when lysates are treated with 50 mM 

concentrations of DTT, the disulphide bonds of the large Y393C-PDI complex are 

not reduced, as expected by this lower concentration (arrowed). This complex also 

remains intact under 100 mM of DTT, despite this being the standard molar usage 

of this reducing agent to fully reduce disulphide bonds. Under 150 mM of DTT there 

is sufficient disulphide bond reduction, with no large molecular weight band 

appearing. This therefore shows breakdown of these complexes is achievable at a 

much higher concentration of DTT than is conventional. No such interactions are 

seen when the membrane was re-probed for α -PDI.  
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4.6. Immunoprecipitation pulldown of endogenous and 

transfected PDI shows atypical, high molecular weight 

interactions of Y393C-PDI in both HT1080 and Saos-2 

cells. 

To further elucidate Y393C-PDI’s potential interacting partners, immunoprecipitation 

pulldowns of α-PDI on non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc Saos-2 

lysates were prepared for western blotting. Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells were 

treated with and without NEM during lysis, to replicate the increased complex 

retention as previously observed. Figure 4.6A (left) shows HT1080 lysates without 

immunoprecipitation western blotted for α-PDI. The right-hand lanes show WT-PDI-

myc and Y393C-PDI-myc immunoprecipitated with polyclonal α-PDI and western 

blotted for α-myc to identify transfected PDI interactions only. Multiple interactions 

are seen in both conditions, including high molecular weight complexes, particularly 

at 150 - 250 kDa, as alluded to in the previous figures. The lower band observed at 

35 – 40 kDa in the immunoprecipitation pulldowns blotted for -myc may be a result 

of non-specific binding, or a cleaved breakdown product of the construct including 

the -myc tag. This band does not appear in the following Saos-2 lysates suggesting 

this interaction is irrelevant to the basis of Cole Carpenter syndrome. 
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Figure 4.6. Immunoprecipitation (IP) 

pulldowns of α-PDI show increased complex 

retention when blotted for both α-PDI and α-

myc. (A) WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected HT1080 lysates were separated 

by SDS-PAGE. Non immunoprecipitated 

lysates are shown on left. These were blotted 

for using α-PDI and immunoprecipitated 

lysates for α-myc (right). β actin loading 

controls shown below. (B, C) 

Immunoprecipitations were repeated in 

Saos-2 transfected lysates. Y393C-PDI 

transfected cells were treated +/- NEM 

before lysis. The membrane was probed for 

α-PDI (B), and re-probed for α-myc (C). β 

actin loading controls shown below panel B. 

Exposure time: 2 seconds. 
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These high molecular weight complexes are further observed in the same 

experiment repeated in Saos-2 non-transfected and WT-PDI-myc, Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected cells, as shown in the right-hand panels. Figure 4.6B shows all PDI 

pulldown interactions across all conditions with no discernible bands, despite a short 

film exposure time of 2 seconds. It appears that treatment with NEM retains 

marginally more complexes due to more signal detection in the latter two lanes. This 

is verified by β actin loading controls confirming no differences in loaded protein for 

each condition. When these samples were probed for α-myc, thus removing 

endogenous PDI interactions, bands containing Y393C-PDI interactions became 

more discernible. Panel C shows Y393C-PDI appearing to interact uniquely with 

other proteins, forming the previously established high molecular weight complexes 

at 250 kDa. The other band at 150 kDa is also seen in WT-PDI-myc transfected 

condition may be that of PDI and its electron donor Ero1 α, which is well established 

as a conventional binding partner for PDI.  

To elucidate the components of these PDI complexes, co-immunoprecipitation 

experiments for PDI were repeated with non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc and +/- NEM 

Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 lysates. These were prepared for Liquid 

Chromatography-Mass spectrometry (LC-MS) using a trypsin digestion protocol. 

The digested peptides retained by co-immunoprecipitation were searched for 

against a human reference proteome. Known proteomic experiment contaminants 

were also searched for using PEAKS X+, and a filter of 2 unique peptides was added 

to the samples. After known and possible contaminant exclusion, a total of 4, 3 and 

8 heat shock proteins were pulled down in the co-immunoprecipitation for non-

transfected, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected lysates respectively. 

These are included in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. List of proteins of interest (POIs) pulled down in LC-MS analysis of non-

transfected (NT), WT-PDI-myc transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 

containing average recorded mass, and number of peptide hits for each protein. N/A = 

protein undetected in relevant sample. 

Protein of Interest (POI) Average mass 
(kDa) 

Number of peptides 

NT WT-PDI-
myc 

Y393C-PDI-
myc 

HSP90AA2 (*) 39365 3 2 12 

HSP90AA1 (*) 84660 3 2 12 

HSP90AB1 (*) 83264 3 2 17 

HSP90AB2P 44349 3 N/A N/A 
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HSPA4 94331 N/A N/A 2 

HSPH1 96865 N/A N/A 2 

HSPB1 22783 N/A N/A 5 

HSPA1A  70052 N/A N/A 11 

HSPA1B  70052 N/A N/A 11 

HSPA8 (**) 70898 N/A N/A 16 

 

In general, there are more proteins of interest pulled down by anti-PDI in Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected cells than their wildtype transfected and non-transfected 

counterparts. When non-human protein contaminants were removed, these appear 

to be heat shock proteins (HSPs) which are well known to be upregulated during 

cellular and ER stress responses (Samali, 1998; Liu, 2008). The top three proteins 

shown in Table 4.1 (*) are members of the cytoplasmic HSP90 family and peptides 

corresponding to these proteins are found in each sample, suggesting their 

presence is not Y393C-PDI dependant.  

There is Y393C-PDI specific retention of cytoplasmic HSP70 family proteins which 

are known protein chaperones and apoptosis mediators, shown in the right-hand 

column. These are HSPA1A and HSPA1B which are retained in Y393C-PDI cells 

only, with relatively high peptide counts of 11. HSPH1 and HSPA4 which act as 

nucleotide exchange factors (NEFs) for HSP70 family members (Rauch, 2014) are 

also pulled down alongside them, alongside small heat shock protein 1 (HSPB1). 

These have much lower peptide counts of 2, 2 and 5 respectively. 

There also appears to be a relatively high retention of HSPA8/heat shock cognate 

protein 70 (Hsc70) complexed with PDI in Y393C-PDI expressing cells. A total of 16 

peptides was detected, which is the second highest recorded in the sample after 

HSP90AB1, and no retention of these complexes in the wildtype PDI expressing 

cells.  

4.7. Conclusion 

Since bone biopsies by Cole and Carpenter concluded the quantity of collagen 

produced in patient cells is unaffected (1987), it is assumed that any collagen quality 

control issue in CCS lies with the post translational modification of the collagen triple 

helix, in part coordinated by PDI. If PDI is performing or interacting unconventionally 

in the cell, this may result in the improper folding of collagen, resulting in the CCS1 

phenotype.  
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Figure 4.2. displays the C terminal active site and its placement between Cys397 

and Cys400 on the known 3D crystal structure of PDI, as expected from the literature 

(Bekendam, 2016; Santos, 2017). It also highlights the significance of this gain of 

reactive cysteine residue in its proximity to this active site, meaning the intracellular 

effects of this are open to speculation. One possibility is that this gain of a reactive 

cysteine results in different internal disulphide bond formation between the residues 

of PDI’s active site, for example between Cys393 and Cys397. This may displace 

the bond between the conventional active site residues, and thus impair redox 

activity. Another possibility is that this Cys393 is solvent exposed, which may result 

in off-target interactions between PDI and other proteins. This is a likely possibility, 

as suggested by the proximal placement of water molecules on Figure 4.2B. These 

unconventional, disulphide dependant interactions could therefore contribute to an 

abnormally functioning or mislocalised Y393C-PDI.   

Western blotting data shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 highlights the atypical high 

molecular weight complexes retained under reducing conditions. This supports the 

‘unconventional interactions’ hypothesis of Y393C-PDI activity, as has been 

suggested by our clinical partner (Balasubramanian, 2018). The interactions 

hypothesised by Balasubramanian may be the 200 - 250 kDa complexes observed 

in the disulphide crosslinking and immunoprecipitation experiments in this thesis, 

which show Y393C-PDI complexes which appear to be unconventionally stable, with 

increased resistance to reduction. The usage of reducing agent DDT and alkylating 

agent NEM are suitable experimental conditions to assess the retention of 

disulphide dependant complexes, as the gain of a reactive cysteine near the 

enzyme’s active site is hypothesised to contribute to the unconventional placement 

of disulphide bonds. Hence these complexes, if present, would be retained under 

DTT and NEM conditions.  

These Y393C-PDI complexes appear to be partly resistant to reduction by DTT, 

shown by consistent high molecular weight bands in the experiments shown in this 

chapter. This is despite the effective reduction of both transfected Ero1 α and wild-

type PDI complexes as positive controls, in HT1080s and Saos-2 cells respectively. 

This is also highlighted by the presence of a band at 150 kDa observed in Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected lysates under reducing conditions, irrespective of NEM 

addition. This interaction was observed in both HT1080 and Saos-2 lysates and 

could pertain to PDI’s known interactions with its electron donor Ero1 α at 150 kDa 
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(Appenzeller-Herzog, 2010). Conversely, this could potentially form part of the 228 

kDa of the C-P4H complex, which is established to be the direct chaperone complex 

ensuring proper collagen folding (Gorres, 2011), and may explain some of the other 

bands observed. Whilst reducing conditions employed here effectively break up this 

complex in wild-type PDI expressing cells, these have little effect in Y393C 

conditions. The complexes formed by Y393C-PDI only slightly reduce to 

approximately 170 – 200 kDa in size, as observed in Figure 4.4. Therefore, the 

resilience of these complexes in the presence of reducing conditions could suggest 

abnormal behaviour of PDI in the context of the C-P4H complex or Ero1 α. These 

behaviours are likely a result of this Y393C-PDI mutation, due to no such retention 

observed in control lysates.  

This result could be confirmed by performing the same experiment but replacing 

DTT with other reducing agents such as beta mercaptoethanol (BME) or tris(2-

carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to establish if complex breakdown can be achieved 

by other reducing agents. TCEP is known to be a more powerful reducing agent 

than DTT, and can act over a range of pH, therefore may give a clearer indication 

of the disulphide stability of these complexes (Burns, 1991). 

Since DDT can oxidise quickly at room temperature, positive control transfected 

lysates (WT-PDI-myc or wild-type Ero1α-myc) were also used to ensure successful 

reduction of the protein lysate. In Figure 4.3, the Ero1 α positive control lysates 

under reducing conditions show monomeric Ero1 α at 60 kDa, which is slightly larger 

than its endogenous 54 kDa size (Araki, 2013). This is not unexpected, as alongside 

the addition of -myc tag in this case, endogenous Ero1 α can be found at 60 – 62 

kDa under reducing conditions (Kukita, 2015). However, in non-reducing conditions 

this is split into two larger fragments measuring approximately 120 kDa, and > 250 

kDa respectively). This infers substrate/dimer complexes have been successfully 

retained; the 120 kDa band could pertain to a dimer of the two 60 kDa Ero1 α 

monomers and shows the successful reduction of disulphide bonds in DDT 

conditions.  

This data suggests that Y393C-PDI interacts unconventionally to form large, high 

molecular weight complexes which are unconventionally stable and resistant to 

reduction by DDT. These are further trapped via crosslinking mediated by the 

alkylating agent NEM, and eventually broken down with 150 mM of DTT. Co-
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immunoprecipitation experiments shown in Figure 4.6 are consistent with these 

findings. It is perhaps important to note that the endogenous PDI pulldowns and 

subsequent blotting were performed with a polyclonal PDI antibody, as shown in 

Table 2.1, which may have led to the high cross reactivity observed in Figure 4.5B. 

There does appear to be more complexes retained at higher molecular weights in 

the Y393C-PDI transfected lysates, despite individual complexes indistinguishable. 

When the membrane is probed for anti-myc, these appear to be reproduced, 

showing the same > 250 kDa interactions in the Y393C-PDI lysates.  

To determine the nature of protein components in these interactions, LC-MS was 

performed on the co-immunoprecipitation experiments shown in Figure 4.6. Due to 

the co-immunoprecipitation antibody pulldown method used, many of the proteins 

retained were deemed contaminants and omitted. Those that appeared to show 

relevant and significant interactions were displayed in Table 4.1. There appeared a 

marked increase in heat shock protein (HSP) retention from both HSP70 and HSP90 

protein families, both of which are localised to the cytoplasm but can be found in the 

ER (Mayer, 2005). Many of these proteins have essential functions in proteostasis 

and apoptosis, one of which is HSPA1A/HSP72 (Rauch, 2014). 11 individual 

peptides of HSP72 were retained in complex with PDI in Y393C-PDI expressing 

cells, alongside none in both wildtype PDI controls. Like PDI, this 70 kDa protein 

acts as a molecular chaperone, and facilitates the proper folding of newly translated 

and misfolded proteins, as well as stabilising or degrading mutant proteins. If the 

Y393C-PDI previously observed complexes contains trapped HSP72, this may 

cause the onset of proteotoxicity and ER stress, possibly as a result of misfolded 

protein aggregation hypothesised in this thesis. 

Interestingly, HSPA8/heat shock cognate protein 70 (Hsc70) is a molecular 

chaperone known to interact with cytosolic proteins destined for lysosomal 

degradation via chaperone-mediated autophagy. It was retained with a high 

proportion of peptides in Y393C-PDI cells (16), however not in wildtype PDI 

expressing cells. When functioning properly, a protein complex of Hsc70 and 

misfolded/unfolded proteins is recognized by lysosomal-associated membrane 

protein 2 (LAMP2), which results in the translocation of the unfolded protein into the 

lysosome for degradation (Cacciottolo, 2013; Kabuta, 2008). However, the trapping 

of Hsc70 in complex with Y393C-PDI may prevent this activity, therefore have 
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downstream effects on lysosome mediated autophagy and the wider proteostasis of 

the cell. 

On the other hand, there is an absence of known PDI interacting proteins in all 

samples, such as Ero1α and the rest of the C-P4H complex. These may not have 

been retained with a peptide False Discovery rate (FDR) of 1%, which was deemed 

necessary to remove cytoskeletal contamination in the sample. Furthermore, 

cytosolic HSPs are known to be inherently sticky, therefore there is a possibility the 

peptides were retained as non-specific pulldowns, rather than PDI specific 

complexes formed. Further repeats of this experiment to minimise contamination 

are suggested to confirm these results. Despite this, the large increases in peptide 

retention of proteostasis-regulating HSPs in Y393C-PDI expressing cells may infer 

there is general upregulation of these proteins in Cole Carpenter cells. This may 

suggest the onset of ER stress or attempts to activate the UPR to rescue the 

misfolded protein, or direct it for lysosome mediated autophagy (Dice, 2007).  
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5. CHARACTERISING THE INTRACELLULAR LOCALISATION 

AND EFFECTS OF Y393C-PDI  

Introduction: 

After identifying possible interacting partners for Y393C-PDI, it was important to 

characterise the subcellular location and the potential impacts of Y393C-PDI on the 

ER and other organelles. This could shed light on the causes of the CCS phenotype, 

especially due to the variety of symptoms displayed by the patients, which may 

pertain to PDI’s multifunctional roles in the ER. If misfolded collagen aggregates are 

retained within the ER, it may result in excess pressure on ER associated 

proteolysis or lysosome-mediated autophagy within the cell. As previously 

mentioned, the microtubule network is essential for vesicular collagen transport and 

exocytosis (Marchi, 1984; Canty, 2005). It also plays vital roles in lysosomal motility, 

ER morphology and quality control, alongside cellular structural integrity (Matteoni, 

1987; Waterman-Storer, 1998). Downstream effects on both lysosomal and 

cytoskeletal systems due to improper activity of PDI may again contribute to the 

phenotypes observed in CCS1. 

5.1. Y393C and WT PDI generally colocalise in the ER in 

HT1080 and Saos-2 cells 

Alongside producing transfected PDI-myc, cells will continue to synthesise 

endogenous PDI. Therefore, it was important to characterise the relative localisation 

of transfected wild-type and Y393C-PDI in regard to the endogenous PDI. Figure 

5.1 shows HT1080 fibroblasts and Saos-2 osteoblasts transfected with Y393C-PDI-

myc and stained for -myc and PDI. Y393C-PDI-myc generally colocalises with 

endogenous PDI in the ER. Coloc 2, a widely used colocalisation analysis plugin 

run by FIJI, was used to quantitatively assess the colocalisation of Y393C-PDI and 

its endogenous counterpart. Both proteins colocalise almost completely, as shown 

by the signal intensity scatter plots generated by the plugin. A strong positive 

correlation and a Y-intercept at zero depicts strong colocalisation between -myc and 

PDI signals (Spearman’s rank correlation: 0.94; Pearson’s R value (no threshold): 

0.95).  
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Figure 5.1. Y393C-PDI colocalises with endogenous PDI in HT1080 cells. (A) Individual 

channel and merged images of Y393C-PDI transfected and non-transfected HT1080 cells. The 

Y393C-PDI transfected cell shows clear tubular ER morphology. Some vesicular objects are 

boxed and magnified in the merged image. Colocalisation between 488 and 594 channels is 

confirmed by adjacent 2D colocalisation histogram generated by Coloc2. (B) Individual 

channel and merged images of non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc Saos-2 

stained for PDI and -myc. Scale bars = 10 nm. 
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Warmer colours depict higher intensity pixels, and true immunofluorescent signal, 

rather than background noise. A Coste’s P-Value of 1 (standard deviation: 0.04) 

shows this colocalisation is very unlikely to have occurred by chance, thus 

supporting the results shown in Figure 5.1A. 

As previously stated, the tubular ER has been suggested to be a sign of ER stress 

(Lee, 2020), as evident in the transfected cell. The merged panel of Figure 5.1A 

allows for comparison between a transfected cell (top) and non-transfected cell 

(below), which is useful for observing the ER morphology. A magnified section of 

the merged panel shows this in greater detail (boxed), with clear overlap of the red 

(594) and green (488) channels towards the perinuclear region of the cell. This 

colocalisation seems to be lost at the periphery of the ER, where the -myc (488) 

signal does not colocalise to a wild-type PDI (594) signal, producing a green fringe 

around the edges of the ER. Furthermore, small vesicle-sized objects less than 1 

μm in size appear in this boxed region, which are circled. These could be products 

of the ER-Golgi COPII transport system, or PDI associated lysosomes. To 

determine if this is the case, co-staining with Lamp2A or Lamp2B or the relevant 

COPII markers would confirm if these were lysosomal, or ER-Golgi vesicles 

respectively. The majority of these objects appear in only the Y393C-PDI (488) 

channel (green), or in both (yellow), but not in the red only channel. This suggests 

they contain predominantly mutant PDI over wild-type PDI. 

Figure 5.1B shows both WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 

osteoblasts co-stained for α -PDI and α -myc. Y393C-PDI and WT PDI co-localise 

to the ER, as in HT1080 cells. The cell transfected with Y393C-PDI-myc appears to 

show potential characteristics of stress. These include a long and extended ER, 

evidence of ER tubule formation and distinct unstained zones. The WT-PDI-myc 

transfected cell does not show these characteristics and appears more analogous 

to the non-transfected cells around it. 
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The endogenous PDI signal appears stronger in both WT PDI and Y393C-PDI 

transfected cells when compared to the surrounding non-transfected cells, as 

displayed in Figure 5.1B. This may be a result of the transcription and translation of 

the additional transfected DNA, thus resulting in overexpression of PDI. This is 

further highlighted in Figure 5.2, which shows the relative proportions of each signal 

as mean pixel intensity for each cell shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2A shows each 

Figure 5.2. Signal intensity for transfected PDI appears higher in Y393C-PDI-myc cells 

than WT-PDI-myc. (A) Channel intensity histograms for the highlighted cells from 

Figure 5.1. These show variation in PDI (594; red), -myc (488; green) and DAPI (405; 

blue), signal between non transfected, WT-PDI-myc transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc 

cells highlighted above (yellow). (B) relative mean pixel intensity for the above cells 

including non-transfected (NT) as a negative -myc control. Images corrected for 

background calculated by ImageJ. Error bars show standard deviation for each 

signal. 
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channel histogram for the highlighted cell, showing higher green (488) signal in the 

Y393C transfected cell, despite similar levels of endogenous PDI expressed 

(boxed). The WT-PDI-myc expressing cell displays a higher intensity signal for its 

endogenous PDI, but this is not reflected to this extent in Y393C-PDI-myc cells. 

Laser power, gain and intensity were kept controlled during image capture to avoid 

technical variation. 

Furthermore, Figure 5.2B shows the relative mean pixel intensity as a bar chart for 

each highlighted cell as automatically calculated by FIJI following thresholding of 

each selected area of the image. The first two bars depict an increase in 

endogenous PDI expression between non-transfected and WT-PDI-myc/Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected conditions. This again suggests there may be some effects of 

plasmid uptake on the ER morphology due to stress, as seen in Figure 5.1A. The 

signal intensity bars of -myc depict the proportion of transfected PDI in each 

transfection condition. As expected, the non-transfected cells have no -myc signal, 

however, a greater increase is seen in Y393C-PDI-myc expression when compared 

to that of WT-PDI-myc, as was observed in Panel A. Standard deviation for green 

(488) signal of transfected Y393C PDI and WT PDI do not overlap, suggesting this 

increase is of interest. 

5.2. The quantity of collagen I production is highly variable 

between Saos-2 osteoblasts, and does not appear to be 

affected by Y393C-PDI-myc transfection. 

Due to PDI’s key role in collagen processing, it was important to discern if the Y393C 

mutation has an impact on collagen distribution in vesicles and the deposited 

collagenous extracellular matrix (ECM). Figure 5.3A shows an example of collagen 

within intra-cellular vesicles, highlighted in Panel A (Box 1), preceding the deposition 

into the triple helix fibres of the collagen-ECM matrix (Box 2). 
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Figure 5.3. Characterising Collagen I production in Saos-2. (A) Non-transfected Saos-2 stained 

for Collagen I (488) showing both vesicular (1) and deposited collagen states (2). Merge shows 

location of nuclei. High magnification image (right) shows diameters of four deposited collagen 

fibrils. (B) Non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 

osteoblasts stained for -myc (594) and Collagen I (488) at 63x magnification. Scale bar = 10 μm. 

(C) magnified sections of bottom right panel of (B) showing colocalisation of Collagen I to Y393C-

PDI. Colocalisation histogram generated by Coloc2 for cell shown in middle panel. 
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Measurements confirming this structure as deposited collagen ECM are shown 

in the bottom right panel of Figure 3.5A; four randomly chosen fibrils measure 

166 nm, 202 nm, 94 nm and 158 nm respectively. This is consistent with the 

known size of deposited fibrils measuring anywhere between 20 – 300 nm 

(Silver, 1992; Bancelin, 2014). This deposited collagen can form large matrices 

around multiple cells, as shown by the 122.6 μm wide structure formed. 

Figure 5.3B shows non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc transfected and Y393C-PDI-

myc transfected Saos-2 osteoblasts stained for α -myc and collagen I. Again, 

there is a mixture of vesicular and deposited collagen between all conditions 

apart from Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells, of which no cells were observed to 

successfully deposit collagen I. Across all transfected cells there is no immediate 

difference in the quantity of vesicular collagen production between wild-type and 

Y393C-PDI states. However, some colocalisation of Y393C-PDI and collagen 

vesicles is apparent, as seen in Figure 5.3B and magnified in part C. In these 

merged images there appears more colocalization (yellow) than distinct -myc 

signal (red). This suggests more transfected Y393C-PDI is colocalising with 

collagen than not (circled), however, there are clearly areas in which collagen is 

distinct from Y393C-PDI, shown by the rest of the green signal.  

To establish if this finding is statistically significant, colocalisation was further 

investigated using coloc2. This produced a channel intensity histogram for the 

cells shown in C, alongside statistical correlation analyses. These returned 

Pearson’s R and Spearman’s rank correlation values as 0.68 and 0.65 

respectively, showing a semi-strong colocalisation as reflected in the merged 

channel panel.  
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5.3. Lysosomal marker Lamp2b distribution changes in 

Y393C-PDI expressing HT1080s 

Owing to the relationship between misfolded proteins, ER stress and the lysosomal 

degradation system, it was important to characterise lysosomal behaviour in Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected cells. Figure 5.4. shows non-transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected HT1080 cells fixed and stained for α -PDI or α -myc, alongside Lamp2b, 

a lysosome membrane-associated glycoprotein used extensively as a lysosomal 

marker.  

Figure 5.4. Lysosomal distribution and morphology appears abnormal in Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected HT1080s. (A) Immunofluorescence of Lamp2b and Y393C-PDI transiently 

transfected into HT1080 cells. Negative controls show normally expressed Lamp2b 

throughout the cytoplasm in punctate lysosomes. Y393C-PDI-myc transfection shows a 

general decrease in lysosomal number and an increase in size in those transfected with 

Y393C-PDI-myc. (B) Further magnified sections of non-transfected and Y393C-PDI 

transfected cells from (A) showing variation in ER staining from endogenous PDI and 

Y393C-PDI. Scale bar = 10 μm. 
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As seen previously, Figure 5.4A shows Y393C-PDI transfected cells display more 

irregular ER stains, as shown in the relevant 594 nm channels of A portraying PDI 

and -myc signal. This may infer they are less healthy than their non-transfected 

counterparts. In Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells, the -myc signal appears more 

concentrated towards the nuclear periphery, when compared to the non-transfected 

condition. This is further highlighted by the magnified images in Figure 5.3B showing 

a magnified section of the boxed cells, which were chosen for similar size and 

shape. The cell in the left-hand panel marked by (a) stained for PDI displays the 

typical ER stain previously seen, however the cell in the right-hand panel (b) shows 

a more broken stain, which may consist of ER tubule cross-sections.  

Comparison between NT and Y393C-PDI transfected cells highlights differences in 

the morphology and distribution of lysosomes as shown in green (488) panels in 

Figure 5.4A. To assess the size and distribution of lysosomes, 3D location maps for 

objects above 0.2 µm were produced in cells shown in Figure 5.4A and displayed in 

Figure 5.5A. This minimum threshold enables the removal of background noise, and 

no maximum threshold allows for the known variation in lysosome size (de Araujio, 

2020). Non-transfected cells, as displayed in the first two rows of Figure 5.4A, 

appear to have similarly high numbers of lysosomes. This is confirmed by 3D object 

location maps as shown in Figure 5.5A, counting 66 and 50 respectively. After 

Y393C-PDI transfection, there appears a lower Lamp2b positive object count than 

seen previously, shown in both the circled cells in 5.4A. This is reiterated by the 

rightmost 3D object location map in Figure 5.5A, where only 22 objects above 0.2 

µm were detected in the non-circled cell.  
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Furthermore, the lysosomes detected in Y393C-PDI-myc cells appear significantly 

larger than those of their non-transfected counterparts, as highlighted in Figure 

5.5B. When a T-test was applied to the raw data there was deemed to be no 

significance between non-transfected cells (p > 0.05). However, there is significance 

between lysosome size for both non-transfected conditions compared to Y393C-

Figure 5.5. Y393C-PDI expressing HT1080 cells have significantly larger lysosomes 

than wild-type PDI controls. (A) Thresholded images and location maps of Lamp2b 

marked objects (lysosomes) above 0.2 µm in diameter counted in cells shown in Figure 

5.4A. Left and middle panels show non-transfected cells, Y393C-PDI transfected cell 

shown in right. Scale bar = 10 μm. (B) Bar chart showing average vesicle diameter as 

calculated by ImageJ for each transfection condition in all green (488) channels in 

Figure 5.4A. Error bars represent standard deviation around the mean. T-tests show *** 

significance (p = 0.00145); * (p = 0.03365). 
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PDI-myc (p ≤ 0.001; p ≤ 0.05 respectively). These organelles are larger than 

expected from the literature; HT1080 lysosomes are usually 400 nm (0.4 µm) or 

above in diameter (Yordanov, 2019). Therefore, those observed here with a mean 

diameter of approximately 3 µm represent an almost 10-fold increase in typical size. 

5.4. The morphology and distribution of lysosomes in 

Saos-2 cells  

Having observed possible effects of Y393C-PDI on the lysosomal trafficking system 

in HT1080 cells, the characterisation of lysosomes in the osteoblast-like Saos-2 was 

performed. This would enable comparison between NT, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected osteoblasts, allowing us to discern if the effects observed in 

HT1080 cells are also true for the Saos-2 osteoblasts, with the removal of any 

transfection effects. 

As expected, Figure 5.6. shows that the size and distribution of lysosomes in NT 

Saos-2 osteoblasts are similar to NT HT1080 cells. Lysosome size in osteoblasts is 

also highly variable, reported to be between 0.2 – 1 µm in diameter which is 

concurrent with Lamp2b staining in Figure 5.4A (Iwayama, 2019; Nabavi, 2008). 

However, there is a greater variation in individual lysosome diameter between cells 

shown in Figure 5.6A and Figure 5.6B, with a higher average vesicle count also 

seen clearly compared to HT1080. This is further highlighted by location and surface 

maps of Lamp2b positive objects shown in Figure 5.6C. These object maps were 

generated from thresholded images of cells shown in part A, in the rightmost panels. 

The plugin detected 66 objects in the cell shown in Figure 5.6A, and 118 in the group 

of three cells in part B, averaging 39 lysosomes per cell. This is again concurrent 

with osteoblasts characterised in the literature, showing these characteristics of the 

osteoblast-like Saos-2 are typically replicated in primary cells (Nabavi, 2008). 
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Figure 5.6. Characterisation of lysosome size and distribution in Saos-2. 

Immunofluorescence of Lamp2b in non-transfected Saos-2 at 63x magnification. (A) 

Normal distribution of Lamp2b stained lysosomes. (B) Unusual Lamp2b positive staining, 

appearing to adhere to a tubular network underneath the vesicular lysosomes. (C) Objects 

identified as Lamp2b positive are shown as location maps (left-hand panels), surface maps 

(middle) and the original thresholded images (right-hand panels). Scale bar = 10 μm. 
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The surface maps in Figure 5.6C show a similar standard size of lysosome between 

both parts A and B, which is typical of osteoblasts. However, this also highlights 

some unusual association to a tubule-like ultrastructure shown in the boxed region 

of B, potentially pertaining to the ER or a cytoskeleton network. In summary, this 

data shows NT Saos-2 cells display normal lysosome size and shape, as expected 

from the literature. 

5.5. The microtubule cytoskeleton appears largely unaffected 

in Y393C-PDI expressing Saos-2 

As seen in Figure 5.6, there appears some association of the lysosomal organelles 

to a tubular network of the cell. It is accepted in the literature that lysosomes can be 

trafficked to target areas of the cell along the microtubule cytoskeleton (Matteoni, 

1987; Collot, 1984). This is further confirmed to be the case in osteoblasts (Fujiwara, 

2016). Microtubules are also known to facilitate the extension of ER tubules via a 

number of mechanisms, a role potentially relevant to CCS1 (Waterman-Storer, 

1998). Therefore, it seemed necessary to characterise the appearance of this 

cellular ultrastructure in cells expressing wild-type PDI and the Y393C mutated 

protein.  
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Figure 5.6. shows WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 co-stained 

for -myc and α tubulin, alongside non-transfected cells co-stained for PDI and α 

tubulin. After possible preliminary evidence suggesting the organisation and 

formation of α tubulin into microtubules in HT1080s was compromised, the 

experiment was repeated in Saos-2, and with a different fixative known to better 

preserve the cytoskeleton (Fixative B). There appears no discernible difference in 

microtubule polymerisation between endogenous and WT-PDI-myc transfected 

cells, however the Y393C-PDI-myc cells do appear to display slightly lower levels 

of microtubule preservation. As depicted in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 5.6B, cells 

successfully transfected with Y393C-PDI appear to display less definition of fully 

formed tubules than their non-transfected counterparts, highlighted in these 

magnified panels.  

Figure 5.7. The microtubule cytoskeleton appears generally unaffected between wild-type 

and Y393C-PDI expressing cells. (A) Immunofluorescence of Saos-2 osteoblasts co-

stained for wild-type PDI, -myc and α tubulin. Non-transfected cells stained for PDI and α 

tubulin are shown in top row panels, and transfected cells stained for -myc and α tubulin. 

-myc signal in middle panels shows WT-PDI-myc; bottom panels show Y393C-PDI-myc. 

(B) magnified sections of Y393C transfected cells showing tubulin stains between non-

transfected (a) and Y393C-PDI transfected (b) cells. Scale bar = 10 µm. 
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However, the unsuccessfully transfected cell in Figure 5.7B also shows less well-

preserved microtubules, so these differences are likely to not be biologically 

significant, and a result of fixation variability. Better preservation of this cytoskeleton 

may be a result of the non-transfected cell undergoing mitosis, which is highly 

dependent on polymerised microtubules (Sharp, 2000; Sawin, 1992). Further 

experimentation would confirm if these differences can be replicated. Treating 

Y393C-PDI-myc cells with colchicine which is known to inhibit microtubule 

polymerisation (Skoufias, 1992) would act as a positive control for the de-

polymerisation of this cytoskeleton in wild-type PDI expressing cells. This would 

allow a better comparison Y393C-PDI effects in osteoblasts and determine whether 

increased susceptibility for microtubule depolymerisation results from the cellular 

stress caused by this mutation. 
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5.6. Lysosomal marker Lamp2b staining in Y393C-PDI-myc 

expressing Saos-2 cells 

The HT1080 immunofluorescence shown in Figure 5.4 was replicated in Saos-2, 

including a visual comparison of both ER and lysosome morphologies. The results 

of this are shown in Figure 5.8. Non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 

and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 are shown in top, middle and bottom 

panels respectively. These are stained for -myc and Lamp2b, with no -myc signal 

present in non-transfected cells as expected. Part B shows -myc signal for both WT-

PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc cells A (boxed), to compare ER morphology and PDI 

distribution, as was done in Figure 5.4B showing HT1080 cells. A larger, more 

tubular ER stain is observed alongside a reduction in lysosomal number in Y393C-

PDI-myc Saos-2, mirroring that seen in Y393C-PDI-myc HT1080s. 

 

* 

* 

* 

Figure 5.8. Lysosome size and distribution observed in Saos-2 appears to reflect that of 

HT1080 cells. (A) Fluorescence microscopy of Lamp2b and -myc tagged Y393C-PDI in 

Saos-2 osteoblasts at 63x magnification, in NT, WT-PDI-myc transfected and Y393C-PDI-

myc transfected cells. (B) magnified sections of -myc panels showing WT-PDI-myc, and 

Y3993-PDI-myc respectively. Scale bar = 10 μm. 
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Figure 5.9. Post-acquisition analysis of lysosome size and distribution as observed in Figure 5.8. (A) 

Thresholded images (left-hand panels), location maps (middle panels), and surface maps (right-hand 

panels), of lysosomes identified in cells shown in Figure 5.8. (B) Average lysosome count detected by 

ImageJ for cells shown in Figure 5.4A (HT1080) and Figure 5.8A (Saos-2). (C) Comparison between 

average lysosome diameter (AVD) for randomly selected HT1080 and Saos-2 cells for each transfection 

condition (left). Standard deviation shown by error bars. Percentage increase in AVD between WT-PDI-

myc and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 and HT1080 cells (right). 

Figure 5.9A shows 3D location and surface maps of lysosomes in randomly selected 

cells from Figure 5.8A. 113, 73 and 33 objects were identified as lysosome 
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organelles in non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells 

respectively. These data reflect lysosome numbers observed in HT1080 cells, as 

shown in the quantitative analysis in Figure 5.9B. 

As seen previously, characterisation of the NT Saos-2 lysosomes showed smaller 

but higher frequency of these organelles compared to NT HT1080 cells. This is 

reiterated in bar graphs in Figure 5.9C showing higher average vesicle diameter 

percentage increase in NT HT1080s than NT Saos-2. Osteoblasts and fibroblasts 

may potentially respond differently to Y393C-PDI, indirectly impacting the lysosomal 

system. Therefore, this comparison both within and between cell lines provides cell-

specific context for these organelles, as well as investigating the CCS1 mutant. 

Interestingly, despite HT1080 lysosome size increasing drastically in Y393C-PDI-

myc conditions compared to wild-type in Figure 5.5, this not observed in Saos-2 

cells, as displayed in Figure 5.9C. However, standard deviation bars in Panel C (left) 

do show non-overlapping variation between wild-type and Y393C-PDI conditions, 

suggesting this increase is still of interest. 

The average lysosome diameter (AVD) for HT1080 NT, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-

PDI-myc cells are 0.894 μm, 1.302 μm, 3.051 μm respectively, shown in Panel C, 

left graph. This shows an increase of more than 200% between the latter two 

transfected conditions (right graph). As stated, this scale of increase is not reflected 

in the equivalent Saos-2 conditions; AVD measurements for the three conditions are 

0.438 μm, 0.777 μm and 1.328 μm respectively. This is a much less substantial 

increase (~32%) when compared to HT1080 cells, as displayed in Figure 5.9C, right 

graph. This suggests a lesser biological relevance of this change in osteoblast-like 

cells than the fibrosarcoma HT1080s, possibly resulting from the different tissue 

types the cells represent.  
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5.7. Using live cell imaging to further characterise 

lysosomal trafficking in non-transfected, wild-type 

transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 

To further investigate the abnormal lysosomes portrayed in the previous figures, live 

cell time-lapse imaging was undertaken to discern if the movement or directionality 

of lysosomes was affected alongside distribution and morphology. ER-Tracker™ 

Blue-White DPX and Lyso-Tracker™ Red were added to NT, WT-PDI-myc and 

Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells in glass bottomed dishes 20 minutes prior to 

imaging. Figure 5.10 shows cells from each transfected condition at timepoints 0, 

25 and 50 seconds. This reiterates the observation of a lower lysosome count in 

Y393C-PDI cells, as total objects defined as ‘lysosomes’ detected by TrackMate in 

cells shown in Figure 5.10 time-lapses were recorded as follows: 888 in non-

transfected cells, 975 in WT-PDI-myc transfected cells, and 403 and 568 in Y393C-

PDI transfected cells respectively.  

A B C D 

E F G H 

I J K L 
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Figure 5.10. Time-lapse imaging of Saos-2 stained using ER-Tracker™ Blue-White 

DPX and Lyso-Tracker™ Red. Images captured at time frames 0, 25, 50 seconds for 

each NT and WT-PDI-myc transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected. Scale bar = 

10 μm. 
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As seen previously in fixed cells, there appears a negative correlation between 

lysosome size and lysosome count inside the cell, with Y393C-PDI cells containing 

fewer but larger lysosomes than WT-PDI-myc transfected and non-transfected cells. 

The cells shown in Figure 5.10 are displayed as temporal colour coded hyper-stacks 

in Figure 5.11 to highlight lysosomal movement changes between Y393C-PDI cells 

and control cells. These show that larger organelles tend to be more stationary than 

their smaller counterparts. Blue represents a vesicle’s starting position at image 

frame 001 (1 second), and white represents the objects finishing position at frame 

050 (50 seconds). The spectrum of colour between these depicts the vesicle 

movement across frames, as presented by the coloured bar in Panel A. 
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Figure 5.11. Temporal colour coded hyper-stacks produced on ImageJ for cells displayed 

in Figure 5.10. Non-transfected (A), WT-PDI-myc (B) and Y393C-PDI-myc (C and D). Each 

shows vesicle location alongside direction and distance moved across frame 1 (blue) to 

50 (white). Scale bar = 10 µm. 
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Non-transfected Saos-2 cells shown in Figure 5.11 panel A display large numbers 

of normal sized lysosomes moving up to 7 µm in distance over the 50 seconds, 

shown by a white line. This is as expected from normally functioning lysosome 

activity (Pu, 2015). There also appears a general collection of these organelles in 

the cell centre and apical periphery, with distinct gaps of little to no lysosomes 

present. Panel B shows a typical WT PDI transfected Saos-2 cell displaying much 

of the same characteristics as non-transfected cells. Some organelles are observed 

to move long distances of approximately 5 µm, also highlighted by a white line. As 

observed in NT cells, there are distinct regions of lysosome absence in the cell. 

However, Y393C-PDI transfected cells in Panels C and D exhibit 

contrasting characteristics. Firstly, they show a less polarised spread of lysosomes 

throughout the cell alongside no areas of vesicle absence, and a general reduction 

in vesicle movement. This is especially noticeable in panel D where organelles 

found directly at the nuclear periphery (boxed in red) display no coloured ‘tails’   

between the time frames, hence showing no significant movement.  

To confirm these observations, Figure 5.12. shows the distance moved in microns 

by each lysosome detected by the plugin as scatter plots. Track ID refers to an 

arbitrary number assigned to locate a unique track during TrackMate analysis. Track 

ID is plotted against the distance moved by each lysosome in microns from ‘track 

start’, the frame which the vesicle appears in, to the ‘track stop’ frame, whenever 

the lysosome disappears. This is assigned the term Track Displacement, and 

presented for non-transfected osteoblasts, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc in the 

bar chart shown in Figure 5.12B, with error bars showing standard error around the 

mean. 

For both non-transfected and WT-PDI-myc transfected cells, lysosome movement 

appears normal. A large number of lysosomes move distances measuring 3 microns 

or more, as marked by a red threshold line. This contrasts to the Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected conditions in which only 6 and 7 lysosomes pass or touch the 3 micron 

threshold line, shown in panels C and D respectively. A large proportion of panel D 

tracks show a displacement of less than 1 micron, as shown by the white threshold 

line. Mean track displacement for these cells is displayed in the graph below in part 

B, with standard deviation as error bars. 
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One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the 

significance of variation between wild-type and Y393C-PDI expressing cells. 

Variation between non-transfected and wild-type PDI transfected cells returned a 

result of no significance (p > 0.05; ns), whereas significance at p < 0.001 was 

calculated for variation between WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc cells (***). 

Again, this reiterates that wild-type PDI expressing cells display no clear differences 

in lysosomal characteristics, however Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells display both 

lower numbers and motility of lysosomes present. 

Figure 5.12. Post-acquisition analysis of lysosome motility observed in Figure 5.11. (A) 

Scatter plots showing Track ID of vesicle against Track displacement (distance travelled 

by object in microns) calculated from cells shown in Figure 5.11. by TrackMate. (B) Mean 

track displacement of vesicles recorded from data shown in (A). An average of both cells 

recorded in C and D provides Y393C-PDI-myc mean. Error bars = standard error around 

the mean. One-way ANOVA P values = 0.26 (> 0.05) for NT vs WT-PDI-myc; < 0.0001 (< 

0.001) for Y393C-PDI-myc. 
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5.8. Characterising the relationship between Collagen I 

and lysosomes in Y393C-PDI-myc, WT-PDI-myc and 

non-transfected Saos-2. 

As seen previously in Figure 5.3, the quantity of collagen production is highly 

variable from cell to cell, however no extracellular deposition has yet been observed 

by Y393C-PDI-myc cells. To establish if there was any relationship between 

collagen I and lysosomes, the immunofluorescence in Figure 5.4 was reproduced, 

staining for Lamp2b instead of PDI. The results of this are shown in Figure 5.13, 

with examples of vesicular collagen shown in the non-transfected and Y393C-PDI 

transfected cells. Deposited collagen is shown in the WT-PDI-myc panels, and 

potentially the bottom panels of Y393C-PDI-myc, although this is inconclusive. 
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The same larger lysosomes as previously shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.6 are 

observed in Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells in Figure 5.13. Areas of positive and 

negative colocalisation can be observed as yellow or green signal respectively. 

Distinct areas of green signal observed in predominantly NT and WT-PDI-myc cells 

suggest non LAMP2b associated collagen. The large lysosomal structures observed 

in Y393C-PDI-myc conditions throughout this chapter are replicated, and tend to 

colocalise with collagen I, as can be observed in the channel merge images.   

a b 

Figure 5.13. Characterising collagen I production and deposition in both wild-type 

and Y393C-PDI expressing Saos-2. (A) Non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc, and Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 cells fixed and stained for LAMP2b (594) and collagen I 

(488). (B) 2D intensity histograms showing signal overlap in each channel generated 

by Coloc2 analysis for non-transfected and Y393C-PDI-myc cells. Scale bar = 10 μm. 
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Colocalisation analysis was performed on LAMP2b and Collagen I signal from cells 

shown in Figure 5.13. after it was hypothesised these large Lamp2b objects may 

contain misfolded collagen. Figure 5.13B displays the results of this analysis as 2D 

intensity histograms for the non-transfected, and Y393C-PDI-myc cells shown in 

part A. This analysis negates the possibility of background or bleed through ‘pseudo-

colocalisation’ between each channel, displaying only true colocalisation of LAMP2b 

and Collagen I signal. It was deemed unnecessary to test colocalisation on cells 

showing primarily deposited collagen since, as this is now secreted, it would not 

colocalise with lysosomal markers. The 2D intensity histograms show signal 

intensity for both channels, with warmer (white, yellow) colours resembling high 

intensity and cooler (blue) resembling low intensity pixels. As displayed by warmer 

colours nearest to the Y intercept, there appears to be some amount of 

colocalisation of relatively high signal in both cells, as reflected in the respective 

merged images shown in Part A.   

However, the narrower histogram in the channel intensity histogram shown for the 

Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cell infers a much stronger trend of colocalisation. This 

is further confirmed by the Pearson’s R-value for both cells which is calculated by 

Coloc2 to be 0.63 for non-transfected, and 0.84 for the Y393C-PDI expressing cell. 

This once again provides quantitative evidence for stronger colocalisation of 

collagen and lysosomes in Y393C expressing cells, and less areas where both 

signals are present but not colocalised.   

5.9. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the intracellular localisation of the CCS1 mutant Y393C PDI was 

characterised. Whether this has any untoward impacts on cellular homeostasis and 

the functions of other intracellular systems, such as lysosomal degradation, vesicle 

trafficking and collagen production and deposition was then investigated. The 

discovery that Y393C-PDI almost completely colocalises with WT PDI suggests that 

it is retained appropriately in the ER and most does not mis-localise. This suggests 

that despite this ‘gain of dysfunction’ mutation, PDI still remains in the ER showing 

it has not been designated for degradation, therefore is still able to pass as 

functional.  

Transfected cells also appear to upregulate the production of endogenous PDI. 

However, since this is not specific to Y393C-PDI expressing cells, this may have 
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some links to the transfection procedure, however this appears less drastic in WT-

PDI-myc cells than in Y393C-PDI-myc. This transfection and apparent upregulation 

of translation could contribute to cellular and ER stress, therefore any comparisons 

made between ER stress and viability include the positive control transfection. As 

described in Chapter 2, both HT1080 and Saos-2 cells were treated with transfection 

reagent as part of the negative (non-transfected) control to remove any effects of 

the chemical agent on cell viability. 

The highly tubular ER and decreased viability observed in Y393C-PDI transfected 

cells suggests the onset of ER stress, as has previously been reported by Rauch 

(2015). During cell culture and preparation for immunofluorescence, the numbers of 

Y393C cells successfully adhered, fixed and stained were visibly lower than their 

non-transfected and WT-PDI-myc counterparts. Alongside this, atypical PDI/ER 

immunofluorescent stains are observed, including some vesicular structures of 

unknown origin. These are also observed in CCS fibroblasts by Rauch et al. (2015), 

and not present in control cells. These could perhaps be linked to the erroneous 

activity of Y393C-PDI, and a product of PDI in complex with structures it 

conventionally should not interact with. Another explanation may be Y393C-PDI’s 

collection by proteolytic lysosomes, or evidence of its ER-Golgi transport vesicles 

during the process of its production.  Both these observed characteristics suggest 

some difference in cellular processing and/or ER stress responses to either collagen 

I misfolding, or the mutated PDI itself. 

Unresolved ER stress may indicate the UPR is proving ineffective, therefore 

resulting in recruitment of lysosomal-mediated autophagy to clear either PDI or 

collagen I. Data to support the involvement of lysosomes in this process is shown 

throughout this chapter. If neither system cannot fully clear the aggregates in 

sufficient time, then ER stress remains unresolved, which may be reflected in the 

consistent tubular ER observed in Y393C-PDI expressing cells. The ratio of tubular 

to sheet-like ER also relates to the organelle’s secretory functions alongside 

induction of stress. Further experiments should be taken to confirm if stress is more 

prevalent in CCS, and determine if the collagen secretory pathway is affected. 

Alongside the PDI stain, downstream markers of ER stress such as Binding 

immunoglobulin Protein (BiP) and C/EBP Homologous Protein (CHOP) may help to 

indicate whether this ER morphology is a result of proteotoxic stress (Oslowski, 

2011). 
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The induction of ERAD after ER stress has been shown to reduce the number of 

lysosomes in trophoblast cells, also disrupting cytoskeletal translocation of these 

organelles to the plasma membrane, and inhibiting exocytosis of the lysosomal 

contents (Nakashima, 2019). Therefore, characterisation of the lysosomal system 

in both Y393C and wild-type PDI expressing HT1080 and Saos-2 cells was vital to 

investigate the effects of the Y393C-PDI mutation. These experiments reflect the 

lysosomal behaviours observed by Nakashima (2019) and showed not only a 

decrease in lysosomal number, but an increase in size and linked decrease in 

mobility around the cell.  

Normal globular lysosome vesicle size for HT1080 cells is around 410 nm (0.41 µm), 

and osteoblast lysosome size appears between 0.2 – 1 µm, as highlighted by 

LysoTrackerTM red and Lamp1 staining in the relevant literature (Iwayama, 2019). 

However, depending on waste production and subcellular homeostasis, this is 

known to vary greatly (Lüllmann-Rauch, 2005). Lysosomal number is assumed to 

be proportional to the amount of activity required by these organelles; how much 

cytosolic ‘waste’ is present that requires clearance. The number and size of 

lysosomes present could also be proportional to the generally larger size of the 

osteoblasts (Freitas, 1999). Therefore, the known variation in lysosomal size must 

be, and has been, accounted for when assessing lysosomal size in CCS1 cells 

compared to wild-type.  

When establishing the effects of each condition on these organelles, any Lamp2b 

positive objects above 0.2 µm in size across all images and time-lapses were 

considered lysosomes by ImageJ plugin TrackMate. This selection is in 

concordance with the classic punctate immunofluorescent staining expected from 

the literature (Sarafian, 1998). This was deemed to remove background signal and 

provide a viable threshold level of which to measure firstly the existence of these 

organelles, and then any differences in size and morphology. This includes whether 

there is aggregation of multiple organelles by not imposing an upper limit of size. 

This may explain the large 3 µm objects observed in Y393C-PDI-myc HT1080s, and 

similarly larger lysosomes in Saos-2, observed in both fixed and live cell imaging, 

hence why these measures were taken. More quantitative and qualitative evidence 

is needed to confirm these findings, which could be obtained from biological and 

technical experimental repeats, or staining for other lysosomal markers, such as 
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Lamp2a or Lamp1 which may more accurately reflect the effects of Cole Carpenter 

syndrome on these organelles (Nakashima, 2019). 

Whilst the transfection efficiency of the cells cannot be experimentally confirmed in 

live cell imaging, this data does show that an increased size and decreased count 

of lysosomes in a cell correlates strongly with a decrease in movement, with 

significance. This is also supported by the relevant literature which shows lysosome 

mobility is a combination of simple diffusion and active transport moving the 

lysosome along the microtubule cytoskeleton (Bálint, 2013). Therefore, their size 

correlates inversely with their motility as larger lysosomes are more difficult to move. 

This has been suggested as a size dependant ‘drag force’ on these organelles, 

again limiting their movement and thus functional capacity inside the cell, however 

this theory is still controversial (Martinez, 2007). From this data, a decrease in 

lysosomal motility can be inferred to be the case in Y393C-PDI cells which display 

these larger lysosomes.  

More deposition of collagen I is observed in wild-type PDI conditions, with none 

observed in Y393C-PDI-myc transfected osteoblasts, possibly resulting from the 

aggregated misfolded protein being retained in the ER. Furthermore, possible 

collagen retention inside lysosomes is observed in the Y393C-PDI-myc conditions, 

as the abnormally large vesicle structures appear to colocalise with collagen. 

Colocalisation regression lines of 2D intensity histograms produced by ImageJ all 

intercept close to zero, showing no issues with offset or background thresholding. 

This gradient should be close to 1, however for collagen-Lamp2b colocalisation data 

it remains mostly below this value at approximately 0.5 for all conditions. According 

to the ImageJ user guide, this may be owing to the fact there is only sparse data in 

one channel or there are multiple colocalising populations of signals. This is likely 

to be a combination of the two; the LAMP2b immunofluorescence often picks up 

fewer lysosomes when compared to LysoTracker RedTM as shown in live cell 

imaging, and collagen I is seen to colocalise independently at multiple areas within 

the cell with the LAMP2b lysosomal marker, possibly resulting in this intensity 

variation. 

These LAMP2b positive objects appear to contain collagen I in both wild-type and 

Y393C-PDI expressing cells. However, as inferred by the 2D intensity histograms, 

the latter mutant cells appear to have a stronger colocalisation of Collagen I to 
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lysosomes. This suggests misfolded collagen by Y393C-PDI is perhaps not fully 

retained in the ER, and the lysosomal system is attempting to clear these 

aggregates, contributing to their swollen size and decreased movement. There is 

also significant atypical collagen staining outside these organelles, potentially that 

of aggregated protein still retained in the ER. This lack of misfolded protein 

degradation and aggregation inside and outside lysosomes is likely to induce ER 

stress within the cell, therefore contributing to the CCS1 phenotype. 
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6.  ASSESSING CELL VIABILITY BETWEEN WILD-TYPE AND 

Y393C-PDI CONDITIONS AND THEIR RESPONSES TO 

COMPETITIVE ENZYME INHIBITION 

Introduction:  

Y393C-PDI transfected cells typically appear to show increased signs of stress, 

which can lead to changes in intracellular homeostasis and increased cell death. 

Therefore, the viability of transfected Y393C-PDI cells in comparison to WT PDI was 

assessed in work presented in this Chapter.  

To establish if Y393C-PDI does increase cell death, microplate-based cell viability 

experiments were devised, the results of which are shown in this chapter. If any 

changes in viability are influenced by the addition of PDI inhibitors, this may provide 

further understanding of the molecular mechanisms of Cole Carpenter syndrome. 

Small molecule inhibitors (SMIs) are engineered molecules targeting specific 

residues within a particular protein, thus inhibiting its activity. Their usage as cancer 

therapeutics is becoming increasingly common, as they provide a deeper 

understanding into pathways underpinning their target’s function within the cell 

(Khera, 2017).  

One of these PDI inhibitors is 16F16, which contains a chloroacetyl group that 

covalently modifies free cysteine thiols, targeting the two active site residues C397 

and C400 of PDIA1 and PDIA3 (Hoffstrom, 2010). This prevents the formation of 

disulphide bonds within the target protein, thus causing irreversible inhibition. 

Furthermore, the family of propynoic acid carbamoyl methyl amides (PACMAs) use 

what is believed to be the same inhibitory mechanism (Xu, 2012), the most active 

of this family being PACMA 31. This SMI has been shown to successfully inhibit PDI 

activity in vitro and shows promise as a cancer treatment in vivo.  

6.1. Y393C-PDI-myc Saos-2 cells have a significantly lower 

viability compared to WT-PDI-myc transfected and 

non-transfected cells. 

NT, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected Saos-2 were assessed for 

viability using an OranguTM assay, as outlined in Chapter 2.2.5. Viability was 

calculated using the mean absorbance recorded over the three biological repeats in 
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each well row (1 - 5) as depicted in Figure 6.1. Absorbance is positively correlated 

with cell viability in this assay. The chemical structures of the irreversible PDI 

inhibitors 16F16 and PACMA 31 used in this chapter are shown in Figure 6.1B, with 

the disulphide inducing ‘active’ regions circled: chloroacetyl and propynoic acid 

moieties for 16F16 and PACMA 31 respectively. These regions block PDI’s active 

site, therefore inhibiting its chaperone and oxidoreductase functions.  

  

Figure 6.1. Chemical structures of the two PDI inhibitors used, with ‘active’ regions 

inducing inhibition of PDI’s active site circled. 
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Figure 6.2 shows average cell viability for Y393C-PDI expressing cells and both 

negative and positive controls, in the absence of PDI inhibition.  

  

Figure 6.2. Y393C-PDI expressing cells have a lower average viability than wildtype 

transfected and non-transfected controls. Bar chart showing mean absorbance 

recorded in across all wells of untreated non-transfected, WT-PDI-myc, Y393C-PDI-

myc by an OranguTM assay for viability. Standard deviation around the mean (NT 

= 0.453; WT-PDI-myc = 0.052; Y393C-PDI-myc = 0.039) shown by error bars. 
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Figure 6.2 shows a significant decrease in cell viability for Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected Saos-2 cells compared to both wild-type PDI conditions. As expected, 

there is no significant difference recorded between both non-transfected and wild-

type PDI transfected cells. This demonstrates there are no significant detrimental 

effects of the transfection procedure on cell viability, concurrent with previous 

observations. An average absorbance of 0.3743 OD450 was recorded for Y393C-

PDI-myc transfected cells, alongside 0.6271 OD450 and 0.6250 OD450 for NT and 

WT-PDI-myc conditions respectively. This data therefore suggests that there is an 

approximately 50% decrease in viability of cells transfected with Y393C-PDI-myc. 

6.2. Y393C-PDI cells appear less affected by SMIs when 

compared to wild-type 

To establish whether PDI inhibitors influence Y393C-PDI cell survival, viability 

experiments were performed using the microplate set up shown in Figure 6.1A, in 

the presence of PDI inhibitors shown in Figure 6.1B. These were used at increasing 

titrations of 0, 4, 6, 8 and 10 µM concentration and were added in triplicate to well 

rows 1 - 5 respectively, as shown in Figure 6.1A. As previously, average absorbance 

was taken across the three wells. The results of these experiments are shown in 

Figure 6.3. At 0 µM, there is a clear decrease in viability between wild-type PDI and 

Y393C-PDI cells, irrespective of inhibitor addition. This untreated condition acts as 

a technical repeat of Figure 6.1. 

With increasing concentrations of both inhibitors, average viability decreases for 

both NT and WT-PDI-myc transfected cells. Both conditions follow a similar trend, 

as shown in Figure 6.3. Between 0 – 4 µM of 16F16 there is no change in wild-type 

viability, however from 4 – 10 µM there is a steady decrease to a final OD450 of 0.44 

in non-transfected cells, and 0.46 in WT-PDI-myc. Conversely, treatment with 

PACMA 31 shows a larger decrease in viability between 0 – 4 µM, and a similarly 

steady decrease with subsequent increasing inhibitor concentrations. 

Thus, there appears no significant difference between NT and WT conditions for 

each inhibitor concentration, inferred by overlapping standard deviation error bars 

for all wild-type PDI conditions. This is confirmed by a two-way analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) the results of which are shown in supplementary data Table 9.3. A 

subsequent Bonferroni post-hoc test was conducted on the ANOVA results between 

non-transfected and WT-PDI-myc transfected cells, and Y393C-PDI-myc as shown 
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in Table 6.1 and 6.2, displaying the results for 16F16 and PACMA 31 inhibition 

respectively.  

Figure 6.3. PDI inhibitors appear to be less effective against Y393C-PDI expressing cells 

than wild-type controls. Bar charts showing effects of 16F16-mediated (A) and PACMA 

31-mediated (B) PDI inhibition on cell viability of NT, WT-PDI-myc and Y393C-PDI-myc 

transfected cells. Error bars show standard deviation around the mean. Two-way ANOVA 

significance for (P < 0.001) (***) and P > 0.05 (*) shown above. No significance detected 

between both NT and WT-PDI-myc transfected conditions. 
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Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show significant variation (p < 0.001) between both wild-type 

conditions and Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells in the presence of 16F16 inhibition 

across all concentrations, and the lower concentrations (0 - 4 µM) of PACMA 31 as 

displayed on Figure 6.3A and in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 

Table 6.1. Results of statistical analysis against wild-type PDI conditions and Y393C-PDI-

myc cells, in the presence of 16F16-mediated inhibition (Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni 

post-hoc tests). 
 

Inhibitor 
concentration 
(µM) 

t P value Significance 

NT vs 
Y393C 

  0 13.04 P < 0.001 *** 

  4 14.33 P < 0.001 *** 

  6 10.81 P < 0.001 *** 

  8 6.634 P < 0.001 *** 

  10 4.724 P < 0.001 *** 

WT vs 
Y393C 

  0 10.71 P < 0.001 *** 

  4 11.71 P < 0.001 *** 

  6 9.302 P < 0.001 *** 

  8 7.347 P < 0.001 *** 

  10 5.364 P < 0.001 *** 

 

Table 6.2. Results of statistical analysis against wild-type PDI conditions and Y393C-PDI-

myc cells, in the presence of PACMA 31-mediated inhibition (Two-way ANOVA, 

Bonferroni post-hoc tests). 

 

  

 
Inhibitor 
concentration 
(µM) 

t P value Significance 

NT vs 
Y393C 

  0 3.314 P < 0.05 * 

  4 1.933 P > 0.05 ns 

  6 2.733 P > 0.05 ns 

  8 2.138 P > 0.05 ns 

  10 0.576 P > 0.05 ns 

WT vs 
Y393C 

  0 4.378 P < 0.001 *** 

  4 2.816 P < 0.05 * 

  6 2.411 P > 0.05 ns 

  8 2.231 P > 0.05 ns 

  10 0.8591 P > 0.05 ns 
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Interestingly, Y393C-PDI-myc transfected cells respond differently to SMI inhibition 

than their wild-type counterparts, with a less drastic decrease in viability with 

increased inhibitor concentration, as displayed by Figure 6.3. They also show 

marginally different responses in the presence of each inhibitor. Data in Table 6.1 

show strong variation (*** significance) between both wild-type PDI conditions and 

Y393C-PDI cell viability in the presence of 16F16. However, while treatment with 

PACMA 31 appears reflect the wild-type decreasing trend marginally more, there is 

no significant difference recorded between 6 – 10 µM for all conditions (P > 0.05), 

showing a viability ‘plateau’. This is also reflected in the bar charts in Figure 6.3, 

which display this slight viability decrease for Y393C-PDI transfected wells treated 

with increasing concentrations PACMA 31. This is aside from the final concentration 

of 10 µM of inhibitor, in which there is a slight increase from 8 µM. Viability observed 

for 16F16 treated Y393C-PDI-myc cells appears unchanged when inhibitor is 

added, irrespective of increasing concentrations, as displayed by overlapping 

standard deviations shown by error bars. 

This demonstrates that Y393C-PDI cells treated with PACMA 31 at 6 – 10 µM 

concentrations appear to display a statistically similar viability to wild-type. This also 

suggests that the effect of 16F16, if any, is not changed by changes in inhibitor 

concentration. This provides further evidence for the hypothesis that both inhibitors 

have a reduced impact on PDI inhibition in Y393C-PDI-myc cells, therefore resulting 

in less of a decrease in viability than expected from the wild-type.  

6.3. Conclusion 

The cell viability data in this chapter show that the expression of Y393C-PDI 

decreases cell viabiity when compared to wild-type PDI counterparts. Levels of 

viability can be reproduced significantly with the average of 15 wells considered; it 

is inferred that only the Y393C-PDI mutation influences viability, and not the 

transfection procedure itself. This suggests the Y393C mutation may effectively 

behave like a PDI inhibitor and compromise the protein’s essential roles in the cell, 

leading to a reduction in cell viability. 

Inhibition of PDI with 16F16 and PACMA 31 have significant effects on the viability 

of Saos-2 cells. Firstly, treatment with both inhibitors appears to generally increase 

cell death of wild-type PDI expressing cells, at a similar level. The addition of 

PACMA 31 results in a gradual decrease in absorbance from approximately 0.9 
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OD450 at 0 µM of inhibitor to 0.45 OD450 at 10 µM. This is also reflected in 16F16 

treated cells. Inhibitor treated Y393C-PDI-myc cells display differing viability to wild-

type, with slightly different responses between both inhibitors. In general, viability 

does not decrease significantly between concentrations, as was observed in wild-

type PDI cells. 

16F16 appears to have no significant impact on Y393C-PDI cell viability after 4 µM, 

which could be explained in two ways. Firstly, any changes in viability may be too 

small to be detected by the assay at such a low absorbance of 0.3 OD450. However, 

the OranguTM assay claims to have increased sensitivity compared to other common 

competitors (MTT, XTT, MTS), and should detect absorbance below this reading. 

Another potential explanation could that transfection efficiency is ~50% and all 

successfully transfected cells have died at this point. The nature of this result could 

be confirmed by the repetition of this experiment with stably transfected Y393C-PDI 

expressing cell lines. A more interesting theory may be that the Y393C-PDI inhibition 

is blocked in some way by the mutation, resulting in the inhibitors being unable to 

impede Y393C-PDI function, thus displaying little change in viability, regardless of 

inhibitor concentration. 

The addition of PACMA 31 also shows less inhibition over the working 

concentrations in Y393C-PDI expressing cells: Y393C-PDI cells have a smaller 

decrease in OD450 between 0 - 10 µM of inhibitor than that of wild-type PDI 

conditions. There is also no statistical significance between each transfection 

condition at the same concentration after 6 µM. Therefore, this data infers that 

PACMA 31 has less effect on Y393C cells, resulting in a lack of inhibition which is 

not reflected in wild-type. Both inhibitors induce bonding between cysteine residues 

of PDI’s active site, therefore the tyrosine to cysteine mutation implicated in CCS1 

may disrupt the formation of these bonds, providing a potential explanation for these 

results. 

Despite Table 6.1. showing significant differences between both wild-type 

conditions and Y393C-PDI in 16F16 treated cells, the t-test values follow the same 

trend as for PACMA 31; that of a lesser decrease in viability despite increasing 

concentration, as reflected on the graph. Given more repetition, this may result in 

the same trend of non-significant viability differences between wild-type and Y393C-

PDI at higher inhibitor concentrations. This is as expected as both SMIs utilise the 

same inhibitory mechanism, therefore this is an interesting avenue to pursue. 
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7. INITIAL CHARACTERISATION OF PRIMARY COLE CARPENTER 

PATIENT FIBROBLASTS 

Introduction: 

The work in previous chapters has been undertaken with transiently transfected 

immortalised osteoblast and fibrosarcoma cell lines. However, cell lines may not 

maintain the same characteristics of their primary tissue counterparts through 

‘phenotypic drift’ away from their supposed characteristics (Pan, 2009). This can 

result in atypical gene expression when cultured in vitro, that are not expressed in 

primary cells from the same tissue. Therefore, CCS fibroblasts derived from a 

patient containing the mutation were used to establish a platform for the analysis of 

Y393C-PDI function in the cell. The experiments presented in this chapter comprise 

monitoring fibroblast growth, imaging of fibroblasts with phase contrast microscopy, 

and immunofluorescence to understand PDI expression patterns. 

7.1. Light microscopy of CCS patient derived fibroblasts shows varied 

growth patterns compared to control. 

As expected, patient derived cell growth was slower than that of control fibroblasts. 

Figure 7.1 shows cells after 20 days of growth in a humidified incubator, with media 

changes every 24 hours for the first 10 days and then 48 hours for the next 10 days.  

Control cells shown in Figure 7.1A reached approximately 80% confluency during 

this culture period, and demonstrated typical fibroblast growth; with most cells 

growing in the same orientation as their neighbours, as highlighted by the boxed 

section in panel A, then magnified in panel B. The cells also appear between 10 – 

20 μm in width, with most displaying elongated cell bodies over 100 μm in length, 

calculated from the scale bars shown.  
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In contrast, fibroblasts derived from the patient display different growth patterns, as 

shown in Figure 7.1. There appears to be a larger variation in size between cells, 

and no evidence of directional growth like that of the controls, which may be a result 

Figure 7.1. Phase contrast microscopy showing growth of control fibroblasts (panels A – C) and 

patient derived fibroblasts (panels D – F) whilst in culture. Panels B and E show magnified 

sections boxed in panels A and D respectively. Scale bars = 100 μm (A, B, D, E); 20 μm (C, F). 

Large extracellular objects observed in Panels E and F shown and measured in Panels G (1 and 

2) and H. Scale bars equal 100 μm (G) and 20 μm (H). Panel I shows a magnification of the 31.01 

μm object shown in H, with smaller constituents circled. Scale bar = 20 μm. 
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of the cells not reaching full confluency. Some extracellular granular masses were 

visible, as shown in Panels F - I which are not observed in the control culture.  

Panels G, H and I shows these extracellular masses at a higher magnification. Panel 

G shows cells observed in panel E, of which two masses were chosen, magnified 

and measured in adjacent panels 1 and 2. There is some variation in object size as 

displayed by numbered panels and H, with a total mean diameter of 31.05 μm. Each 

large object appears to consist of smaller, broadly round granules measuring 

between 1.8 and 0.6 μm in size, as shown by 10 randomly chosen granules in Panel 

I circled. Each circled ‘granule’ was measured using ImageJ, giving a total mean 

diameter of 1.06 μm and a standard deviation of 0.36. 

7.2. Immunofluorescence of CCS patient cells is concurrent 

with that of Y393C-PDI transfected cells 

Figure 7.2. The tubular ER morphology observed in transfected cell lines is mirrored in 

patient-derived fibroblasts. (A) Immunofluorescence showing control and patient 

derived primary fibroblasts fixed, permeabilised and stained for PDI (594) and α tubulin 

(488). The PDI expression in control and patient cells is magnified in (B) and (C) 

respectively. (D) shows a comparison of ER morphologies observed in the previous 

panels, boxed (1 = sheet; 2 = tubular; 3 = tubular). Scale bar = 10 μm. 
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To detect the expression of PDI, patient and control cells were fixed, permeabilised 

and subjected to immunofluorescence, as shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. As 

has been observed in previous chapters, transfected Y393C-PDI cells exhibit a 

more tubular ER, which is reflected in the distribution of PDI. Figure 7.2B and C 

show the ER from control and patient cells respectively, magnified to further observe 

the ultrastructure. Sections of both tubular and sheetlike ER are apparent in the 

control cell, which are boxed and further magnified in numbered panels D1 and D2. 

This is concordant with the ER morphologies previously observed in Chapter 3, 

showing areas of tubular and sheet-like ER within the same cell. The comparable 

patient cell shows a consistently tubular ER, as has been observed in Y393C-PDI 

expressing cell lines in this thesis. 

The cells were co-stained with α tubulin which shows mostly polymerised 

microtubule structures in both cell types, which are distinct from the ER. This is 

concurrent with the previous observations of Y393C-PDI transfected cell lines. The 

patient derived cell displays a less directional and more disperse microtubule 

phenotype than the control, with filaments appearing curled and non-polarised. 

To assess the relationship between collagen and lysosomes in CCS and control 

cells, collagen I and Lamp2b were stained in both cell types using 

immunofluorescence, shown in Figure 7.3. As seen previously in this thesis, cells 

expressing Y393C-PDI display fewer lysosomes, with some appearing abnormally 

large when compared to a wild-type control. Control cells containing wild-type PDI 

show the widely distributed, punctate staining expected from Lamp2b and 

demonstrate normal lysosome distribution throughout the cytoplasm. The merged 

channel images clearly show little colour overlap, therefore no colocalisation 

between lysosomes and collagen I. 

However patient derived fibroblasts appear to demonstrate some colocalisation 

between Lamp2b and collagen I, as demonstrated in the yellow overlap areas of the 

bottom right panel. As observed previously, these organelles appear less abundant, 

but much larger than the typical lysosomes displayed in the control cells above.  
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Figure 7.3. Control and patient derived fibroblasts co-stained with Collagen I (594) and 

Lamp2b (488) show abnormal colocalisation in patient derived cells. Scale bar = 10 μm. 

 

To properly characterise the relationship between collagen production and 

lysosome morphology in patient-derived fibroblasts, further analysis for lysosomal 

size and location in respect to collagen was performed. Green (488) and red (594) 

channels were merged for cells shown in Figure 7.3, and 3D object mapping 

performed using ImageJ, the results of which are shown in Figure 7.4.  

The control fibroblast in Figure 7.4A shows normally sized lysosomes which mostly 

appear distinct from collagen, as shown in the adjacent panel 1, circled. The 

associated surface maps for each channel are shown in panels 2 and 3, showing 

no clear relationship between lysosomes and collagen I distribution. 

The corresponding patient cell is shown in Figure 7.4B, with magnified sections 

shown in panels 1 and 2. This shows abnormal distribution of both collagen and 

lysosomes, with the latter organelles appearing abnormally large, as seen in Y393C-

PDI expressing cells in previous chapters. In general, there appears more 

colocalisation of collagen to lysosomes in the patient cell than the control, shown by 

the yellow objects circled in panel 1 and 2. However, there remains some lysosomes 
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distinct from collagen I which appear in green and are again circled in the magnified 

numbered panels in Figure 7.4 A1, B1 and B2, in both the control and patient cell. 

Figure 7.4. Post-acquisition analysis of lysosome distribution and colocalisation to 

collagen I from cells shown in Figure 7.3. Magnified collagen I and Lamp2b channel 

merges from (A) control and (B) patient cells as shown previously. Further magnified 

sections showing Lamp2b and collagen I structures in Panels A1 (control) and B1-2 

(patient). A2-3 show surface maps for Lamp2b and collagen I signal respectively. (C) Bar 

graph showing mean object diameter of green (distinct) and yellow (colocalised) objects 

circled in panel B1 with standard deviation, and students T test significance level (***). (D) 

Top panels show 3D object surface maps for CCS1 Lamp2b and Collagen channels. 

Location maps shown below, with colocalised (yellow) and distinct (green) objects 

circled.  
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To compare lysosome size and colocalisation to collagen in CCS1 fibroblasts, 10 

measurements across numbered panel B1 were taken for each ‘distinct’ (green) and 

‘colocalised’ (yellow) object’s diameter. The mean and standard deviations are 

shown as a bar chart in Figure 7.4C. This clearly highlights a significant difference 

between non-collagen associated lysosomes, and the colocalised lysosome sizes, 

with mean diameters of 0.32 μm and 0.84 μm respectively. Significance was further 

confirmed using a student’s T-test which gave a t-statistic of 4.76 (p = 0.0002), 

showing statistical significance between these object sizes. 

The colocalisation of these objects was further confirmed using the ImageJ 3D 

object mapping analysis. 69 Lamp2b and 51 Collagen I objects between 200 and 

800 nm were detected in each channel shown in panel D. As expected, some of 

these objects appeared in both channel maps, with three examples labelled 18, 21, 

34 and 11, 21, 24 respectively and circled in yellow on the location maps. Smaller 

objects are only detected in the Lamp2b (488) channel, with three examples circled 

in green and labelled 29, 36 and 38.  

To establish if these large objects share the same surfaces, 3D surface maps 

generated for the channels are included above. This again reiterates the overlapping 

localisation in both channels for the large collagen I lysosomes. Both these 

observations are consistent with data presented in previously in Chapter 5; that 

lysosome morphology and distribution appears to be affected by the Cole Carpenter 

PDI Y393C mutation, and the abnormally large organelles show colocalisation to 

collagen I. 

7.3. Conclusion 

As expected from patient derived fibroblasts, and observed in Figure 7.1, their 

growth and doubling time was much slower than their control counterparts, 

achieving a lower overall confluency within their population despite growth media 

changes occurring at the same time as the control. They also showed a greater 

variation in cell volume and size, as displayed by the lower magnification images 

included in Figure 7.1. This may be a result of lower confluency, as the reduction in 

cell-cell communication and contact may have prevented them displaying the 

normal fibroblast formations observed in the controls. These characteristic fibroblast 

growth patterns include the unidirectionality of neighbouring control cells as seen in 

Figure 7.1 panel A, and the magnified section of panel B. Communication and 
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coordination between cells results in the characteristic ‘whorl’ formation present in 

the centre of panel A, which is typical of normally functioning fibroblasts (Helson, 

1985). This growth pattern was not observed in any patient derived fibroblasts 

during the culture period. 

Whilst the unidirectionality and ‘whorl’ formation tends to not occur in sub-confluent 

cells, another possibility is that the Cole Carpenter pathology may be inhibiting cell 

communication, causing a lack of cell-cell adherence and a rounder shape (Cai, 

2012). This rounded phenotype is also reflected in cells undergoing apoptotic or 

necrotic cell death, which data in Chapter 6 suggests is abnormally high in Cole 

Carpenter cells. The patient fibroblasts appear to grow independently from each 

other and display large variation in size and area, suggesting cellular stress. The 

largest difference between patient and control cells as observed in Figure 7.1 is the 

existence of the extracellular, granular masses observed in the patient cells. These 

were distinctly larger than any cellular debris appearing in the control condition, 

suggesting a link to the Cole Carpenter phenotype of the patient derived cells. These 

objects seemed to be localised either on top of or next to existing cells. They also 

appeared between 20 and 40 μm in diameter, larger than the diameter of the 

neighbouring cells. 

These granular masses appear to resemble apoptotic bodies and membrane 

blebbing when compared to the relevant literature (Bennet, 1995). Apoptotic bodies 

are small, membranous microvesicles produced by cells due to membrane blebbing 

upon programmed cell death. These tend to measure within the range of 0.8 - 5 μm 

but can vary in size and density (Crescitelli, 2013).  

These microvesicles may arise from the larger masses, since their size fits with the 

individual ‘blebs’ observed. The higher magnification image in panel B further 

supports this point with one mass measuring 31 μm in size. However, the smaller 

constituents measure consistently between 1.8 and 0.6 μm, with a mean diameter 

of 1.06 μm of the 10 objects chosen in Figure 7.1 panel I. This is consistent with the 

size of apoptotic bodies as described in the literature, (Crescitelli, 2013; Akers, 

2013). A decrease in cell viability, and thus a possible increase in apoptosis or 

necrosis have previously been observed in Y393C-PDI cells; the granules may be 

a visual indication of this process occurring in true Cole Carpenter cells.  
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Using immunofluorescence to stain for apoptotic markers, such as annexin V or 

intracellular caspases, would help determine whether CCS cells are undergoing 

apoptosis at a higher rate than control cells. Flow cytometry of early apoptosis 

markers such as annexin V compared to late pathway DNA fractionation (shown by 

positive signal peaks before cell cycle stage G1) would confirm apoptosis and retain 

these masses in the sample, which fixation may not (Koopman, 1994; Demidenko, 

2008; Wlodkovic, 2009). The absence of these at the known timepoints in apoptotic 

cell death may suggest the necrotic cell death pathway has been taken instead 

(Kryso, 2008). 

The lysosome and collagen I immunofluorescence of Cole Carpenter cells allow 

comparison of the intracellular processes occurring between both patient cells and 

Y393C-PDI transfected cells, alongside patient and control fibroblasts. This shows 

consistency in a gross stressed morphology in both patient and mutant transfected 

cells. Lamp2b lysosomal distribution appears consistent with the observations in 

Chapter 5, with large ‘swollen’ organelles appearing to colocalise with Collagen I, a 

finding not observed in control cells. This is further supported by the 3D object 

location and surface maps observed in Figure 7.4. These show smaller, more 

conventional lysosomes appear to be distinct from collagen I, in the green (488) 

channel. However, the atypically large and swollen organelles appear detected as 

the same object in both red (594) and green (488) channels as shown by the ImageJ 

surface maps, again inferring the colocalisation of lysosomes to Collagen I in Cole 

Carpenter cells. Another possibility explaining the colocalisation of collagen and 

Lamp2b in these large objects is this cell has undertaken a cell death pathway, 

which is suggested to be increased in CCS cells from Chapter 6 viability assays. 

These large objects could therefore represent the membrane blebbing process. Re-

staining for e-cadherin or n-cadherin, or a fibroblast surface protein (1B10) would 

establish whether the cell membrane is still intact, thus confirm if these are true 

lysosomes, or a product of the apoptotic pathway (Goodpaster, 2008). 

Unfortunately, no collagen I deposition was observed in control or Cole Carpenter 

cells, possibly due to ascorbate insufficiency. Future experiments to analyse the 

deposition of collagen with ascorbate supplementation over time, combined with the 

use of PDI inhibitors, will therefore be informative (Chan, 1990). Taken together, the 

data presented in this chapter align with the results observed in transfected Saos-2 

osteoblasts and HT1080 fibrosarcoma cells. This also suggests that the intracellular 
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effects of Cole Carpenter syndrome investigated in this thesis holds across both 

fibroblast and osteoblast cell types. 
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8. DISCUSSION 

The work in this thesis has characterised the molecular basis of Cole Carpenter 

syndrome in both transiently transfected fibrosarcoma and osteoblast-like cell lines, 

alongside patient derived primary fibroblasts. Immunoprecipitation and western 

blotting described in Chapter 4 were used to explore interactions involving the 

Y393C mutated PDI, and preliminary LC-MS/MS analysis has paved the way for 

identifying the nature of some potential interacting partners. Fixed and live cell 

imaging as shown in Chapter 5 shows the localisation of Y393C-PDI in the ER, and 

highlights possible downstream impacts of the mutation on both collagen and other 

intracellular systems and organelles. 

8.1.  Characterising the intracellular interactions of Y393C-PDI. 

8.1.1. ER stress in Y393C PDI expressing cells 

As presented in Figure 4.2, a single nucleotide polymorphism in P4HB results in the 

gain of a reactive cysteine residue at position 393. This residue is close by but not 

directly part of the catalytic CGHC motif of PDI’s active site. It is possible this results 

in the formation of a disulphide bond between the mutated residue and that of 

Cys397 or Cys400, disrupting PDI’s activity. Furthermore, the CCS1 mutation is 

suggested to result in a dysfunctional PDI as opposed to a non-functional PDI, 

meaning the chaperone activity of Y393C-PDI is not completely inhibited. This 

proposed inhibitory mechanism is similar to that of SMIs PACMA 31 and 16F16 

which target the active site cysteines (Hoffman, 2010) and impair the redox activity 

of PDI. Y393C-PDI may still form a complex with the P4HA, however its capacity to 

catalyse the hydroxylation of proline residues is likely to be affected by the mutation. 

This provides support to the misfolded collagen hypothesis, resulting in the onset of 

ER stress, as proposed throughout this thesis, and first mentioned in Chapter 1.1.1. 

Abnormally high ER stress has been confirmed in Cole Carpenter patient cells 

through the upregulation of ER resident heat shock protein and molecular 

chaperone HSP47 (Rauch, 2015; Ishida, 2011). In future work, confirming the 

upregulation of HSP47 in cells expressing transfected Y393C-PDI would provide 

useful quantitative confirmation that Y393C-PDI transfected cells exhibited the 

observed characteristics of primary patient cells. Testing for other markers known 

to be upregulated by the UPR such as Xbp-1, phosphorylated PERK, ATF6 or 
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calreticulin via western blot or qPCR would also provide insight into the UPR activity 

in Y393C-PDI cells, and which arms of this pathway show signs of compromise 

(Kouroku, 2007; Korfei, 2008; Fhlathartaigh, 2013). 

Recent developments in the field have suggested that an increase in a tubular ER 

indicates the onset of ER stress (Lee, 2020; Mateus, 2018; Zheng, 2018). The cell 

biology and microscopy approaches taken in this thesis imply a more prevalent 

tubular ER in Y393C-PDI transfected cells, which may be indicative of a stress 

response. HT1080 cells showing the tubular and sheet-like ER states as shown in 

Figure 3.2A and B provide a baseline comparison as to the appearance of these 

structures by immunofluorescence. ER stress is usually caused by accumulation or 

aggregation of unfolded or misfolded proteins and would therefore result in 

proteotoxicity and the CCS phenotype.  

Furthermore, immunofluorescence in both this thesis and the relevant literature 

shows a more vesicular pattern of Y393C-PDI in the ER, as observed by Rauch 

(2015), and replicated in Figure 5.1. This may point to the retention of PDI in ER-

Golgi vesicles, as previously observed by Araujo (2017) or perhaps aggregation of 

large PDI complexes in ER compartments. The former condition would be confirmed 

by co-immunofluorescence for ER-Golgi vesicle proteins e.g., COPII. The latter 

suggestion may be related to the unconventionally large and stable PDI complexes 

observed in Chapter 4. 

8.1.2. Y393C occurs in the essential a’ domain and may result in multiple levels 

of improper PDI activity. 

Improper activation of PDI, or abnormal intermolecular disulphides between other 

proteins, may result in the establishment of reduction resistant, high molecular 

weight PDI complexes. These are explored in PDI co-immunoprecipitation and 

western blotting experiments in Chapter 4.  

PDI is activated from its extended monomeric form into stable dimers or larger 

oligomers by Zn 2+, resulting in the disulphide bridging of a or a’ catalytically active 

cysteines to b’ non-catalytically active residues (Soloyov, 2004). This allows it to 

function as a subunit of the C-P4H collagen chaperone complex (Koivunen, 2005). 

Therefore, the extra cysteine at position 393 in the a’ domain may disrupt PDI activity 

through the placement of unconventional intramolecular disulphide bonds. This may 
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result in firstly active site inhibition, or secondly the assembly of unconventional PDI 

complexes via intermolecular bonds with other proteins. The latter scenario is 

equally as likely, owing to the solvent accessibility of the residue highlighted by the 

proximity of water molecules in Figure 4.2. This may explain the source of some of 

the large, reduction resistant complexes in Y393C-PDI transfected cells, as seen 

later in Chapter 4.  

Experimental evidence shows that amino acid substitutions in PDI’s b’ peptide 

binding domain do not inhibit C-P4H assembly onto the procollagen constituent 

chains, however, mutations in the catalytically active a and a’ domains do 

(Koivunen, 2005). The latter domain (a’) contains residue 393 and is the recurring 

mutation in CCS. This further implies that this C-P4H assembly process has been 

disrupted by the mutation, resulting in unconventional interactions with other 

proteins that typically should not be complexing with PDI.  

This gain of a cysteine residue disrupting PDI may impair its proper assembly into 

the C-P4H complex or result in improper protein folding activity. Alongside the 

impacts of a dysfunctional C-P4H complex, this disruption may therefore result in 

improperly or incompletely folded collagen aggregation in the ER, activating the 

UPR and resulting in the downstream effects observed in these cells. This abnormal 

activity is also highlighted in the abnormal inhibition responses exhibited by Y393C-

PDI in Chapter 6. 

8.2. Investigating the response of Y393C-PDI-myc cells to PDI 

inhibitors 

8.2.1. PACMA 31 and 16F16 inhibition 

Improper or impaired activity of PDI often leads to cellular apoptosis, due to its 

fundamental protein folding roles. This has made inhibiting PDI an effective target 

for cancer therapy using the actions of SMIs, like those used in Chapter 6 (Xu, 

2012). PACMA 31 and 16F16 inhibit PDI activity by covalently interacting with the 

thiol groups of the Cys397 and Cys400 residues of the a’ domain residing active 

site. This disrupts the formation of the intramolecular disulphide bonds between 

these residues and inhibits the activity of wild-type oxidised PDI, alongside altering 

the protein’s secondary structure (Xiong, 2020; Xu, 2012). However, as shown by 

viability bar graphs and associated statistical analysis in Chapter 6, the inhibition of 
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Y393C-PDI results in little average cell viability change across all inhibitor 

concentrations, whereas wild-type PDI inhibition shows increased cell death as 

expected from the literature (Liu, 2015). This lack of change may imply unsuccessful 

PDI inhibition in these cells, to some extent. It may be that the proximity of Cys393 

to the conventional reactive cysteines of PDI’s active site impacts their function, and 

replicates the binding of an inhibitor, at least partially: Y393C-PDI may structurally 

resemble 16F16-modified wild-type PDI. This is one explanation for the unchanging 

cell viability of Y393C-PDI expressing cells irrespective of inhibitor concentrations, 

as observed in Chapter 6. Due to the lower initial viability of Y393C-PDI expressing 

cells, the situation may be more complex, therefore further repetition is required to 

confirm this. 

This apparent self-inhibition supports the hypothesis that the accessibility or binding 

capacity of PDI to the C-P4H complex may be impacted by this mutation. This has 

major implications for PDI’s role as part of this complex as the Y393C mutation may 

result in the complex being unable to form or forming incorrectly. The latter situation 

is more likely, as the procollagen triple helix produced by CCS1 osteoblasts is 

hypothesised to be misfolded, not completely unfolded, therefore suggesting there 

is some chaperoning activity of the C-P4H complex retained. Klappa et al. (2000) 

observed a strong correlation between effective C-P4H component assembly and 

client peptide binding; if a mutated PDI failed to form a functional C-P4H tetramer, 

this tended to result in unsuccessful client binding. This highlights the importance of 

PDI as both an independent enzyme and part of the C-P4H complex and suggests 

the Y393C mutation may have substantial consequences on the rest of this 

chaperoning complex. There is a possibility that one of the stable, high molecular 

weight complexes observed in Chapter 4 may pertain to this chaperone complex. 

It must be remembered that these transfected cells are not wild-type PDI 

knockouts and express endogenous wild-type PDI alongside the transfected 

Y393C mutant. If the addition of inhibitor had no effect on Y393C-PDI, an overall 

decrease in cell viability would be observed, due to the catalytic activity of wild-

type PDI being inhibited. This may explain the result of PACMA 31 inhibition where 

viability still decreases, but not at the extent of the wild-type PDI expressing cells. 

When treated with 16F16, it appears that a characteristic of Y393C-PDI 

transfected cells offsets this decrease in viability, therefore resulting in a viability 
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plateau, as seen by the broadly unchanging viability of 16F16 treated Y393C-PDI-

myc Saos-2. Since the mutation is the only changing variable between control and 

Y393C mutant, it is inferred this may be the cause of the offset. Treatment with 

16F16 is known to have other off-target effects: it can inhibit Erp57/PDIA3, an ER 

chaperone essential for the proper folding of glycoproteins (Jessop, 2007; Xu, 

2014; Kaneya, 2021). Conversely, these off-target effects may result in other 

chaperones being upregulated to compensate for PDI inhibition. This could 

potentially ‘rescue’ the activity of Y393C-PDI, resulting in a viability increase 

sufficient to offset the expected decrease. Xu (2012) also report the mechanism of 

action for 16F16 has not been fully confirmed yet, therefore perhaps 16F16 

inhibition of the Cys397 and Cys400 active site differs slightly from that of 

PACMA31. This may allow successful assembly of PDI into the C-P4H complex or 

rescue the proper folding of collagen. Further repetition with these and other 

inhibitors is therefore required. 

Statistical analysis by a two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-hoc test was 

conducted to further quantify significance of these viability changes. Data tables 

for this are included in Chapter 6 and in Supplementary Materials. In all inhibitor-

dependant viability data n = 3, therefore more repetition is needed to confirm 

statistical significance, preferably with a stably expressing Y393C-PDI cell line, or 

patient derived primary cells. Repetition would also confirm if the differences 

observed between inhibitors are truly significant, since the trend in statistical t-

values for 16F16 suggests a similar pattern to the pattern of PACMA 31 treatment. 

This is preliminary evidence suggesting the potential partial restoration of correct 

PDI function in Y393C-PDI by 16F16 inhibition. However, as acknowledged above, 

more evidence is required to prove this, alongside more repetition required to 

determine whether this is also observed in PACMA 31 treatment, which is also 

known to target the same active site. Testing cell viability with other known PDI 

inhibitors, such as 1,3,5-triazine (RB-11-ca) and Phenylarsine oxide (PAO) would 

also be an interesting avenue to pursue. Both inhibitors are also assumed to target 

the active site cysteines of PDI, therefore reproducing the experiments with these 

molecules may help establish if Y393C-PDI is affected by other inhibitors which 

target the active site (Xu, 2014). However, whilst these may offer more evidence in 

support of the observed viability changes in Chapter 6, this data should be taken 

with caution: both these inhibitors demonstrate lower specificities to PDI than the 
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PACMA 31 and 16F16, therefore effects on viability may be a result of PDI-

independent targeting (Xu, 2014). 

8.2.2. The role of the PDI a’ domain 

PDI’s activities within the ER are not limited to collagen folding, therefore there 

may be indirect, downstream effects on other proteins classed as its clients. PDI’s 

oxidation, reduction and isomerisation allow disulphide bond formation and 

subsequent reshuffling on its target client (Schwaller, 2003). The catalytic a and a′ 

domains of PDI mediate disulphide bond formation, whereas the b and b′ domains 

dictate substrate binding. It has also been shown that the a and a’ domains can 

function independently as simple oxidoreductases (Darby, 1998), a role which may 

also be affected by the Y393C mutation. Despite having distinct ‘peptide-binding’ 

and ‘catalytically active’ domains, larger peptides above 10 - 15 residues require 

all PDI sub-domains for proper client binding (Klappa, 1998). Therefore, when 

chaperoning large substrates such as the two pro-α1(I) chains and one pro-α2(I) 

which make up collagen I, the full and uninhibited a’ domain is important for PDI’s 

function.  

Klappa (2000) reported that structural changes in the a’ domain, such as the 

Y393C mutation, indirectly affect peptide binding to the non-catalytic b and b’ 

domains. They also showed selective removal of the a’ domain can restore binding 

activity. If future work could apply this to CCS, it may hold promise for the 

development of therapies to restore proper PDI activity, and treat Cole Carpenter 

syndrome, alongside other related disorders.  

8.3. Y393C and WT PDI localisation within the cell 

The immunofluorescence in Chapter 5 shows co-localisation of transfected Y393C-

PDI-myc to wild-type PDI, displaying proper ER retention. This is as expected by 

the uninterrupted PDI C-terminal KDEL ER localisation sequence in the 

constitutively active constructs (Bottomley, 2001). This normal localisation of Y393C 

PDI to the ER is reflected in patient derived fibroblasts, and highlights the problem 

caused by this mutation. If endogenously expressed Y393C PDI is functioning 

incorrectly, translation should be ceased, or it should be degraded post-

translationally by ER associated degradation (ERAD) or ER-to-lysosome associated 

degradation (ERLAD) (Fregno, 2019). This appears to not be the case, as Y393C-
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PDI is still active in CCS1 patient cells. This is highlighted by the quantity of collagen 

production, and to some extent, secretion, being unaffected (Cole and Carpenter, 

1987).  

Y393C PDI transfected cells also appear to upregulate the production of 

endogenous PDI, as highlighted in the channel intensity histograms shown in 

Chapter 5. This is more apparent in Y393C-PDI transfected cells, but also WT-PDI-

myc to an extent, suggesting this may be either linked to general increased protein 

production by the cell, or a result of the lipid-based transfection procedure 

upregulating chaperones as part of the stress induced UPR (Fiszer-Kierzkowska, 

2011). Establishment of stable Y393C-PDI expressing cell lines to solve this issue 

would be an essential next stage for this project. 

8.4 The onset of ER stress should activate the UPR 

This lack of Y393C-PDI degradation may be a result of the hypothesised gain of 

dysfunction rather than loss of function caused by Y393C. This may imply PDI’s 

chaperone and/or oxidoreductase roles may be maintained to an extent. On the 

other hand, this may point towards a defective UPR. Further experimentation is 

needed to establish if this system is compromised, such as western blotting or qPCR 

for the presence of UPR markers, as mentioned in Section 8.1.1. 

If Y393C-PDI is detected to be functioning incorrectly, the cell should respond. This 

should occur through the UPR responding to stress caused by Y393C-PDI itself or 

the accumulation of its misfolded clients, or the induction of other degradation 

pathways. This may result in the attenuation of translation, proteasomal/lysosomal 

ERAD, or the upregulation of another compensatory chaperone to take its place 

(Hetz, 2018; Ishida, 2011), as displayed in the UPR pathway schematic of Figure 

1.4.  

Innate issues with resolving ER stress in CCS1 cells may explain the observed 

intracellular collagen accumulation, abnormal behaviour of lysosomes, and 

decreased viability of both Y393C-PDI-myc and patient cells. These issues may 

result in a failure to rescue misfolded collagen via the conventional UPR. As shown 

in Figure 1.4, the PERK arm of the ER stress response results in the transient 

attenuation of translation until ER stress can be resolved. This is an integral system 

relying on a complex cascade of protein interactions to resolve ER stress and 
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restore cellular homeostasis and is partially dependant on the proper functioning of 

PDI. Oxidised PDI activates this arm of the UPR through its oxidoreductase activity 

which may be impaired in the Y393C mutant (Kranz, 2017). This is highlighted in 

Figure 1.5. showing the redox cycle of PDI which results in the subsequent 

activation of PERK. Therefore, if the unconventional, high molecular weight 

complexes containing Y393C-PDI observed in Chapter 4 trap PDI, this activation 

may not occur. This would leave translation unaffected, despite the presence of ER 

stress, and result in a defective UPR. 

The observation of increased and unresolved ER stress by Rauch (2015) may 

potentially lead to a decrease in cell viability, as was observed in Chapter 6. The 

cell’s failure to clear dysfunctional collagen I via the UPR may result in downstream 

effects on other protein degradation systems such as lysosomal autophagy, as 

investigated in this project. 

8.5. Upregulating the UPR may help or hinder collagen misfolding. 

8.5.1. PDI and the UPR 

PDI’s redox activation cycle is modulated by ERp57, yet it can also itself oxidise 

ERp57, alongside others such as ERp47 and P5 (Araki et al., 2013; Oka et al., 

2015). Of the approximately 20 human PDIs, a number including ERp47 and P5 are 

disulphide isomerase chaperones which can be upregulated by the PERK arm of 

the UPR (Hettinghouse, 2018). Therefore, alongside its other role as a collagen 

chaperone in the C-P4H complex, PDI and its electron donor Ero1α act as an 

essential regulatory hub for the redox states of other ER resident chaperones (Araki, 

2013). This role may be affected by Y393C, thus indirectly contribute to the CCS1 

phenotypes observed in this thesis.  
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Given the HSP47 upregulation shown by Rauch (2015), alongside the tubular ER 

observed in transfected cells in Chapter 5 and patient fibroblasts in Chapter 7, it is 

suggested that the UPR should be upregulated in these cells. However, if activation 

of the PERK arm (Figure 8.1, labelled A) is affected by the Y393C-PDI mutation, 

then this leaves only ATF6-mediated chaperone upregulation, and IRE1 to activate 

ERAD through the transcription factor Xbp-1, or apoptosis. 

Cleaved ATF6 results in the upregulation of ER chaperones such as calnexin, 

calreticulin and ERp57/PDIA3 alongside PDI (Zhao, 2019). However, in Cole 

Carpenter cells, the upregulation of Y393C-PDI to assist with the folding of 

aggregated collagen would not rescue the homeostasis of the ER, but instead 

propagate the issue. It has also been shown that other chaperones are unable to 

compensate for PDI activity in procollagen folding (Rutkevich, 2010). This includes 

the collagen specific chaperone HSP47, meaning PDI-dependant chaperoning of 

the triple helix is likely to not occur. It has been suggested that instead of 

compensatory collagen folding mechanisms, HSP47 and PDI compete for collagen 

I binding, but have distinct roles in the triple helix biosynthesis (Hosokawa, 2000). 

Using immunofluorescence to visualise the cellular localisation of the upregulated 

HSP47 and Y393C-PDI and their substrate collagen would provide interesting follow 

up data, and perhaps determine if HSP47 binding to collagen increases in the 

presence of Y393C-PDI. 

Figure 8.1. Modified Figure 1.4 showing PDI has crucial roles in the activation and 

execution of pathways A and B of the UPR. The Y393C-PDI mutation could therefore 

compromise the progression of these pathways. 
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8.5.2. Failure to rescue unfolded procollagen or resolve the ER stress 

is likely to result in apoptosis 

The upregulation of mis-functioning PDI, or non-compensatory chaperones such as 

HSP47 therefore could prevent the ATF6-mediated chaperone upregulation from 

rescuing the misfolded collagen (Figure 8.1, labelled B). This would leave only the 

final IRE1 pathway (C) to resolve ER stress. IRE1 activation can occur by HSP47 

by displacing BiP, which maintains IRE1 in its inactive form. This then results in the 

subsequent dimerization of IRE1, activating the transcription factor spliced X-box 

protein 1 (Xbp-1) to promote ER associated protein degradation (Acosta-Alvear, 

2007). The upregulation of HSP47 observed by Rauch (2015) implies this pathway 

is, to some extent, followed in CCS1 cells. 

However, these IRE1 homodimers also contain domains which can signal the 

activation of the JNK protein kinases pathway to apoptosis, if ER stress is 

unresolved for a sufficient time (Lee, 2011). Given the possibility that two of the 

above pathways may be compromised due to the erroneous activity of Y393C-PDI, 

this time threshold may be met, therefore the cell undergoes apoptosis. This would 

lead to the significant decrease in cell viability observed in Chapter 6. 

8.6. Intracellular production of collagen by Y393C-PDI osteoblasts. 

Collagen production, secretion and deposition are linked, and highly complex 

cellular processes. As observed in Chapter 5.2, the intracellular distribution and 

quantity of collagen production appears normal between both wildtype and Y393C-

PDI expressing osteoblasts. This reiterates the observation earlier described by 

Cole and Carpenter, suggesting variation in collagen production is unaffected by the 

Y393C mutation (Cole and Carpenter, 1987). This would be further confirmed 

quantitatively by western blotting for collagen I, since determining variation in protein 

production using immunofluorescence must be taken cautiously, due to horizontal 

antibody crosslinking and the single plane view. 

After being secreted into the extracellular space by osteoblasts, collagens assemble 

into higher-order polymers termed collagen fibrils during the process of bone 

mineralisation (Buckley, 2012). These fibrils are thin structures of roughly 20 – 300 

nm in diameter (Silver, 1992; Bancelin, 2014), and can form large matrix structures 

as shown in Figure 5.3. Deposition of collagen was observed in both non transfected 
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and wild-type transfected osteoblasts, whilst none was observed in Y393C-PDI 

transfected cells. This suggests that misfolded collagen may be retained in the ER 

of Saos-2 cells, with the intent to be degraded (Izawa, 2012). Quantification of 

collagen by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or similar assay over 

a time course would be required to properly investigate whether deposition is 

significantly affected in CCS1. 

8.6.2. Collagen secretion does not necessarily equate to deposition. 

Interestingly, Balasubramanian (2018) reported secretion of collagen was observed 

in CCS fibroblasts, however at lower levels than that of control cells. This may 

suggest that the deposition process is not completely impaired in patient fibroblasts, 

and nod towards osteoblasts having increased reliance on PDI for procollagen 

folding than fibroblasts, resulting in the bone-specific severity of CCS. On the other 

hand, this observation may relate to misfolding-associated protein secretion, rather 

than deposition, to dispose of aberrant proteins in the absence of sufficient 

degradation post-UPR. This process was observed to protect proteostasis during 

proteosome dysfunction by Lee (2016) and may be a downstream effect of an 

impaired UPR.  

Interestingly, in experiments presented in this thesis, slightly more deposition was 

observed across fields of view by wild-type PDI transfected cells. This is potentially 

due to the additional translation of collagen in wild-type PDI-myc transfected cells, 

increasing collagen folding yield (Todd, 1996), therefore resulting in increased 

exocytosis and deposition of the produced protein. 

8.7. Collagen in Cole Carpenter cells appears to colocalise with 

abnormally behaving lysosomes. 

8.7.1. Collagen I co-localises with lysosomes in Y393C PDI transfected 

osteoblasts, and patient derived fibroblasts 

Lysosomes are small, cytosolic organelles between 50 - 500 nm in size (Alberts, 

1984), and influence the quality control for newly synthesised procollagen molecules 

through a process known as ‘autophagy’, thereby influencing ER homeostasis 

(Settembre, 2018). Autophagy is an intracellular waste degradation system 

coordinated by the lysosomes to remove potential causes of cellular and ER stress, 
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one of which is misfolded proteins. The process consists of several sequential steps 

including sequestration of the material concerned, transport to lysosomes, 

degradation, and utilization or exocytosis of degradation products (Mizushima, 

2007). In addition, the transcription of collagen genes has been discovered to be 

modulated depending on lysosomal autophagy (Settembre, 2018). This suggests 

translation may in part be regulated through this system, and the activity of 

mammalian Target Of Rapamycin Complex 1 (mTORC1). This further highlights the 

lysosomes as key players in the regulation of collagen production and subsequent 

secretion, supporting ER quality control systems with their own. Therefore, it is to 

be expected that an aggregation of unfolded or misfolded protein may have 

downstream effects on the functioning of this system, especially if the ER mediated 

UPR is partially compromised.  

Data shown in Chapters 4 and 6 show other differences between Collagen I 

distribution in control and Y393C-PDI cells, with the latter appearing to show 

increased colocalisation of collagen I to abnormally large lysosomes, as stained for 

by Lamp2b. These differences are also observed between patient and control 

fibroblasts as shown by immunofluorescence in Chapter 7, and suggests collagen I 

which leaves the ER is picked up by lysosomes, likely as a result of improper folding. 

These lysosomes also appear abnormally ‘swollen’, which may indicate large 

volumes of internalised misfolded collagen. This swollen lysosome phenomenon is 

also reflected in other ER-stress related disorders, such as iPSC neurons displaying 

an enlarged and impaired lysosomal compartment as a result of a common 

Parkinson’s disease mutation (Fernandes, 2016), alongside classical lysosomal 

storage disorders (Johnson, 2013). 

8.7.2. Abnormally large lysosomes may exhibit loss of motility and 

autophagic function. 

Data presented in this thesis show apparent changes in lysosome size, number and 

inferred motility in Y393C-PDI cells. This suggests atypical activity of this system, 

and a failure to fully remove or degrade misfolded collagen in Cole Carpenter cells, 

at the rate required to resolve ER stress (de Araujio, 2020). The ‘swollen’ size of 

these structures may be a result of large volumes of protein to be cleared, and the 

subsequent overwhelming of the system, resulting in a loss of motility (Martinez, 

2007). This negative relationship between size and motility is inferred by live cell 
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imaging in Chapter 5, supporting the notion of cytosolic ‘drag force’ exerted on these 

organelles. This force has been suggested to influence both their diffusion and 

microtubule mediated active transport translocation (Martinez, 2007). This enlarged 

lysosomal phenotype, coupled with a decrease in lysosomal movement, may result 

in the inefficient clearance of misfolded, intracellular collagen in Cole Carpenter 

cells.  

As stated above, lysosome size matters (de Araujio, 2020), but also the number of 

these organelles in a cell can indicate the disruption of intracellular homeostasis and 

the onset of ER stress. Interestingly, cellular and ER stress has been known to both 

increase and decrease lysosome frequency in different tissues. This potentially 

results from differing demands on the waste clearance by these organelles in 

conjunction with ER stress (Nakashima, 2019; Mahanty, 2019).  

In pathologies where the lysosomes are not directly affected, one would expect 

lysosome frequency to increase due to onset of cellular stress. However, when 

lysosome biogenesis or function has itself been compromised, their numbers would 

be expected to decrease. In Cole Carpenter cells their numbers appear to decrease, 

demonstrated by both anti-Lamp2b and LysoTrackerTM markers. While there is no 

evidence of compromising lysosomal mutations in Cole Carpenter disease, 

misfolded collagen aggregation may result in increased waste clearance demand 

that cannot be met by the osteoblasts. The consequential increase in ER stress has 

already been shown to decrease lysosome numbers in other bone cells 

(Nakashima, 2019). The proteotoxicity brought upon by misfolded collagen may 

result in larger, yet fewer lysosomes budding off the trans-Golgi network which are 

less motile throughout the cytoplasm. There also appears some atypical collagen I 

immunofluorescent staining occurring outside these organelles, again suggesting 

functional capacity overload, resulting in ineffective protein clearance, thus further 

propagating ER stress. 

8.7.3. The microtubule cytoskeleton appears unaffected by the Y393C 

mutation 

The microtubule cytoskeleton is integral to the effective trafficking of lysosomes and 

their role in autophagy (Webb, 2004). However, microtubules did not appear 

affected in Y393C-PDI cells, as highlighted in Chapter 5. Any changes are assumed 

to be a result of the delicate nature of the tubule presenting variation when prepared 
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using different fixative methods. Paraformaldehyde fixation resulted in a seemingly 

complete network breakdown, however when cells were fixed with ‘Fixative B’, as 

shown in Chapter 5, this variation was removed. Literature suggests that 

formaldehyde fixation does not preserve microtubules at the ultrastructural level as 

effectively as other methods of preparation (Forer, 1976), therefore explaining this 

result. 

To summarise, collagen colocalisation to lysosomes in osteoblasts provides initial 

evidence to underpin two aspects of the Cole Carpenter phenotype. Firstly, the 

bone-specific severity of CCS may arise from a greater importance of PDI in bone 

Collagen I folding, and secondly the downstream effects of ER stress on the 

lysosomes may propagate the problems of the disease.  

8.8. The Cole Carpenter phenotype may arise from an osteon-

specific reliance on collagen I to maintain structural integrity. 

It is known that other organs aside from bone are mildly affected in Cole Carpenter 

syndrome, the most notable being that of the cartilaginous vocal cords, resulting in 

patients having a high-pitched, nasally voice (Balasubramanian, 2019, personal 

correspondence). This bone-specific severity brings into question the differences 

between collagen production and distribution in the formation of bone tissues, 

compared to those of the rest of the body.  

Collagen type I is arranged in the classic triple helices shown in Figure 1.6 (Berillis, 

2013). These helices are first staggered axially into collagen fibrils, which are then 

bundled together to form the collagen fibres (Shoulders and Raines. 2009). To 

generate bone in a healthy individual, the mineralization of new osteoid occurs in 

continuation of the existing ECM upon which the newly synthesized Collagen I is 

deposited by the osteoblasts (Murshed, 2018). As such, quality control of the initial 

collagen triple helix formation is integral to ensuring these higher order structures 

form properly. It has been hypothesised that the Cole Carpenter phenotype occurs 

from incorrectly formed collagenous ECM, rather than complete inhibition of 

collagen secretion (Balasubramanian, 2018). Therefore, the misfolded collagen I 

fibres produced by Y393C-PDI expressing cells may form dysfunctional or non-

functional ECM, compromising the structural integrity of the bone. A 

decellularization procedure on a CCS patient tissue sample, or that of primary cells 

cultured in a 3D scaffold would confirm the quality of deposited ECM, and whether 
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secretion observed by Balasubramanian is true collagen deposition, or removal of 

the misfolded procollagen. 

Collagen’s differing roles in structural integrity within tissues may suggest another 

reason behind the predominantly bone specific CCS phenotype. Deposited collagen 

fibres form the structural and mechanical scaffold of bone, alongside skin, tendons, 

cornea, blood vessel walls and other connective tissues and represent more than 

90% of the organic matrix of bone (Makareeva, 2014; Miller, 1984). As bone tissue 

relies on rigidity and stiffness more than these other tissues, the structural role of 

Collagen I may be more important in building and maintaining the skeleton. It is 

known that additional maturation of collagen in bone is known to occur, contributing 

to structural stability (Viguet-Carrin, 2006). Therefore, it is to be expected that 

mutations affecting collagen formation may have more serious consequences in 

bone than elsewhere in the body, as illustrated by other types of osteogenesis 

imperfecta. This is particularly apparent in Ehlers–Danlos syndromes, which affect 

the structural integrity of connective tissue and display skin specific phenotypes 

(Karsdal, 2019; Steinmann, 2002). Furthermore, collagen I is often found alongside 

collagen III, which are both major components of superficial and deep layers of the 

lamina propria tissue of the vocal cords (Tateya, 2006). This possibly explains the 

vocal phenotype observed in the Cole Carpenter patient by Balasubramanian.  

Essentially, it can be assumed all tissues of the patient’s body are affected by the 

misfolding of collagen, as highlighted in other cartilaginous tissues. As observed in 

other OI’s, the effects of misfolded collagen appear more severe in bone, potentially 

due to increased reliance on PDI as a collagen chaperone, and collagen itself as a 

structural protein (Forlino, 2016). The combination of these factors therefore may 

result in the severely brittle bone of CCS and explain why there are fewer 

implications on skin or hair tissue. 

8.9. Transfected PDI-Y393C cells as a model for primary 

patient phenotypes. 

Replicating the Cole Carpenter phenotype required the design of both wild-type and 

Y393C mutant PDI tagged constructs, as seen in Chapter 4. These were then 

transiently transfected into immortalised cell lines HT1080 and Saos-2 to reproduce 

the effects of the PDI mutation. Comparison between immunofluorescence of 
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patient cells as shown in Chapter 7 and the Y393C-PDI transfected cells shows the 

characteristics of PDI, Lamp2b and α tubulin are reproduced in both primary and 

immortalised cells. 

There were some differences in lysosomal activity observed between HT1080 

fibroblasts and Saos-2 osteoblasts, inferring different responses to the Y393C-PDI 

mutation in the relevant tissues. This may be explained by the vast variation in 

lysosomal distribution and morphology in wild-type cells from different tissues (de 

Araujio, 2020; Nabavi, 2008). It has been postulated that osteoblast lysosomes have 

key roles in the mineralisation of bone and the secretion of calcium phosphate to 

form osteoid, therefore this additional function may result in an increase in organelle 

frequency within these cells (Iwayama, 2019). This was observed by a much higher 

lysosome count in wild-type Saos-2 than HT1080 cells in immunofluorescence 

displayed in Chapter 5 of this thesis, alongside live cell imaging of the organelles 

using LysoTracker-RedTM. 

The responses of these cell lines to Y393C-PDI expression were taken cautiously, 

since cell lines often lose characteristics present in their primary cell counterparts. 

This can occur due to phenotypic drift through immortalisation and excessive 

passaging, the latter of which was mitigated as much as possible to reduce possible 

detrimental effects. Whilst the efficiency of collagen deposition in patient fibroblasts 

is still to be confirmed, the existence of abundant cytoplasmic vesicles in Figure 7.3. 

suggests the quantity of collagen production is unaffected, as observed by Rauch 

(2015). This is evidence to show the expected phenotype of the primary patient cells 

from the literature is replicated in this culture.  

8.10. Primary patient fibroblast growth patterns provide future 

avenues for investigation into the CCS phenotype  

Transiently transfected wild-type and Y393C-PDI-myc cells were compared to 

primary fibroblasts derived from both a Cole Carpenter patient and an associated 

positive control. As described in Chapter 7, both cultures were maintained under 

identical conditions, with media changes at regular intervals. Alongside establishing 

the cells in culture and minimising cellular stress due to extraneous factors, this 

enabled accurate comparison between control and CCS cells.  
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In general, patient fibroblasts had tubular ER characteristics that may be indicative 

of ER stress. The lysosomes of the patient cells also appeared swollen and 

deformed, and colocalised with the production of collagen I in the cell. This is 

consistent with data shown in Chapter 5, and further shows that the transfected 

osteoblast-like Saos-2 are a useful model cell line to study the biology of CCS.  

Some interesting observations came from phase contrast imaging of the cells in 

culture, in which large, extracellular masses were observed compared to control 

cells. These appeared ‘granular’ in composition, and whilst the total structure 

measured between 20 - 40 μm across, the smaller granules appear to have a mean 

diameter of 1.6 μm. This size is concordant with apoptotic bodies and microvesicles 

as described in the relevant literature (Crescitelli, 2013; Akers, 2013), suggesting 

these masses are clumps of apoptotic cells or debris.  

Small levels of apoptosis are expected to be seen in all cells in culture, especially 

non-immortalised, primary cells (Kamp, 2005). However, the number of these 

bodies observed in the Cole Carpenter patient culture exceeded those observed in 

the control fibroblasts. Again, this is consistent with the cell viability data presented 

in Chapter 6, and implies the apoptotic pathway is followed in Cole Carpenter cells 

more frequently than control cells. This may also explain the characteristic short 

stature of the Cole Carpenter patient; Mancilla et al. (1998) report that activating 

mutations in fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) result in mass apoptosis of 

cells. This has also been linked to the onset of several skeletal dysplasias 

(Rousseau, 1994; Bonaventure, 1996). This subsequent apoptosis may reflect the 

granular masses observed in the phase contrast images of Chapter 7, and therefore 

result in the short stature and brittle bone phenotype of CCS. 

Observation of cell death in cultured patient osteoblasts would infer apoptotic 

pathways are upregulated in osteoid producing bone cells, alongside the presence 

of apoptotic markers in fixed or live cell imaging which would confirm this theory. 

These could include staining for early-stage apoptotic marker cleaved caspase 3 

(cl3) or performing a late-stage apoptotic marker assay for Terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL). If these 

experiments showed an increase in apoptosis, it would offer considerable support 

to the hypothesis that increased osteoblast cell death may result in the brittle bone 

phenotype observed in the patient. 
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8.11. Future Investigations 

Y393C PDI could be tested in vivo using a gene complementation approach in 

model organisms, or the production of wild-type PDI knockout osteoblasts 

expressing the Y393C mutant (Miura, 2008; Zhang, 2002). In vitro studies may 

further determine the chaperoning ability of Y393C-PDI e.g., using a denatured 

polypeptide substrate (Jaenicke, 1993; Hiller, 2021). This would establish the effects 

of Y393C-PDI on the quality control mechanisms of the ER, and whether it is able 

to bind collagen when not in the presence of potential interacting partners, some of 

which may hinder this ability. Furthermore, some molecular chaperone activities are 

redundant, allowing other proteins to function in place of mutated, dysfunctional 

chaperones. However, no single chaperone is able to fully compensate for PDI’s 

roles in oxidative protein folding (Rutkevich, 2010).  

Chemical chaperones could potentially be developed as a therapy for Cole 

Carpenter syndrome, resolving both ER stress and the downstream implications on 

the rest of the cell to varying degrees of effectiveness. A synthetic chemical 

chaperone as a nontoxic competitive inhibitor has been shown to correct the 

phenotype of the lysosomal storage disorder Fabry’s disease (Yam, 2005). This 

disease arises from a mutant, yet catalytically active chaperone alpha-galactosidase 

A, which misfunctions and causes the aggregation of its substrate, which may mirror 

PDI and its role in Cole Carpenter syndrome. The responses of Y393C-PDI to the 

SMI treatments shown in Chapter 6 may suggest a similar treatment is possible for 

CCS, especially if further repetition shows a ‘rescue’ of PDI function. If so, this may 

provide an alternative to the currently used bisphosphonate therapy, and with 

sufficient future work, pertain to a viable cure of this disease.  

Another potential approach could utilise gene therapy, which would deliver a 

functional form of PDI to the affected cells via a viral vector; this has been used 

successfully to treat other OI related disorders (Niyibizi, 2004). This would act as 

the essential ‘compensatory chaperone’, ensuring collagen is properly folded which 

would reduce and resolve ER stress. This would therefore prevent the imbalanced 

collagen production and resorption resulting in the brittle bone phenotype of CCS. 

Gene therapy approaches, using adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors as above, 

have already proven to have outstanding beneficial effects in several ER chaperone 
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related diseases, such as neurodegenerative conditions, eye disorders, and 

metabolic diseases (Valenzuela, 2018). 

When developing future therapies for CCS, further studies are essential to solve the 

complex relationships of PDI in health and disease. The redox activity of PDI 

facilitates internalization of some pathogens, alongside the influx of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) in cells (Ramachandran, 2001). Furthermore, post-translationally 

modified version has been shown to promote protein aggregation commonly 

associated with neurodegenerative diseases (Cai, 1994). Taken alongside the 

evidence shown in this thesis, this highlights the complexity of PDI and its critical 

roles in physiology and pathology, a number of which may be affected in, or 

contribute to the phenotype of Cole Carpenter disease. 
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8.12. Concluding remarks 

Work undertaken in this project has allowed a preliminary model of the molecular 

mechanisms underpinning Cole Carpenter syndrome to be developed, as shown in 

Figure 8.2. This model proposes that Cole Carpenter syndrome is likely a result of 

disrupted activation of PDI through self-inhibition or abnormal disulphide 

interactions with other proteins in the ER. This would prevent oligomerisation into 

the wider C-P4H complex and result in the improper or incomplete folding of the 

collagen triple helix. Aggregation of this defective protein in the ER is likely to disrupt 

the delicate microenvironment of the ER and result in ER stress. Upregulating 

chaperones to resolve ER stress through the activated unfolded protein response 

(UPR) may result in more dysfunctional Y393C-PDI produced, which would not 

resolve the collagen misfolding problem. Furthermore, it is unlikely any other ER 

chaperones would be able to compensate for PDI’s activity, due to its essential and 

varied functions within the activation/suppression of key players in the UPR, and its 

separate functions as an oxidoreductase. Other branches of the UPR may attempt 

to rescue the phenotype, alongside the lysosome-mediated autophagy protein 

degradation. The latter pathway may be able to compartmentalise some of the 

misfolded collagen, yet appears to be quickly overwhelmed, resulting in the 

continued progression of ER stress, and deformed, swollen lysosomes which are 

mostly stationary. This combination of factors may therefore result in an inability to 

clear misfolded collagen, and the subsequent failure to resolve ER stress. These 

osteoblasts then may direct themselves for apoptosis. Mass cell death would result 

in a disproportionately large amount of bone osteoid resorption by osteoclasts, 

compared to its production by osteoblasts. This imbalance may then result in the 

critically severe brittle bone phenotype of Cole Carpenter syndrome. 
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9. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS  

9.1. Statistical analysis 

Table 9.1. Summary results of two-way ANOVA on effects of transfection condition and 

16F16 inhibitor concentration on cell viability. 

Source of Variation % of total 
variation 

P value 
  

Interaction 7.74 < 0.0001 
  

Transfection condition 66.14 < 0.0001 
  

Inhibitor concentration 22.77 < 0.0001 
  

     

Source of Variation P value 
summary 

Significant? 
  

Interaction *** Yes 
  

Transfection condition *** Yes 
  

Inhibitor concentration *** Yes 
  

     

Source of Variation Df Sum-of-
squares 

Mean 
square 

F 

Interaction 8 0.1388 0.01734 8.689 

Transfection condition 2 1.185 0.5927 296.9 

Inhibitor concentration 4 0.4082 0.102 51.12 

Residual 30 0.05988 0.001996 
 

 

 

Table 9.2. Summary results of two-way ANOVA on effects of transfection condition and 

PACMA 31 inhibitor concentration on cell viability. 

Source of Variation % of total 
variation 

P value 
  

Interaction 4.33 0.4611 
  

Transfection condition 20.33 < 0.0001 
  

Inhibitor Concentration 58.97 < 0.0001 
  

     

Source of Variation P value 
summary 

Significant? 
  

Interaction ns No 
  

Transfection condition *** Yes 
  

Inhibitor concentration *** Yes 
  

  
    

Source of Variation Df Sum-of-
squares 

Mean 
square 

F 

Interaction 8 0.05558 0.006948 0.9932 

Transfection condition 2 0.2608 0.1304 18.64 

Inhibitor concentration 4 0.7562 0.189 27.02 

Residual 30 0.2099 0.006995 
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Table 9.3. Results of statistical analysis against NT and WT PDI transfected cells for each 

inhibitor (Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-hoc tests). 
 

Inhibitor 
concentration 
(µM) 

Difference t P value Significance 

16F16   0 -0.085 2.33 P > 0.05 ns 

  4 -0.09533 2.613 P > 0.05 ns 

  6 -0.055 1.508 P > 0.05 ns 

  8 0.026 0.7127 P > 0.05 ns 

  10 0.02333 0.6396 P > 0.05 ns 

PACMA 31   0 0.07267 1.064 P > 0.05 ns 

  4 0.06033 0.8835 P > 0.05 ns 

  6 -0.022 0.3222 P > 0.05 ns 

  8 0.006333 0.09274 P > 0.05 ns 

  10 0.01933 0.2831 P > 0.05 ns 
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